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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
)
)
)

ROBERT KANTOR,
Plaintiff/Respondent.

Supreme Court No.

\

. -SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR,
VOLUME4 OF 5
DefendanVAppellant

SEEA G

______________

)
}

AT O RECORD

RECORD ON APPEAL
Appeal from the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District
of the Sta e of Idaho, In and for the County of Blaine.
HONORABLE ROBERT J. ELGEE, DISTRICT JUDGE

MARTY R. ANDERSON
PO Box 50160
Idaho Falls, ID 83405

SCOTM. LUDWIG
209 West Main Street
Boise, ID 83702

Attorney for Defendant/Appellant/

Attorney for Plaintiff/Respondent
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M. LUDWIG
DANIEL A. MILLER
LUDWIG+ SHOUFLER +MILLER+ JOHNSON, LLP
Attorneys at Law
209 West Main Street
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: 208-387-0400
Facsimile: 208-387-1999
ISB 3506
ISB 3571

FILEDA..
NOV 2 0 2013
JoLynn Drage, Clerk District
Court Blaine Coun l~aho

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

ROBERT ARON KANTOR,
Plaintiff,
vs.
SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV-2012-734
MOTION FOR CIVIL
CONTEMPT SANCTIONS

COMES NOW the Plaintiff, ROBERT ARON KANTOR, by and through his attorneys, Scot
M. Ludwig and Daniel A. Miller of Ludwig Shoufler Miller Johnson, LLP, and hereby moves this
Court pursuant to Idaho Code §7-601 et. seq. and the inherent authority of this Court for a finding
that Defendant is in contempt due to Defendant's deceitful conduct which has frustrated the parties
September 12, 2013 stipulation and the Court's authority to effectuate that stipulation, said
MOTION FOR CIVIL CONTEMPT SANCTIONS - 1
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... , ... ,.,vu

having been placed into ttie Court's subsequent Order of October 16, 2013.

Plaintiff is also seeking sanctions from this Court to include but not limited to the striking
Defendanf s Counterclaim, awarding Plaintiff his attorneys fees and costs incurred herein, and
incarcerating Defendant in the event that Defendant has not obtained a quitclaim deed from Alfred
LaPeter within five (5) days from the filing of this Motion related to the real property at 265 Golden
Eagle Drive, Hailey, Blaine County, Idaho and more particularly described in the Affidavit of Robert
Aron Kantor. Said incarceration should continue until Defendant has received and recorded a
quitclaim deed from Mr. LaPeter.
This Motion is supported by the Affidavit of Robert Aron Kantor filed contemporaneously
herewith, and the pleadings on file.
Oral argument is requested on this Motion.
DATED this /Cf-rJr,.ay of November, 2013.

LUDWIG+ SHOUFLER.Jl'-M1'CLER
+
.,,,.,....

SON, LLP

By_ _ _ _ _- , , . . . . s ~ i . . - - - - - - - - - - Scot M. Lud
Attorneys fi=·...,.,,.,,.

MOTION FOR CIVIL CONTEMPT SANCTIONS - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

.f1.aay

hereby certify that on thiJC[
of November, 2013, I caused a true and correct copy
foregoing document to be served upon the following as indicated:

Marty R. Anderson
THOMPSON SMITH WOOLF &
ANDERSON. PLLC
3480 Merlin Drive
P.O. Box 50160
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404

U.S. Mail
_ Hand Delivery
_ Overnight Courier
~acsimile Transmission
(208)525-5266

Scot

MOTION FOR CIVIL CONTEMPT SANCTIONS - 3
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NOV 2 0 2013
SCOT M. LUDWIG
DANIEL A. Mll.LER

JoLynn Drage, Clet'k District
Court Blaine County l~laho

LUDWIG• SHOUFLER •MILLER• JOHNSON, LLP
Attorneys at Law
209 West Main Street
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: 208-387-0400
Facsimile: 208-387-1999
ISB 3506
ISB 3571
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FlFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BlAINE

ROBERT ARON KANTOR,
Plaintiff,

)
)

vs.

)
)
)

SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR,

)
)

Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Blaine

)
)

CASE NO. CV-2012-734

AFFIDAVIT OF
ROBERTARON KANTOR
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
CIVIL CONTEMPT SANCTIONS

)
) ss
)

ROBERT ARON KANTOR, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:

1.

I am the Plaintiff in the above entitled action and I make this affidavit based upon my

own personal knowledge and belief and in support of my Motion for Contempt and Motion for
AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT ARON KANTOR IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR CIVIL CONTEM'.PT SANCTIONS • l
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Sanctions filed contemporaneously herewith.
2.

I was personally present in Court on the 12th day of September, 2013, on the parties'

Cross Motions for Injunctive Relief, as was the Defendant, Sondra Kantor, her friend Al LaPeter

and our respective attorneys.
3.

A Stipulation was placed on the record on September 12, 2013 and that Stipulation

was incorporated into the Court's October 16, 2013 Order. A copy of the transcript of that
Stipulation is attached to my Affidavit as Exhibit "A".

4.

Sondra or her attorney received a copy of said Order.

5.

On September 12, 2013 the parties agreed and the Court on October 16, 2013 ordered

that I could pursue a principal balance loan reduction Vii.th Bank of America and that Sondra would
not contact Bank of America and she would not pursue a short sale of our jointly owned real property
located at 265 Golden Eagle Drive, Hailey, Blaine County, Idaho until the time of Trial. The Golden
Eagle Drive real property is more particularly described as:
Lot 34A of A REPLAT OF LOT 34, GOLDEN EAGLE RANCH SUBDMSION,
according to the official plat thereof recorded November 23, 1998 as Instrument No.
421165, records of Blaine County, Idaho.
The reason for prohibiting Sondra from contacting the Bank of America was to prevent her from
obstructing my efforts to obtain the principal balance loan reduction.

6.

On October 9, 2013, my attorney filed a Motion to Compel Recording of Quitclaim

Deed. That Motion was supported by my Affidavit which was also filed on October 9, 2013. I refer
the Court to that Affidavit and incorporate my testimony from that Affidavit herein. I testified in that

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT ARON KANTOR 1N SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR CIVIL CONTEMPT SANCTIONS • 2
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Affidavit that the Bank of America was requiring a Quitclaim Deed from Sondra to me as a
condition of inclusion in the Department of Justice Settlement progra:ro.. The Motion and my
Affidavit were served on opposing counsel via. facsimile transmission on October 9, 2013.
7.

On October 10, 2013, Defendant caused to be recorded a Deed from her to Al

LaPeter, transferring her interest in the Golden Eagle real property. I direct the Court to my
Supplemental Affidavit fax filed on November 8, 2013 and incorporate my testimony and exhibit
from that Supplemental Affidavit herein.
8.

My Motion to Compel Recording of Quitclaim Deed was heard by this Court on

November 15, 2013. I was personally present along with my attorney ofrecord on November 15,

2013 when the Court heard and ruled on my Motion to Compel Recording of Quitclaim Deed. Also
present were Defendant and her attorney, and Mr. LaPeter. The Court should be made aware of the
fact that Mr. LaPeter and Defendant reside together.
9.

The Court ruled from the bench on my Motion to Compel Recording of Quitclaim

Deed. My Motion was granted. Defendant was ordered to obtain a Quitclaim Deed from Al LaPeter
and she was to execute and deliver a Quitclaim Deed from herself to myself.
10.

I obtained a Quitclaim Deed from Defendant on Monday, November 18, 2013 but

prior to receiving the Quitclaim Deed from Defendant I received an e-mail from Mr. LaPeter that he
would not execute a Qu.itclaim Deed to Defendant. This e-mail is attached to this Affidavit as

Exhibit "B 11 • I have not been provided with a. Deed from Mr. LaPeter to Sondra.
11.

As of the signing ohhis Affidavit, Defendant's attorney has not yet given his approval

to the Order drafted by my attorneys formalizing the Court's November 15, 2013 decision.

AFFIDAVIT OF.ROBERT ARON KANTOR 1N SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR CIVIL CONTEMPT SANCTIONS - 3
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Last night Mr. LaPeter, through his attorney, made a demand that he have access to
265 Golden Eagle Drive. I have attached a copy of the attorney's letter as Exhibit

tomy

Affidavit. Mr. La.Peter took this Deed knowing that Sondra and I had a contractual agreement with
one another. Sondra agreed that I would maintain the upkeep and utilities of this real property until
it sold, the intent being that in exchange for my upkeep and payment of the utilities I would have sole

possession of this real property. I have had sole possession of 265 Golden Eagle Drive since the
execution of the Property Settlement Agreement and Mr. LaPeter is aware of that fact. The parties
Property Settlement Agreement has been placed into the record in numerous affidavits and I refer
the Court to my initial Affidavit where the Property Settlement Agreement was attached as Exhibit
"B". I hereby incorporate the tenns of the Property Settlement Agreement herein.

13.

I run asking this Court to impose ci'Vil contempt sanctions against Defendant for

having executed and recorded a Quitclaim Deed from her to Mr. LaPeter in an obvious attempt to
thwart the Court's authority regarding the property and loan modification process related to my
pending Motion and frustrating the purpose of the parties' September 12, 2013 stipulation and
subsequent Court Order of October 16, 2013. I am also requesting that this Court impose sanctions
pursuant to its inherent authority and strike Defendant's Counterclaim and enter judgment on my
behalf relating to said Cowiterclaim in the event Defendant does not obtain a Quitclaim Deed from

Mr. LaPeter within five (5) days from the date of the filing of this Motion and Affidavit. As this
Court is aware I have been given a relatively short period of time (65 days) in which to complete the
principal balance loan reduction.
14.

Finally, I request an award of attorneys fees and costs for being forced to bring this

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT ARON KANTOR 1N SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR CIVU. CONTEMPT SANCTIONS - 4
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Motion pursuant to Idaho Code §7-610.

DATED This _L1 day of November, 201w

-~-~~~··---bl---·;2
ROBERT ARON KANTOR

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this ~ y of November, 2013.

~:eJe

w)~

Notary Public for Idaho ~
Residing at: 1,\ ~ ~

CAMILLE WATSON
Notary 'Public:
Stije of Idaho

Comm. Expires:

-DJa.ff-._...0'""'1_._______

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on ~ a y ofNovember, 2013, I caused a true and correct copy
of the foregoing document to be served upon the following as indicated:

U.S. Mail

Marty R Anderson
Thompson Smith Woolf Anderson PLLC
P.O. Box 50160
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0160

_ Hand Delivery
_ Overnight Courier

~csimile Transmission
/

(208)525-5266

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT ARON KANTOR IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR CIVIL CONTEMPT SANCTIONS - 5
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

2
3

4

ROBERT ARON KANTOR,
Plaintiff,

5

)

)

6

vs.

7

SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR,

8

)
)
)

_______________
Defendant.

Case No. CV-2012-734

)
)
)
)

)

9

10

TRANSCRIPT OF STIPULATION

11

The above-entitled matter came on for hearing

12
13

on Cross-Motions for Preliminary Injunction on Thursday,

14

September 12, 2013, at the hour of 9:00 a.m., at the Blaine

15

County Courthouse, Hailey, Idaho.

16

BEFORE:

The Honorable Robert J. Elgee

17
18

APPEARANCES:

19

For the Plaintiff:

SCOT M. LUDWIG, ESQ.
Ludwig Shoufler Miller Johnson, LLP
Attorneys at Law
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

For the Defendant:

DANIELE. WILLIAMS, ESQ.
Thomas, Williams & Park, LLP
Attorneys at Law
121 N. 9th Street, Suite 300
P. o. Box 1776
Boise, Idaho 83701

20
21
22
23

24
25

EXHIBIT
Susan P. Israel, CSR No. 244
P. 0. Box 1379
Ketchum, ID

83340

I

I N D E X

1
2

PAGE
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 2013

4

Stipulation.

3

Reporter's Certificate .

8

5

6
7

8
9

10

11
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14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
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1

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 2013

2

11:46 A.M.

3

(TRANSCRIPT OF STIPULATION)

4

5

6

THE COURT:

7

MR. LUDWIG:

8

the record, Your Honor.
THE COURT:

9

11

reporter

12

piece of the proceeding?

13

that now?

14

And we would ask that the

Did you want to get a copy of

MR. WILLIAMS:

Yeah, if we could just go ahead

and arrange for that.
THE COURT:

17

MR. LUDWIG:

19

Very well.

do you want to just have a transcript of this

16

18

We have a stipulation to put on

MR. LUDWIG:

10

15

That sounds like a settlement.

Very well.
You'll preserve the rest of it, I

assume.
So both parties are going to withdraw their

20

motions for preliminary injunction and agree to not refile

21

them between now and the date of trial, which is in

22

January, I believe.

23

and fees incurred in this proceeding.

24
25

Each party will bear their own costs

Sondra Kantor, or her representative that she
has control of, will not contact the B of A about this loan

3
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modification or short sale process between now and trial.
2

The short sale will not be pursued between now and trial.

3

And the loan modification will be undertaken as diligently

l

as possible with B of A by Robert Kantor between now and
trial.
And then, finally, any correspondence or tape

6
7

recordings or telephone recordings or memos of discussions

8

that Bob Kantor has with B of A between now and trial will

9

be provided to Sondra Kantor within 24 hours -- provided to

10

her counsel within 24 hours of when that contact occurs so

11

they can keep up to speed as to how the loan modification

12

process is underway.

13

MR. WILLIAMS:

The only amendment that I have

14

to that, Scot, is it's my understanding that we get the

15

historical loan modification correspondence and similar

16

information as well.

17
18

ROBERT KANTOR:

It's too voluminous to do.

I

mean, you're talking about two or three files --

19

MR. WILLIAMS:

20

{Discussion off the record.)

21

THE COURT:

We can go off the record for a moment.

So you agree that there are two

22

recordings within the last couple of weeks that you'll

23

provide to Mr. Williams, and I believe what I heard was

24

current

25

with B of A.

Mr. Kantor will provide current correspondence

4
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Yes.

1

MR. LUDWIG:

2

MR. WILLIAMS:

3

MR. LUDWIG:

And very recent correspondence.
Let's just pick a day.

4

any correspondence since August 1st.

5

MR. WILLIAMS:

6

THE COURT:

7

MR. WILLIAMS:

8

MR. LUDWIG:

9
10

We'll say

Okay.

Is that your stipulation?
Yes, Your Honor.

I will provide the Court with a

draft order and I'll send it over to Dan, unless you don't
want an order.

11

MR. WILLIAMS:

12

THE COURT:

This may be sufficient.

All you're doing today is

13

cancelling the hearing and agreeing not to refile or

14

proceed further until trial.

15

minutes will suffice -- unless you want one.

16

one.

MR. LUDWIG:

18

THE COURT:

20
21

I don't need

If you want one --

17

19

I don't need an order, the

Well, I'll prepare one.
There is a provision that she will

not make contact and so forth, so maybe you want an order.
MR. LUDWIG:

I'll prepare an order.

I'll send

it to Dan first to review.

22

THE COURT:

23

Mr. Kantor, have you been able to hear this

24

25

Okay.

Let me nail this down.

stipulation by counsel?
ROBERT KANTOR:

Yes, Your Honor.

5
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THE COURT:

1
2

Was anything left out of that to

your knowledge?

3

ROBERT KANTOR:

4

THE COURT:

5

Do you intend to be bound -- or do

you wish to be bound by that stipulation as of now?

6

ROBERT KANTOR:

7

THE COURT:

8

And that's the complete agreement

ROBERT KANTOR:

10

THE COURT:

authority to enter into that stipulation?
ROBERT KANTOR:

13

THE COURT:
of now if I accept this?

ROBERT KANTOR:

16

THE COURT:

Ms. Kantor, let me ask you those

Have you been able to hear the agreement placed
on the record by counsel?

20

SONDRA KANTOR:

21

THE COURT:

22

Yes.

Was anything left out of that to

your knowledge?

23

SONDRA KANTOR:

24

THE COURT:

25

I do, Your Honor.

same questions.

18
19

I do, Your Honor.

And you understand this is final as

15

17

That's correct.

And do you give your attorney

12

14

Yes, Your Honor.

between your counsel and Mr. Williams; correct?

9

11

No, Your Honor.

No.

And do you wish to be bound by that

as of now?

6
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1

SONDRA KANTOR:

2

THE COURT:

Yes.

That means you can't -- once you

3

leave this room, if I accept it, you can't add anything to

4

it or take anything from it, this is your complete

5

agreement.

Do you understand that?

6

SONDRA KANTOR:

7

THE COURT:

8

And do you give Mr. Williams

authority to enter into that stipulation as of right now?
SONDRA KANTOR:

9

10

THE COURT:

11

MR. WILLIAMS:

12

THE COURT:

13

MR. LUDWIG:

14

THE COURT:

15

Yes,

I do.

And do you so stipulate, Mr. Williams?
Yes.

And, Mr. Ludwig?
Yes, we're agreeable.
I'll accept that as a binding

stipulation, and if you would prepare the order,

16
17

Yes.

MR. LUDWIG:

Okay.

I'll sign it.

Thank you, Your Honor.

Thanks for your time.

18

MR. WILLIAMS:

19

THE COURT:

20

MR. LUDWIG:

21

MR. WILLIAMS:

22

THE COURT:

23

We'll be in recess.

24

(WHEREUPON, the proceedings were concluded at

25

Thank you for your time.

Anything else to take up?
No.
No.

Good resolution.

Thank you.

11:52 a.m.}

7
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1

REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE

2
3

I, SUSAN P. ISRAEL, CSR #244, Official Court

4

Reporter, Fifth Judicial District, State of Idaho, do

5

hereby certify that the foregoing transcript, consisting of

6

Pages 1 to 7, inclusive, is a true and accurate record of

7

the proceedings had on the date and at the time indicated

8

therein as stenographically reported by me to the best of

9

my ability and contains all of the material requested.

10
11

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand
this 12th day of September, 2013.

12
13
14
15

16

SUSAN P. ISRAEL, CSR NO. 244

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
8
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From: Al LaPeter [rnailto:alfredlapeter@grnail.com]
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 9:09 AM
To: Marty R. Anderson; Scot Ludwig; Dan Miller; robert kantor; Laura Boyd
Cc: Twinks
Subject: Re: FW: kantor v kantor

To all parties:
This is to advise everybody that I WILL NOT sign a deed today to 265 S.
Golden Eagle Dr.
Alfred LaPeter

I,

I

EXHIBIT

(r>
749

II

m

ya_
·=•••

Attorneys
Stevan H. Thompson
Curtis R. Smith
Aaron J. Woolf
Marty R. Anderson

THOMPSON • SMITH
WOOLF• ANDERSON
A Professional Llmffed Uablllty Company

Idaho falls Office
3480 Menln Drive

P.O. Box 50180
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404

208.525.8792
Fax: 208.525.5268

Barton J. Birch*

Driggs OfficQ

Dennis P. Wilkinson

81 N. Main SL Unit B
Driggs, Idaho 83422
208.354.0110

*Licensed in Idaho

and Wyoming

November 18, 2013

Fax: 208.354.0115

Scot M. Ludwig, Esq.
Ludgwig, Schoufler, Miller & Johnson, LLP
209 West Main Street
Boise, ID 83702
Re:

265 Golden Eagle, Hailey. Blaine County, Idaho
Lot 34A, Golden Eagle Ranch Subdivision

Dear Scot:
Please be advised that our office represents Mr. Al LaPeter with respect to the abovereferenced property. As you are aware, Mr. LaPeter recently acquired an undivided one-half
interest of the property and is a current owner as a Tenant-in-Common with your client,
Robert Kantor.
On behalf of our client, Mr. LaPeter hereby requests unqualified access to the
property. M.:r. LaPeter wants a copy of all keys, a disclosure of the pertinent security codes
to access the property and your client's written acknowledgement of his ownership. Mr.
LaPeter would like to personally inspect the property within seventy-two (72) hours. If you
do not supply our office with a reaso~ble time for an inspection of the property, it is my
client's intention to conduct such an inspection at 10:00 a.m. on Saturday, November 23,
2013;
· To preserve and promote the peace of the parties, perhaps we could work out a
schedule for sharing the property in the future. Absent such an agreement, my client intends
to use the property in accordance with his rights as a property owner.
Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter and I look fonvard to our
continued discussions.
Very truly yours,

~~
MRA/tl
c: client ·
Robert Kantor

NOV 19 2013
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FILED }t1·~""""'"'
NOV l O 2013

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

ROBERT ARON KANTOR,
Plaintiff,
vs.

)

)
)
)
)
)

SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV-2012-734

ORDER COMPELLING
RECORDING OF QUITCLAIM
DEED

THIS MATIER having come before the Court on the 15th day of November, 2013, on
Plaintiff's Motion to Compel Recording of Quitclaim Deed, with both parties being present with their
respective attorneys of record, Scot M. Ludwig and Daniel A Miller of Ludwig Shoufler Miller
Johnson, LLP for Plaintiff and Marty R. Anderson of Thompson Smith Woolf Anderson PLLC for
Defendant. This Court having considered the pleadings on file and having heard argument from the
parties, and good cause appearing hereby enters its Order as follows:
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I.

Defendant Sondra Kantor shall use her best efforts to obtain a quit claim deed

Alfred R. LaPeter granting to her his interest in the real property described below. This order
contemplates Defendant acquiring back from Alfred R. LaPeter by any and all means possible, and at
her disposal, any and all interest in the real property that she granted Alfred R. LaPeter by way of a
quit claim deed executed by her on October 10, 2013. Defendant Sondra Kantor shall execute and
deliver to Plaintiff Robert Kantor, no later than 10:00 a.m. Monday, November 18, 2013, a Quitclaim
Deed granting to Plaintiff Robert Kantor her interest in the following described real property:
Lot 34A of A REPLAT OF LOT 34, GOLDEN EAGLE RANCH SUBDIVISION,
according to the official plat thereof recorded November 23, 1998 as Instrument No. 421165, records
of Blaine County, Idaho.;
2.

In order to accommodate the clear contractual obligations of the parties to this action,

this Court shall maintain jurisdiction over the above described real property and the Bank of America
loan secured by said real property during the pendency of this action;
3.

In the event Defendant executes a Quitclaim Deed as instructed, Plaintiff is prohibited

from selling, disposing of, transferring any interest in, pledging or encumbering the above described
real property in any way or attempting to do any of the aforementioned acts without Defendant's
written agreement or prior Court order. In the event Plaintiff does sell, dispose of, transfer any
interest in, pledges or encumbers the above described real property without Defendant's written
agreement or prior Court order said sale, disposition, transfer, pledge or encumbrance shall be VOID;
4.

Plaintiff may pursue a principal balance loan reduction relating to the Bank of

America loan that is secured by the above described real property. Plaintiff shall have sixty five (65)
days beginning from November 15, 2013 to secure said principal balance loan reduction. This time
period may be extended by further Court order;
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5.

Plaintiff shall immediately inform opposing counsel of a rejection or approval of his

requested principal balance loan reduction. Plaintiff shall also immediately provide a copy of any
document he receives from Bank of America regarding his attempted principal balance loan
reduction effort. This duty is in addition to Plaintiff's duty to inform the Defendant of any
communications with Bank of America and provide any documents related thereto imposed by prior
Court Order;
6.

Plaintiff shall immediately report to the Court any approval or denial he receives from

Bank of America regarding his requested principal balance loan reduction. Plaintiff shall not accept
said principal balance loan reduction offer without first obtaining Defendant's written consent or
Court Order; and
7.

Either party may record this Order.

DATED this

)...cJ day ofNovember, 2013.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this ~ y of November, 2013, I caused a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document to be served upon the following as indicated:

Scot M. Ludwig
Daniel A. Miller
LUDWIG + SHOUFLER
+ JOHNSON, LLP
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83 702

_

+

MILLER

Marty R. Anderson
Thompson Smith Woolf Anderson PLLC
P.O. Box 50160
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0160

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
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FILED
Robert El ee
From:
Sent.
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Robert Elgee
Wednesday, November 20, 2013 04:12 PM
scot@lsmj-law.com; marty@eastidaholaw.net
Josh Stanek Qoshstanek@gmail.com); Crystal Rigby; tisrael@co.biaine.id.us
RE: Kantor v. Kantor - Contempt Proceedings and case status

Dear Mr. Ludwig and Mr. Anderson:
Sending this email is a very unusual step for me, brought on by unusual circumstances in this case. Lest you
think I am operating outside the legal parameters, I will have the clerk (Crystal Rigby) make a copy of this email and file
it. The factual setting is somewhat important, so I will attempt to set forth my general view of things, and why I am
sending you this email. Obviously time is of the essence as B of A will not wait indefinitely for someone to act.
There is a pending request for a Civil Contempt proceeding against Sondra Kantor, brought about by the order I
have entered this morning (and orally entered November 15). I will not be signing that order to institute contempt
proceedings, and this will explain why. The parties were divorced some time ago in magistrates court. The property
settlement was not merged into the decree, something I am acutely aware of and something which Mr. Anderson has
raised repeatedly already. However, para. 24 of the PSA provides it can be incorporated into the divorce decree, and
therefore compliance can be enforced and overseen by the magistrate. From prior proceedings, it is evident there is far
more debt against the house than it is worth, and the house is in default. It is worth several million. Mr Kantor lives in it.
The PSA, which as of now is a contractual obligation only, provides the house is to be sold. Mr Kantor has already
succeeded in convincing one of the lenders to simply walk away from a substantial 2''d Deed ofTrust. There have been
protracted proceedings with Bank of America, where Mr Kantor has sought to have either a short sale or a loan
modification with B of A. At one point B of A stopped both because, apparently, the bank would not allow both
proceedings at once. So with the consent and stipulation of Sondra, Mr. Kantor has pursued a loan modification, which,
if successful, would result in B of A simply reducing the loan balance, and the information presented to the court is that
it would be in the neighborhood of $1M or possibly more. To an outsider, this would seem impossible, but apparently
there is federal money flowing to the banks to do just this. Mr. Kantor has argued he is on the brink of a successful loan
modification arrangement with B of A, and has sought a Quitclaim Deed from Sondra in order to accomplish this goal, for
the apparent benefit of both parties. After he filed a motion with this Court requesting the Court order Sondra to
quitclaim the property to Bob, on October 10 of 2013, despite the contractual agreement to sell the house, Sondra
deeded the house to a friend/confidant/person she apparently has a close relationship with, one Al LaPeter. This,
obviously, frustrates the contractual obligation of Sondra to sell, which would ordinarily simply result in a cause of action
for money damages; however, in this context it has also (arguably} frustrated Mr. Kantor's ability to lower the debt, and
sell the house, and also provide both Bob and Sondra Kantor a significant monetary gain. For her part, the Court has
heard arguments, some of it in chambers and off the record, that there is a buyer ready to purchase at a "short-sale"
price, and that Sondra is not interested in anything other than being relieved of the debt on the house (which a short
sale would do if approved by the same bank}, and that she feels she will be party to some sort of "bank fraud" if Mr.
Kantor's loan modification proposal is allowed to go forward. That is, ifthe bank reduces the debt against the house to
the point where there is equity in the house, and it is sold to a third party, it might be some sort of bank fraud if she is
able to realize equity. The Court dealt with this to some degree on the record at the hearing on November 15.
There is pending in District Court (this Court), separate and apart from the divorce case, a claim by Bob Kantor
for breach of contract against Sondra. That proceeding has been entirely resolved, except the Court has reserved ruling
on Bob Kantor's request for attorney fees pending resolution of the whole case. Sondra has counterclaimed for money
damages alleging that Bob has structured a partnership/business arrangement in order to cut her off from a source of
income that was provided to her in the divorce decree. On November 15, after quite a bit of discussion in chambers, and
some argument on the record, the Court entered an oral order directing Sondra to use her best efforts to re-obtain title
from Al La Peter and Quit Claim her interest in the property to Bob Kantor by 10am Monday November 18 so that Bob
could pursue a loan modification. By doing so, the Court was hopeful it could alleviate Sondra's concerns regarding
1
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"bank fraud", and, despite Sondra's efforts to the contrary, fulfill all of the contract objectives and allow Sondra to
achieve some economic benefit in the process. In view of current contempt proceedings, and affidavits filed yesterday
(11/18/2013), that objective apparently will not be achieved. Instead, the case is headed in entirely the wrong direction.
The Court notes from an exhibit C attached to Mr. Kantor's affidavit { a letter from Mr. Anderson-who now represents
both Sondra and Al LaPeter) that Mr. LaPeter wishes to inspect the Kantor residence as a tenant in common, requests
unqualified access to the property, and that he intends to use the property in accordance with his rights as a property
owner.
While the parties may regard the legal process as a sporting proposition, the Court does not. The Court sees one
course of action here, and intends to follow it unless there is a dramatic deviation from the current process. First, the
power of contempt belongs to the Court, and the Court alone. I will tell you right now I will not be party to a contempt
proceeding, and why I have, or will, choose an alternate process. Mr. Anderson knows full well I cannot get at Mr.
La Peter by contempt proceedings. Mr. LaPeter is not a party to the case, and he has not been ordered to do, or not do,
anything. Likewise, Sondra Kantor has a built-in defense. She can argue that she begged and pleaded for Mr. La Peter to
QuitClaim his interest back to her, and that he has refused, and there is nothing the Court can do about it. She is
probably right. There is no reason to proceed along contempt lines. In addition, it is clear to me that I am probably
operating at the outer limits of my authority by even ordering Sondra Kantor to execute a quitclaim deed to Bob Kantor
for purposes of a loan modification when the Court's jurisdiction over the property is tenuous at best, particularly when
the PSA is not merged into the decree, (at least not yet.) I tried to make the contract workable, but I cannot if one party
chooses to deliberately frustrate its objectives. I choose to forego the power struggle. However, what I will make clear
now is that I am warning the parties, and I have warned them already in court, that I have the power to select sanctions,
and f wish the parties to know, in advance, exactly what I intend to do if Sondra and Mr. LaPeter choose to continue on
the present course. Sondra Kantor chose to quitclaim the property to Mr. La Peter, for whatever reasons. She also has a
pending counterclaim. If she chooses to resist the Court's current order, either because she is unable to obtain title from
Mr. LaPeter, or because she chooses not to execute a satisfactory quitclaim deed to Bob Kantor immediately, I will
summarily dismiss her counterclaim. Summarily. I will not even await nor require a motion from Bob Kantor. Sondra put
all parties in this position. She has a chance to remedy her choice, but must do so promptly. She will not be allowed to
ignore the Court's order, either explicitly or implicitly, and maintain a counterclaim. It will be dismissed with prejudice,
as a sanction, for the reasons set forth in this email, and Bob Kantor may apply for attorney fees as the prevailing party
in the pending case against Sondra, and the case will be over. OVER!!
That is my purpose in sending you this email. To advise you that contempt will not work, and to warn Sondra
Kantor in no uncertain terms what sanction I intend to apply if matters continue on their present course. I do not wish to
have someone claim "surprise" if things continue as they are.
For future reference, this case would be out of my court. Mr. Kantor could apply to the magistrate court for an
order merging and incorporating the PSA into the decree of divorce. If that is accomplished, that court unquestionably
has jurisdiction over the property, and is probably well within its authority to compel deeds between parties, regulate
negotiation of the secured debt on the property, hold parties in contempt as necessary in order to enforce its orders,
regulate use and possession of property that is unquestionably under its control, and perhaps, if necessary, as it appears
to have been given without consideration, (or little consideration) in order to avoid the court's processes and
orders, void the quitclaim deed to Al La Peter. That, however, is for another judge. ft is not my duty or obligation to
advise anyone of anything. However, I wish to make all parties aware of where things could go if they choose to avoid
the Court's present order to quitclaim to Bob Kantor. As for Mr. LaPeter, he would be well advised to review the
elements of a tortious interference with an economic expectancy claim. I have one of those going at present in Twin
Falls, and I had one in Blaine County in a case entitled Levy v. Robertson, Blaine Co case CV 2006-165. I will email counsel
a copy of my findings of fact and conclusions of law in that case if either requests. Justification for what one has done, or
failed to do, plays a large part. If I recall correctly, the burden of proof can be placed upon one who interferes with an
economic expectancy to justify his or her actions, and there is a lot more to it than that. Highlands Enters., Inc., v.
Barker, 133 Idaho 330, 338, 986 P.2d 996, 1004 (1999) might also be instructive. I don't put this information in this email
to threaten anyone, particularly Mr. La Peter. I just want everyone to be very sure where they are headed, because I
know I am.
Please exercise wise judgment. It is not too !ate to avoid sanctions and future messes with unknown
consequences.
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MARTYR ANDERSON, ESQ
ISBN 5962
THOMPSON SMITH WOOLF
& ANDERSON, PLLC
3480 Merlin Drive
P.O. Box 50160
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0160
Telephone: (208) 525-8792
Attorneys for Defendant
lN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE ST ATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
ROBERT KANTOR,
Case. No. CV-2012-734
Plaintiff,

vs.
SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR,

AFFIDAVIT OF SANDRA KANTOR
IN RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND
COURT'S NOTICE OF PROPOSED
DISMISSAL

Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Blaine

)
: ss.
)

SONDRA KANTOR, having first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
I.

That I am the Defendant in the above entitled action and competent to
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testify. That I make this affidavit' of my own personal knowledge of the facts contained
herein.
2.

I would like to give the Court some context to what is transpiring. Long

prior to our divorce, in October 2009, I fled our home in Golden Eagle ("GE") due to
extreme emotional and psychological abuse by Bob that was pushing me towards an
emotional breakdown. I was being treated for depression at that time. I was also suffering
from fibromyalgia, a stress-induced disease that is not only painful but impacts one's
ability to think clearly. This impact on thinking clearly is also a by-product of depression,
a situation that is believed to impact at least 9% of the U.S. population.
3.

I then moved to Los Angeles, where I undertook psychological and

physical treatment. Bob paid my expenses during this time, visited me regularly and we
tried to find a way to preserve our marriage and our family. My therapist met with both of
us when Bob visited, and noted that I was stable during the week and became emotionally
destabilized on weekends when Bob was present.
4.

Bob told me in a telephone conversation in October 20 IO while I was in

Los Angeles and he was in Ketchum, that he was involved with another woman and that I
could not return to our GE home, and that there was very little money available to
support me any further. After 41 years of marriage, I was understandable devastated. So
much so I attempted suicide by overdosing. I entered a treatment center in Cambridge,

1

Note: The Court stated in our first Summary Judgment hearing that it had read Defendant's deposition
but not that of Plaintiff. It is urged and hoped that the Court will read this Affidavit of Defendant in its
entirety.
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Massachusetts, with Bob's acquiescence and promise of financial support for this
treatment. I was there for four months. During that time, and two days before my 65th
birthday when my children and grandchildren were to visit me, I was served with divorce
documents. On the recommendation of friends, I contacted Mr. Stan Welsh to obtain
representation.
5.

When I was ready to be discharged, I had no home to which I could return.

As part of my after-care program, I was required by the treatment center to have a signed
lease on an apartment before I could be discharged. I chose to relocate to San Francisco,
where l had lived previously, and rented a one-bedroom apartment. I had no furniture for
the apartment, just a mattress and box springs on a metal frame, and although Bob was
living alone in a 12,000 s.f. home, he refused to send me any furniture or household
goods, and also declined to provide me with funds to purchase anything. I had no cooking
or dining utensils, teapot, coffeemaker, bed linens, towels, chairs or table. I borrowed
bedding and basic cookware items from a friend.
6.

Mr. Welsh attempted to convince Mr. Kantor that this situation was

untenable, and after much negotiation over a period of a month Bob agreed that I could
purchase basic necessities, but to use caution and financial restraint in doing so. I
shopped at discount outlets and used furniture stores to purchase a dining table and
chairs, a small sofa, two dressers, a bedstand and lamps, three remnant carpets, and some
basic kitchen equipment. (Never mind that I had a home in Sun Valley filled with
valuable antiques and art.) I charged these items on a Visa credit card pursuant to an
AFFIDAVIT OF SANDRA KANTOR IN RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY
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understanding with Bob that he would pay for these items.
7.

During this time I learned that Mr. Kantor had charged a portion of the

costs for the treatment center to an American Express card in my name, contrary to his
prior agreement to pay those costs.
8.

These items were still unpaid during the settlement discussions. At the end

of the discussions, when the totals were reached for equalization, Bob was required to
pay me money that he claimed he did not have. As partial settlement of the equalization,
he agreed to pay off these credit cards (again, which he had previously agreed to pay, as
stated above, but was later saying that he had made no such agreement with me and that I
could not "prove it"). He did not have the funds to pay off the cards at that time, and
asked to be allowed to make minimum payments for a "short period" until he could find
the funds to pay off these cards. This is the matter that was heard by this Court where
Bob asserted he had only enough money to make minimum payments, which would take
another 35 years to pay off these balances -all quite contrary to what I was led to believe
in our settlement discussions.
9.

It is worth noting that although Bob ostensibly can't pay more than the

minimum credit card payments, he has racked up attorney fees pursuing his claim of
nearly $20,000 by last report, which I am sure is far outdated by this point. The instant
suit was initiated by Bob to force me to pursue a short sale. The suit was filed just over
two hours before I actually signed the short sale documents and before I was served with
them. That sale fell apart only because Bank of America did not request an appraisal. I
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did not cause it to fail yet the Court and Mr. Ludwig now deem that claim resolved in
Bob's favor, which will be the subject of further litigation.
1O.

As an aside, after the hearing on September 12, Plaintiff did agree to make

a $25,000 payment on account on these cards after an settlement of the Magistrate court
case being pursued by Plaintiff simultaneously with Case# CV-1012-734. Pursuant to
that agreement, he did make the agreed $25,000 payment but is now claiming that this
payment was an accord and satisfaction that settled the credit card debt in full and that he
has no further obligation for payments on the remaining credit card debt A true and
correct copy of that agreement is marked Exhibit "A'', is attached hereto and is
incorporated by this reference. This matter will be addressed in a future claim, and is
presented in this Affidavit to apprise the Court of the extent to which Plaintiff tries to
avoid the obligations he has undertaken by executing the PSA.
11.

The attempts to reach a settlement in this case and in the preceding divorce

case were and are being prolonged in large part because Mr. Kantor refused to provide
financial information and documents concerning our investments and holdings. He
delayed responding to Interrogatories, has sought multiple Protective Orders and forced
me to file a Motion to Compel on many prior occasions. He typically only then provides
a portion of the requested information while claiming a right to protect other parts of the
requested information, and providing the information in "bits and pieces" and only after
repeated requests. Much of the information that was eventually provided was in a
disorganized fashion that required much time to simply sort by entity and date before it
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could be reviewed. These actions caused Defendant significant unnecessary expense.
12.

Mr. Kantor at that time attempted to play the "mental illness card" by

claiming that I could not be trusted with the information as I was not mentally competent.
I obtained two written opinions of two therapists and one psychiatrist who had recently
seen me professionally, all of whom concurred that now free from the pressures and
emotional abuse being perpetrated by Mr. Kantor I was quite competent. I continue to do
my best to cope with the nastiness and deceit ensuing from Mr. Kantor. These letters
were filed with the Magistrate Court and are a matter of record.
13.

In an attempt to prevent Mr Kantor from failing/refusing to provide

information in the future, the PSA specifically provided that:
"2.14. When Robert ... receives any reports on any of the entities, he shall
forward those reports to Sondra.
"2.15. Anytime Ayako or any substitute bookkeeper prepares reports,
monthly ledgers or general ledgers of Rokan Partners, those reports shall be
forwarded to Sondra."

This information has never been fully or timely provided, and is the basis for one
of the counterclaims in the current lawsuit.
14.

In the negotiations of our then-pending divorce, Bob and I agreed that it

was in the best interest of us and our family to put all of our assets, except our residence,
into Rokan Partners and allow Bob to continue to manage these properties, rather than
selling the many interests in real estate properties and LLC's at discounts and ending our
business relationship. Bob had developed a complex and intertwined estate planning
structure that would have been difficult to unwind, and many of the real estate assets
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were small interests in LLC's that would have had to be sold at significant discounts. Bob
also claimed that we would face dire tax consequences if we liquidated our holdings. We
also have potential "contingent" liabilities for several deals that went bad -potentially
totaling millions of dollars.
15.

Bob refused to provide me with any spousal support, and Mr. Welsh

advised me that I could not obtain any by going to court because Mr. Kantor would be
able to show that he had no cash assets or significant income. I had clear evidence that
Mr. Kantor was living expansively and expensively, and spending large sums on
expensive meals, travel (including a vacation at a $1200 per night resort in Hawaii), and
gifts for his girlfriend. I was forced, in the negotiations, to give up that claim of waste of
community assets or have to go to court to enforce that claim at the risk of having the
Magistrate Judge require that all of our assets be sold at whatever values they might
bring. Given that many of these properties were "underwater", my only hope for any
financial benefits lay in talcing Bob on his only offer that he would use his best efforts to
manage the debts and properties to provide for me and our family. Had I known then that
he would embark on a plan to deprive me of those benefits, I would have insisted on a
trial.
16.

It was agreed that all of our assets, except our home and a few troubled

assets, would be transferred to Rokan Partners. The only "support" that Mr. Kantor would
agree to was a payment from Rokan Partners of $6000 per month IF AVAILABLE after
expenses and obligations of Rokan Partners. In lieu of spousal maintenance, Bob was to
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run all of his future real estate deals through Rokan Ventures as set forth more fully
below, which would directly benefit me through my interest in Rokan Partners.
17.

In an attempt to protect me from Mr. Kantor's possibly hiring his girlfriend

or others as employees or consultants of Rokan Partners and thereby depleting the funds
available from Rokan Partners to pay to me, an amendment to the Rokan Partners
Operating Agreement was negotiated. This amendment, known as the "Second
Amendment", required Mr. Kantor to obtain my consent before hiring anyone other than
basic accounting, book.keeping and legal services, and maintenance personnel, without
my consent. The Second Amendment also required my consent to the appointment of any
other manager of Rokan Partners. Mr Kantor' s commitment in the PSA to execute this
Amendment and obtain our children's signatures on this Amendment was an important
inducement for me to execute the PSA. Mr Kantor did execute that 2nd Amendment to
Rokan Partners Operating Agreement, and has subsequently withdrawn and reneged on
his signature and agreement. He has aJso violated the provisions of Paragraph 2.09 of the
PSA which, to summarize, prevent Rokan Partners from employing anyone other than for
routine operations without the written consent of Plaintiff. These matters have recently
come to light and will be addressed in a future claim against Mr. Kantor.
18.

Given that I had no guarantee of any income, Mr. Welsh also negotiated an

interest in future real estate deals of Mr. Kantor through Rokan Ventures. a new entity
formed by Mr. Kantor and Michael Page in which Rokan Partners had a 25% interest at
the time of negotiating the PSA. Mr. Kantor has since sold that interest back to Rokan
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Ventures, in an attempt to prevent me from receiving any benefits from Rokan Ventures.
This matter is the subject of a Motion for Summary Judgment filed by Plaintiff in this
matter.
19.

Paragraph Four of the PSA provided me with certain benefits in connection

with Century Trust, an important element of our family estate planning. Mr Kantor has
now summarily denied that these benefits can be provided, and refuses to discuss
alternative manners in which the intent of the PSA could be effectuated and I could
receive the intended benefits. This matter wiU be raised in a subsequent claim, but it is
important for the Court to see the overall pattern of Mr. Kantor in systematically denying
me any of the benefits negotiated for and relied upon in my execution of the PSA.
20.

Paragraph Eight of the PSA likewise provides me with certain benefits

from Kantor Family LLC. I was summarily and verbally informed by Bob on September
12, 2013 at the Blaine County Courthouse that there had been a meeting of the other
members of the Kantor Family LLC and that it had been decided that I was no longer to
be a member of the LLC. I received a K-1 from this LLC that stated that this was the last
year that I would receive a K-1 for this LLC. I have not received any other notice, of
either the alleged meeting or actions taken at that meeting. This is yet another instance of

Mr. Kantor talcing actions intended to deny me benefits provided in our settlement.
21.

The primary matter at issue at this time is the status of the Golden Eagle

home. The PSA states clearly:
"5.01. This property shall be sold AS SOON AS REASONABLY
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POSSIBLE" (emphasis added).
There is no question that there have been two short sales on this property that have
failed. I remind the Court that it specifically found at the first summary judgment hearing

regarding the first short sale, not only was I not responsible for the failure of the short
sale. I apologize that I took actions prior to that time that were perhaps misdirected but
nonetheless were necessary efforts to obtain from Mr. Kantor items that I was to have
been provided under the PSA that he had denied to me. Had I foreseen that these items
were only the beginning of a continuing pattern of attempting to deprive me of all
benefits under the PSA, I would have filed suit against Mr. Kantor to enforce the PSA
rather than the path that I did take. I was advised by counsel not to file such a lawsuit.
22.

The second short sale failed as a direct result of Mr. Kantor's actions,

specifically his CHOICE to pursue a loan modification rather than to dose on the short
sale that was on the table. In selling my interest in the property to Mr. LaPeter, l have
acted in accordance with Paragraph 5.01 of the PSA which required the property to be
sold "as soon as reasonable possible".
23.

This Court is not in the real estate business. I respectfully submit the Court

has no business trying to re-write the PSA with respect to the home. In my opinion, there
is no hope for a profit. Our agreement was to get rid of the home by sale and get out of
the debt. That was our intent. Bob filed this suit to enforce that very intent and it has
evolved into him seeking a loan modification with the Court's indulgence. The Court has
acknowledged it is out on a limb but inexplicably keeps pursuing Bob's agenda.
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24.

The property was not sold by me for only the sum of$100 as represented

by the Court Mr LaPeter bought the property SUBJECT TO the existing loan of
approximately $3.7M including arrearages, or $I.850M plus $100 cash, or One Million
Eight Hundred Fifty Thousand and One Hundred Dollars for 50% of the property. Yet
this property was appraised by Mr. Kantor's appraiser for $3M, meaning that Mr LaPeter
has significantly overpaid for this property as his one-half interest would be valued at
$I.SM. The property would have to sell for more than the current debt for Mr. LaPeter to
make a profit on this transaction, unless Mr Kantor and Mr LaPeter were able to get the
debt reduced by working with Bank Of America, which Mr. LaPeter is willing to do.
25.

The reason that I sold this property was that it was becoming clear that Mr.

Kantor would not cooperate in addressing any of my concerns over this potential loan
modification nor cooperate with the short sale, and since Mr. LaPeter is more
experienced in handling complex real estate matters I felt it was advisable to sell this
property to him and he would deal with it. I was very concerned that by entering into a
transaction whereby I would "transfer" my interest to Mr. Kantor and he would then
represent to the Bank that he was the sole owner of the property, when I had a Deed from
Mr. Kantor back to me and a "side agreement" stating that I was really still the owner of

Yi of the property, I would be complicit in a fraudulent activity. The fraud that I see is
that the modified loan will be based upon only Mr. Kantor's income, and principal and
payments will be lowered much more significantly than if the bank was also considering
my income, modest though it is. (I was being pressured by both my then-attorney and Mr.
AFFIDAVIT OF SANDRA KANTOR IN RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT AND COURT'S NOTICE OF PROPOSED DISMISSAL - l 1
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Ludwig to '1ust sign the Quitclaim", even after I raised this possible fraud that could send
me on a free vacation at "Club Fed"; this was a large part of my reason for switching
attorneys.)
26.

Mr. Kantor has insisted, in this lawsuit, that only he can obtain a loan

modification as the modification can only be provided to the occupying owner of the
property. He has provided no evidence to me or the Court of that contention. In checking
the website of Bank of America, this is patently untrue. See Exhibits B (HAMP) & C (B
of A Loan Mods). These show that there are three loan modification programs. Two are
government-sponsored and clearly are not applicable to the Golden Eagle loan. (So much
for govenunent money that is being generously provided to/thrown at the banks in these
matters; I submit that Mr. Kantor was aware of this but did not correct the Court's
misunderstanding.) The third program is sponsored by the B of A and allows eligibility
for rentaJ properties, multi-family, and vacant land. There is no requirement of"owner
occupancy".
27.

Furthermore, in June when he first informed me of the pursuit of a loan

modification, I was intended to be on the loan mod application and the bank was at that
time requiring me to provide evidence of my income for that purpose. See Exhibit D,
June B of A Loan Mod, which was clearly addressed to both Mr. Kantor and myself,
requiring me to provide my income tax return and current income information as a basis
for consideration for a loan modification. Only later did Mr. Kantor declare that the bank
would only give the loan mod to him, and that I could not be on it. Mr. Kantor is not
AFFIDAVIT OF SANDRA KANTOR IN RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY
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being forthwith with the Court. (It is also interesting to note that Mr. Kantor has alleged
this Court that he has been actively working with the Bank for "at least two years"
towards a loan modification, but this document dated June 19, 2013 is a "welcome to our
loan modification application process" letter.)
28.

The Court has ordered me to transfer my interest to Mr. Kantor "naked",

with no protection of any current or future interest that I may have in the property. The
Court has not required Mr. Kantor to agree that after the loan modification I will have
any relationship to this property beyond liability on the loan, however that loan may be
modified.
29.

The Court presumes that Mr. Kantor will agree to sell the home at the end

of any residency period required by the Bank. Even if required by the Court to enter into
a listing agreement, Mr. Kantor can obtain another appraisal, at an even higher value than
that presented by Brad Janoush, that is above the realistic market value of the property,
and can avoid selling the property for an extended period of time by refusing to sell at a
reasonable price. It is submitted to the Court that this may be Mr. Kantor's game plan: to
be able to stay in this 12,000sf prestigious home indefinitely, at a very reduced mortgage
and payment, while I remain liable on this loan and have this forever as a blot on my
credit. I find this situation particularly appalling because the earlier short sale would have
alleviated the deficiency that I would have owed the bank, and while this would impact
my credit for a few years it would eventually go away, whereas this loan liability will
potentially remain on my credit for the reminder of my life.
AFFIDAVIT OF SANDRA KANTOR IN RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY
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30.

While the Court has prohibited Mr. Kantor from transferring any interest in

the property, this does not protect me in the event that he becomes deceased. His estate
would inherit the property, and it would pass to his designated heirs. I would remain
liable for the entire loan, while the heirs could conceivably remain in the house
indefinitely and claim that they are not bound by any obligation of Mr. Kantor to sell the
house. Furthennore, in the event, which is very likely, that any judgments are entered
against Mr. Kantor by creditors, they would immediately attach the home and wipe out
any equity that I might have, regardless of the Court's supervision of the property. I do
not believe the Court has jurisdiction over the home in a Breach of Contract suit.
31.

The court, in ordering me to enable Mr. Kantor to obtain this loan

modification, has not taken into account the significant tax liability that would be
imposed upon me in this situation. If Mr. Kantor succeeds in obtaining a Joan reduction
down to a principal balance of$ I .SM as he has alleged he expects, the relief of debt on
which I would be liable for taxes would be$ I .IM. This would be capital gains income
taxed at a rate of 30% for state and federal, or $330,000 when the loan modification
occurs. I have no way to pay $330,000 in truces. Any potential sale of the property would
be several years into the future. while this IRS debt is due currently and cannot be
discharged in bankruptcy. The IRS would be able to attach anything I earned or any asset
that I ever own, for the remainder of my life.
32.

The Court required, pursuant to the Stipulation of September 12, 2013, that

Mr. Kantor provide me with any and all information pertaining to the loan modification.
AFFIDAVIT OF SANDRA KANTOR IN RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY
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We wanted an of the past infonnation, and Mr. Kantor complained that this was several
files and "too voluminous" to provide. Without consulting me, my then-attorney agreed
to accept all information since August 1 in satisfaction of this request. We have received
essentially nothing in satisfaction of this stipulation. Given that Mr. Kantor refers to
material that is "too voluminous" to provide to me, and that I learned of this proposed
loan modification only in late June 2013, it is difficult to believe that the voluminous
amounts of information from the Bank suddenly ended after August is•, 2013. The only
other explanation is that Mr. Kantor is simply not providing the required information.
33.

I have just become aware that it is possible to check on the progress of a

loan modification online, which I did attempt to do as this was not "contacting" the bank
but only seeking information that the Court has agreed that I should have. See Exhibit E,
"Checking status of loan modification". I learned that there was already an account set up
for our loan, and that a password is required to access this information. Had Mr. Kantor
wished to be forthright in handling this matter, he would have simply told me about this
web-based information source and given me the password so I could remain informed
about progress on the modification. This is not a game of "hide and seek" with Mr.
Kantor able to do the hiding and I must beg the Court for the right to "seek" the
information. I am not trying to "contact" anyone at the Bank, but I feel that Mr. Kantor
should have informed me and the Court of the existence of this route to being informed
about the progress of the loan modification.
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34.

The bottom line regarding the loan Modification is that I do not trust

:Mr. Kantor's integrity to protect me in the event of a loan modification, or to live up to

any agreement he may enter into. He has acted without integrity in the course of this
divorce and post-divorce, has not been honest with the Court, has prevaricated on many
issues between the parties that are not a part of these matters before the court, and his
word cannot be relied upon. I am not seeking anything more than what I was promised
under the PSA, but I do want Plaintiff to live up to his agreement. The money being spent
on this litigation could be much better applied to an education fund for grandchildren and
to getting out of debt.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

Jrm~·~~

Sondra Kantor

SUBSCRIBED Mu SWORN TO before me this

_gd day of November,

2013.
r,.

WANDA G. ALLRED
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO

<:__: 'v\

( I\l'i °"

\bl.,cY1c\C- ~ ) , ~ ~ c S
Notary Public for Idaho
Commission Expires:

,
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY MAIL, HAND DELIVERY
OR FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was
on this date served upon the persons named below, at the addresses set out below their
name, either by mailing, hand delivery or by facsimile to them a true and correct copy of
said document in a properly addressed envelope in the United States mail, postage
prepaid; by hand delivery to them; or by facsimile transmission.

n1r-~
DATED this V

day of November, 2013.

Scot M. Ludwig, Esq.
LUDWIG SHOUFLER MILLER
JOHNSON, LLP
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

0 Mailed D Hand Delivered Ci Faxed

Facsimile: (208) 387-1999
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The Home Affordable Modification Program, also known as H.A.M.P., is a federal program of the
United States, set up to help eligible home owners with loan modifications on their home mortgage
debt. It is being set up in the context of the ongoing subprime mortgage crisis in the debt markets,
continuing from 2008.
The target of the program is 7 to 8 million struggling homeowners at risk of foreclosure by working with
their lenders to lower monthly mortgage payments. The Program is part of the Making Home Affordable
Program which was created by the Financial Stability Act of 2009.lll The program was built as
collaboration with lenders, investors, securities, mortgage servicers, the FHA, the VA, FHLMC, FNMA,
and the Federal Housing Finance Agency, to create standard loan modification guidelines for lenders to
take into consideration when evaluating a borrower for a potential loan modification.ill
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Purpose
HAMP is authorized by sections 101 and 109 of the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008, which
has been amended by section 7002 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009
(collectively "The Acts").lli Congress has several enumerated purposes under the Acts. The main purpose
is to provide the U.S. Treasury Department with the authority and mechanisms necessary to restore
stability to the United States' financial system-which includes-{l) protecting home values, college
funds, retirement accounts, and life savings, (2) preserving homeownership, (3) promoting jobs and
economic growth, and (4) protecting the interests of taxpayers. Ml

EXHIBIT

Ia
I

As a result of the authority it received under the Acts, the U.S. Treasury Department developed HAMP.m
Under HAMP, mortgage servicers {commonly referred to as mortgage lenders) are provided with the
opportunity to enter into contracts with the Federal Government (the U.S. Treasury} to modify
homeowners' mortgage loans in a particular and uniform fashion and receive incentive payments in
return.I§.!
In an attempt to require mortgage servicers to modify mortgages in a particular and uniform fashion,
the U.S. Treasury has taken several actions. First, the U.S. Treasury not only describes HAMP and its
related programs on its own publicly accessed website (www.hmpadmin.com), but it also provides a
step-by-step guide on how mortgage servicers are supposed to be performing the HAMP
modifications.Ill For example, in the HAMP Handbook/or Servicers of Non-GSE Mortgages, the U.S.
Treasury requires these servicers to actillely solicit borrowers to participate in HAMP before referring a
loan to foreclosure or conducting a scheduled foreclosure sale.Ill
Second, the U.S. Treasury requires servicers to use a particular net present value calculation developed
specifically for HAMP ("HAMP NPV").w The HAMP NPV was developed specifically for HAMP by a group
of experts taken from the U.S. Treasury, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp., the Federal Housing
Finance Agency, Fannie Mae, and Freddie Mac.w The HAMP NPV attempts to predict whether the
lender/investor will make more money by modifying the mortgage or foreclosing.W Under HAMP, if the
lender will make more money entering into a HAMP modification with the borrower (resulting in a
positive HAMP NPV)-and assuming the mortgage loan is otherwise eligible under HAMP (which is
discussed below}-the lender must offer a HAMP modification and cease all current efforts to
foreclose. lli1.l However, if the lender will lose more money entering into a HAMP modification with the
borrower (resulting in a negative HAMP NPV), the lender may proceed with foreclosure.lli1.l
Thus, under HAMP, lenders and/or mortgage servicers are required to make a conscious and calculated
determination as to whether the pursuit of a foreclosure will be financially beneficial for the
lender/investor before the foreclosure is actively pursued-which presumptively should result in fewer
foreclosures-thereby providing more stability to the U.S. economy and achieving the purpose intended
by the United States Congress.

Eligibility requirements of program
The program abides by the following eligibility and verification criteria:
•

Loans originated on or before January 1, 2009

•

First-lien loans on owner-occupied properties with unpaid principal balance up to $729,750

•

Higher limits allowed for owner-occupied properties with 2-4 units

•

The current principal, interest, property taxes and homeowner's insurance payments are costing
the borrower(s) over 31% of their gross monthly household income.

780

•

All borrowers must fully document income, including signed IRS 4506·T, proof of income (i.e.
paystubs or tax returns), and must sign an affidavit of financial hardship

~

Property owner occupancy status will be verified through borrower credit report and other
documentation; no investor-owned, vacant, or condemned properties

•

Incentives to lenders and servicers to modify at-risk borrowers who have not yet missed
payments when the servicer determines that the borrower is at imminent risk of default

•

Modifications can start from now until December 31, 2012; loans can be modified only once
under the programWl

loan modification terms and procedures
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Is a Bank of America modification right for me?
Program goal

If you're not eligible for, or have chosen not to take part in, any other loan modification program, we
offer a variety of modification programs that may make your payments more affordable. You may be
eligible even if you no longer live in the property. There are no limitations on the amount of your home
loan or when your loan was originated.

Eligibility
You may be able to modify your home loan under one of the programs we offer if all of the following
apply:
•

You're experiencing a financial hardship, such as a reduction in income or an increase in your
mortgage payment

•

You're 60 or more days behind on your mortgage payments

•

The property is a 1- to 4-unit house, condo or manufactured home; buildable home lots may
also qualify

•

All borrowers on your loan agree to participate

•

You permit access to the interior of the property for an appraisal or inspection, if requ~i~re;d•I!!!!!"•~•

'

EiiillT

l 1G,

le

•

You provide all financial information requested, and show that your income is consistent enough
to make the modified monthly payments
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You may qualify for significant principal reduction on your loan.
We need more information to determine if you are eligible for
a modification.

_,...__..r-a...,Jllo.,,,--1-.... :We_must_receive it_by July 04, 2013.
June 19. 2013
Robert A Kantor
Sondra F Kantor
PO Box 279
Hailey, ID 83333-0279

Dear Robert A Kantor and Sondra F Kantor:

Loan Number: 871125354

Thank you for beginning the home loan modification evaluation process with us and for the financial information
you have provided so far. We are in the process of evaluating your loan for programs that may be available to
you, including the new modification program introduced as a result of lhe U.S. Department of Justice and State
Attorneys General national settlement with major mortgage servicers, including Bank of America. NA This
modification could offer you significant prfnclpal reduction and low payments.

We need additional infonnation from you In order to determine If your loan Is eUglble for a modification.

As of the date of 1his letter. we cannot complete our review of your loan because some information we need is
missing or incomplete. It is Important that you send us the requested information today. If you do not send
us these documents, you will not be eligible for this program. Please submit the following information for
each borrower by July 04, 2013.

• IRS Form 4506T (enclosed) - This form allows us to request a copy of the tax return for each borrower.
Borrowers who filed their tax retums jointly may send in one IRS Form 4506T signed and dated by both
joint filers.
•

Self Employment Income Documentation - Each self-employed borrower must provide copies of each
of the most recent quarterly or year-to-date profit and loss statement. The statement must include the
business name, income, cost of goods sold. other income, expenses, net income after expenses and
period start and end dates (for example 10/1/2011 through 12/31/2011). The statement must be signed
and dated by the borrower. If you are no longer self employed, please provide a copy of your cancelled
business license or letter of explanation.

This letter may list one or more documents you have already submitted to us as part of this or another loan
modification request. However. they may be incomplete or we need more information about them. so please take
the action noted and ensure each document meets the following guidelines. if applicable:
The signature of each borrower and the date the document was signed is required for many documents.
Please make sure all the proper signatures and dates are provided for any documents listed above.
•

Some requested documents have columns of numbers that must be added or subtracted to determine a
total value {for example a profit and loss statement). Please ensure that complete and accurate totals are
provided for any and all columns.

•

If a document you previously submitted is listed above, it may be too old to be usable. Please send us a
copy of the most recent version(s} of the document.

Be sure to write your loan number at the bottom of all pages if Ifs not already listed. This will aid in identifying
your documents should they be sent separately or get separated.

--------1·i --""'-;r
"""'"--
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Please note: Keep a copy of all documents for your records. Do not send original documentation unless

otherwise noted.
Please complete and fax the remaining documentation with the enclosed fax cover sheet to us at 1.866.270.0620
or send to us using the enclosed FedEx envelope. We must receive this information no later than July 04,
2013. Once we receive your remaining documentation, we will notify you of the next steps in the process.

We want you to know that ifwe do not receive the requested information by July 04, 2013, you will no
longer be eligible for this modification and we wifl resume normal activities for collecting past due loan
payments.
If you have any questions about our request for documents or want to confirm that we have received your missing
information, please call me at 1.800.669.6650. We want to work with you and urge you to send us your
documentation as soon as possible.

Whitley Nathan

Home Loan Team
Bank of America, N.A.
Enclosures: (1) Pre-paid envelope (2} Customized Fax Cover Sheet (3) IRS Form 4506-T
Bank of Amem:a. NA i$ required t>y law to inform you that tttls communication is from a debt collector. However. the plJ1J)OSe of this
communicallon is to let you know about your potential eligibility for a loan modification program that may help you bring or keep your ioan

cunent through affordable payments.

MILITARY nMQNNelJSERYJCEMEfflBERS: If you or your spouse is a member of the militaty. please contact us immediately. The federal
Servicememoers CMI Relief Act and comparable stale laW$ afford significant protections and benel'it$ to !l!sil2.!! military service personnel.
inctuding protectiofls from foredosure and Interest rate relief. For add,tiona! information and to determine eligibility please conlaci our Military
Assistance Team toll 11'811 at 1.877430.5434. If you are calling from outside the U.S. please contact us at 1 817.685.6491
If yau are currently in e bankrupicy proceeding. or have previously obtained a discharge of this debt under applicable bankruptcy law. this
notice is ror information only and is not an attempt to collect the debt. a demand for payment. or an attempt to impose per$Ollill liability for that
debt. You are not obligated to discuss your nome loan w,th us or enter into a loan modification or other loan-assistance program. You should
consult with your bankruptcy attorney or other acMSOl about your legal rights and options.
In addllton. if you are currently In a bankruptcy proceeding. approval of any program for whieh you may be eligible is contingent on approval by
the bankruptcy court 1n your banlwptc:y case

Mortgages funded and administefed by ar Gt Equal Housing Lender.
o Protect your personal infonnation before recycling tnis document

C3_2334-6
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Bank of America~~ h,r.>" tc;:.r,,

Customized Cover Sheet for your
Financial Documentation Package

It is important that you include this cover sheet with your FedEx or FAX to help us track your document submission and expedite
the handling of your package.

FedEx:
If you would !Ike to FedEx your documents back to us. please include this page in the FedEx envelope provided.

FAX:
If you would like to FAX your documents back to us. please use this as your FAX cover page. FAX to: 1.866.270.0620
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871125354

Fonn4506•T

Request for Transcript of Tax Return

{Rh. .lffillrJ 2012)
Dec,lflmlllt of In. T"'41SWY
1nteme1 ~ - SetvieoJ

OMS No. 154S-1872

"' ~uest may be ntj9ctfld If the form is Incomplete or lli.gibte.

Tip. Use Form 4506-T to order a transcript or other l9tum infOffllation free ot cha,ge. Se& lhe product list below. You can qutddy request lran$Cript& by using
servic:e tool$. P1ease l>isit us at IRS.gov and dick on "Order a Transcnpr or call 1-800-908-9946. If you need a cepy of your return. use
Form "50G, ~ for Copy of Tu R.tum. There i& a ree IC get a copy of yo.sr return.

ou, autameted self-help

1a Name shown on tax tetum. If a joint return. etller the name

shown first.

1 b Flm soclll ucurtty number on tax return, llldlvtdual tap,yer ldentlll«cion
num~r. or tmplo,-r idelltffi"1!on number fsee lnsll'Uc:tions)

ROBERT KANTOR
2a If a join! return, enter SpOI.ISe's name shown on tax retum.

2b Second social

NCUl'ltf number or individual taxpayer
n

Sc..\d ~ \.<.o.,.A..-\rcr
3 Current name, addres$ (including apt.. room. or suite no.). city. slate. and ZIP code (see instructions)

Robert A Kantor. 265 GOLDEN EAGLE DRS. Hailey, ID 83333
4 Previous address Shown on the i.1 retum filed tf different from line 3 (Me instructions)
S If the transcript or tax infomlation is IO be m.tiled to a third party (such as a mortgage company). enter !he third party's name. address.

and telephone number.
llano of

A.-. NA

C/0 Hollll lttufttioll , . _ , Inc.

910011!.- StreM. Suila 1500

Houston. rx no36

Ceutlon. If the tex transcript is being malled to a third party, ensun, that you have filled in linu 6 through 9 before signing. Sign and date t;,. form once
you have filled in the:se liflfn. ColJ'¥)#eling these $1eps. helps to protect yovr ptivacy Once the IRS discloses your IRS transcript to the third ,,.,ry listed
on IIM 5. the IRS has no control OVflr what the thirCJ party does with the information. ff you would like to liml1 the thiffJ /Jll/1.y's authority ro disclose yovr
tnlMcript inforrrn/llio(), you car, ~ this limitation in your written agreement with the thil'd petty.

G
a

b

Trentcrlpt requesbtd. Enter the tax form number here (1040, 1065, 1120. etc.) and Clleck !he appropriate box below. Enter only one tax fonn
1()4l()
number per request "'

----------

R.tum Transcript, which includes most of the line item9 of a tax retum 11$ filed with the IRS. A tax return transcript does not re!lecl
changes made to the acoount after the retum Is processeo. Transeripts are only available for the following retums: Form 1040 series.
Form 1065, Form 1120. Form 1120A. FOffll 1120H. Form 1120L. and Form 1120S. Retum transcripts are available for the current year
and returns processed during the prior 3 processing years. Most reQUeSts will be processed lMthi'I 10 business days

00

Account Transcript. which contains information on the financial status or the account. such as payments made on the account, penally
assessments. and adjustrnerlts made by you or tile IRS after the return Wll$ filed. Return information ii. limited to items such as tax Uabitity
and estimated tax payments. Account transcripts are available for most returns. Most t't!QUfflS will be processed within 30 calendar days

0

Record of Account. whi¢h provides the most detailed infonnaliOn as it is a oombinabon of the Retum Transcript and the Account
Transcript Available for current year and 3 prior tax years. Mo&t requests v,;11 be processed within 30 calendar days .

0

7

Verification of Nonflling. whieh is proof from the IRS that you did not rile a return for the year. Current year requesls are only available
alter June 15th. There are no availability restrictions on prior year requests. Most request& wtl be processed within 1O bU$iness days . .

CJ

8

Form

c

w.z Form' 1099 Hrla., Fonn 1098 HrlH, or Form 5498 aeries transcript The IRS can provide a transcript that includes data from

these infonnation retur11$. State or local Information is not included with the Form W-2 information. The !RS may be able to provide this
l1anscript Information for up to 10 years. Information for the current year is generally not available until the year alter it is filed with the IRS
For example. W-2 Information for 2010. filed in 2011. will not be available from the IRS Ul'ltil 2012. If you need W-2 Information for retirement
purposes, you should oontact the Social Security Administration at 1·800-772-1213. Most request& wiff be processed within 45 days .
Caution. ffyou,-d a copy of Form W-2 orFonn 1099, you should firs1. CQtttact the payer. Toge( ecopyofthe Form w.2 or Form 1099 filed
with your retum, you mu,t use Form .f506 and request• copy of your return. which i11clu<Je11 all altl/lchmel'll:..
9

0

YNr or PfflOd requested. Enler the ending date or the year or period, U1ing the mmlddfyyyy format. If you are requesting more than four
~ or periods, you must attach another Form 4506-T. For requests relating IO quarterly tax returns, such as Form 941, you must ant&•
each quarter or tax period separately.
12 / 3 t / 2011
12 / 31 / 2012

Check this box if )'(XI have notified the IRS or the IRS has notllil!d you that one of the years for which you are requesting a transcnpt
involved identity theft on your federal tax r•tum . . . . . .
Caution. Oo not sign this form unless au applicable lines have been COffll)leted.

0

Sign•ture of taxpayer(a). I declare that I am ellher the taxpayer whose name is shown on line 1a or 2a. or a person authonzed to obtain tne tax
infon'nation requested. If the request lill)plies to a joint 111tum. either husband or wife must sign. Ir signed by a corporate officer, partner. guardian. tax
matters partner, executor. reoeiller, administrator. trustee, or party other than the taxpayer. I certify Iha! I have the authority to execute Form 4506-T on
behalf of Iha taxpayer. NOtll. For lnlnscripts being sent to a third petty. this form must be received within 120 d&ys of t1'le $:ign&lure date.
, Phone number of taxpayer on Hne
I 1aor2a

joo(3 · 7;)0 t9 ~'7

i

For Privacy Act and Paperwor11 Reduction Act.Notlc:e,

see pag41 z.

Cat No 37667N
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Fonn 4506-T (Rev. 1-2012)

Page

Section referenc:u are to the 1111ema1 R-nue
Code unlesa oth«Nlise noted.

Chart for all other transcripts
If you lived In
or your bu5lnes1

M.il or tax to the
"Internal Revenue

The IRS has aeated a page Ol'I IRS.gov for
information about Form <4506-T at
111WWJra.govHcrm45()6. lnlormation abou! any

was In:

Service" at:

recent develoj)menl'$ affectlog Fom, 45()6.T
(such as legislation fln8Cl8d after we rel!lased it)
will be posted on that page.

Arizona. Arkansas.

What's New

Alabema. Alaske.
Californa. Colorado.

Aolida, Hewaii, ldahc,

Purpou of fonn. UH Form 4506-T to request
tax return tnfonNlion. You can a l s o ~ ·

Iowa. Kansas.
Louisiana, Minl'lellola.
Mississippi.
Missouri, Montane.
Nebnllq, Ntvada.
New Mexico,
NOl1l'I Dakota.

(on line 5)11 lllird party to receive the information.
Taxpayer$ using a tax year beginning in one
calendar year and ending in the following )'98f
(fiscal tax year) must file Form 4500-T to reque$t
a return transcript.
Note. If you are U11sureot wtliCh 1)11)8 Of transcript
you need, request the Record of AecoUnt. 11& It
proyJdes the most delaKed infonnation.

South Dakota. Texas.
Ulah, Washington,
~ng. a foreign
counuy. or A.P.0. or
F.P.O. addfSSS
ConnectiCUt.
Dela-. Oistriet of

801-62().6922

Michigan. New
Hampshire, New
Jarsey. New York,
North Carolina.

RAIVSTeam
P.O Box !45500
Stop 2800 F
Cincinnati, OH45250

General Instructions
CAIJTION. Oo IIOl sign this form unJeu,,,
eppli,;eb/o lin•s have been comp/fm,d.

Tip. Use Form 4506. Request for Copy of
Tax Return. to request copies of tax retums.

Where to Ille. Mail or fax Form 4506-T to
the addreu belOW for the state YoU lived in,
or the state your bulinNS was in, when tl'lal
return was filed. There- two address cllans:
one for indivi~ tral'lSCl'ipts (Form 1040 saf1et.
and Form W·2) and one for all other transcripts.
If you are req1Je$ting tnOl'e lhan one ltlfflScfipt
or olher produet and Iha chalt beiaw shows two
diff'ffi!Rt acldmsea, send your request to the
address based on the eddrus of your moat

recent retllm.
Automatad transcript ,-quut. You can quickly
n1quest transcrip!S by using our 1utomiited
self-help s.,-yq tool$. Pleate visit U$ at IRS.go,
and click on "Order a Transenpl" or call
1-800-908-9946.

Chart for Individual transcripts
(Form 1040 •eries and Form W-2
and Form 1099)
If you filed 811
Mall or fax to the
Individual mum
"lnbtmal Revenue
and lived In:

Service» at:

Ala~ma. Kerilucky.
Louisiana. M ~ .
TtrmessH, Tel18, •
foreign country, Amerk:an

RAfVSTNIII
Slop6716AUSC
A~tin. TX 73301

Sall!Oll, Puelto RicO.

Guam, lhe

Commor.weallh of the
Nonhem Manana l&landt..
Ille U.S. Virgin Island&. or
AP .0. or F.P.O. addnlSS

512~72

Alnb. Arizona, Atka-.
Califcmia. ColoraOo.
Kawai, Idaho. Ulinolll,
Indiana. Iowa, Kansas.
Michf!len. MinnesOla.
Montam, Nebraska,
Nevada. N- Meirico,
Nortll ~toll, Oki~.
ON,gon. South OakOla.

Utah. Washinglon,

Oklahoma. Oregon,

Columbia. Georgia,
llfinois. Indiana.
Kentud<y. Maine.
Matyland.
Mauachuleltll.

Ohio. Pennsylvania,
RhOCle Island. South
Carolina, TennatMe,
Vermont. Virginia.
West Vwginia.

Wisconsin

RA.IVS Team
P.O. Box 9941
Mall Stop 6734
Ogden. UT 84409

an estate

859-669-3592

. Line 1b. Enter your employer identificahen
number (EIN) if your r&QUesl relates to a
business return. Otherwise. enter 1"8 first
social HCUrtty number (SSN! or your individual
taxpayer identificatiOn number {ITIN) st,own on
the retum. For example. ir you are requesting
Form 1040 that include$ Schedule C (Form
1040), eiur your SSN.
Une 3. Enter )'OIJr current address. If yov use a
P. 0. box, include It on !his line.

Une 4. Enter the lld<ln!SS Sh0v.t1 on the last
return filed if different from the address entered
on bne3.
Nola. If the address on lin83 3 and 4 are diffe1110t
and you nave not changed your addres& with the
IRS, file Form 8822. Change of Addras.
Line $. Emronly one lax form nurnbal' per
request.
SlgNture and dew, Form 4506-T must be
atgned and dated by the ta,rpayer li$led on Hne
1a Of 2a. If you con,pleted line 5 requesting the
information be ffllt to a thlfd party, Ille IRS must
receive Fann 4506-T IM!hin 120 days of the dale
signe6 by lhe taxpayer or It will be rejected.
Ensure that an appllcable tines are completed
before slgning.

OiSlrict of Columllia,
Fklridl. G«lf98. Maine,

If you have comments conceming the

accuracy or these dme estimates or suggestions

t« making F<mn 4506, T simpler, M would be

IWIISTurn
Slap 6705 P-6
Kar,- City. l.1064999

happy to hear from you. You can l!lrite to:
Internal Revenue Servlee
Tax Products Coordinating Committee
SE:W:CAR:MP:T:M:S
1111 Constitution Ave. NW. IR-6526
Wa,hinl;ton. OC 20224
Do not send the !Orm to !his addiess. Instead.

Meryllll'ld. WaaHC.....H11$.
MiSaouri. New Harf\PS/lite.
New JefH)'. New York,
North C3rollna. OhlO.

f'llnnsytvania, Rhode

c.iou,,,.

1$1and, South
Vllffll0'1t Vllginia. Wes!

v,,g,ma

Privacy Act and Paperwork Reduction Act
Notice. We ask for the informlltten on this form
to e5Ulbllsh your right to gain access to the
requesled tax rnformatiOn under ttie lntemal
Rlllleflue Code. We neeo this inlonnalion to
llfOl)llfly identify the w information and respond
to your request. You are not required to ~
any transcript; if ycu do request a transcript.
seelions 6103 and 6109 and their regulalions
reqmm you to provide this tnformallon, including
your SSN or EfN. If you do not provide this
information, we may not be able to process yoor
request. Pn:ividing false or fraU<lulent information
may SUbjec:t you to P8!\llltl8$.
Roull/18 UMS of this infomtation include giving
it to the Depanmeot of Justice for civil and
criminal lillgabor,. and cilies. stales, the District
of Columbia. and US. oommonweallhs and
possess,ons for UM in administering their tax
laws. We lnllY also disclose !hi$ infom'lal!On to
01l'6f countries under a tax treaty. to federal and
state agencies to enforce federal nonlax c!'im1nal
laws, or to federal law enforcement and
,ntelligence ager,c!es to combat terrorism.
You are not reQUif'l!(J lo prO\llde the infomialion
rvquesled Ot1 a fonn that is subject to the
Pape,work Reduction Act unlest !he form
displays a valid OMS contn:ll number. Books or
record$ relaUng to a form or b IMINdions must
be n,t.atned as long as their coni.nts may
become material in the administration of any
ln11!mal Revenue law. Generally. lax returns and
return information are confidential. 11$ required by
MCtion 6103.
The time needed to complete and fife FOfffl
4SQ6..T ~It va,y dept,Ming on ind111Klual
circumstances. The estimated average time is:
Leaming about the law or tlMt form, 1Om,n :
Preparing the form, 12 min.; and Copying,
anembllng. •nd nndlng the fonn to the IRS,
20min.

559-456•5876

Wiseonsm, W)Offlff!Q

~.o.-e.

2

Individuals. Transcripts of joln"Y filed r.n
returns may be fumishe<! lo eilher spouse. Only
one signature is requln!d Sign Form 4506-T
exactly as your name appeared on !he otigiAAI
re1um. If yoo changed your name. all;o sign \'Oil'
CVf'191\t name
Corporalions. Generally, Form 4506-T can be
signed by: (1) an officer having legal authority lo
bind the col'l)OnltiOn, (2) any person designated
by the board of direc1ol'$ or Olher gO'Mming
body. or (31 any officer or employee on written
request by any principal officer aoo attested to
by the S9Cl'ftlary or Olh<lr officer.
,..,,,,_hip$. Generally. Form 4506-T can be
signed by any person ..no was a member of the
pannel$hip curing any pen of the lax period
requested on line 9.
AH flthers. Sae Hc:tlOl'I 6103(a) ,f the taJtpaye,
has died, is 1n:ao!veot. i:I a dl$$Olved corporat,on.
or if a trustee, gualdien. executor, receiver, or
administrator is ecting for Ille taxpayer.
Doc:umentaflon. F« enlilies Other than
individuals. you must attach the aulhoriZalion
document. For example. this could be !he letter
from the principal officer authorizjng an
employee ol the corporation o· the letters
tl!Slamenla,y authorizing an individuai to act for

sae Whem to

filtl

on !hi$ page.

816·292'6!02
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1. Please use a laser or laser-quality printer.
2. Adhere shipping label to package with tape or glue
- DO NOTTAPE OVER BARCODE. Be sure all edges
are secure. Self-adhesive label is recommended.
3. Place label so that it does not wrap around the edge
of the package.
4. Affix Priority Mail service postage. There is no

extra ree for USPS Tracking™ service.

5. Stamped packages weighing more than 13 ounces may
not be placed in Postal Service collection boxes. For
infonnation on Package Pickup, go to USPS.com.
6. Each shipping label number is unique and can
be used only once - 00 NOT PHOTOCOPY.
7. Please use this shipping label on the •ship date"
selected when you requested the label.

Online e-Label Record
USPS Tracking™ Service Number:

9405 5016 9932 0004 7458 56
Priority Mail® with electronic option
USPS TrackmgN service•
Pnnl Dale 06/19/13
Ship Date:
Bea'orlc Option USPS TraclciJ1i"' Ser\liee Fee: 0.00
From: HOME LOAN TEAM
9700 BISSONNET STREET
HOUSTON TX 77036

To:
ROBERT KANTOR
POBOX279
HAILEY ID 83333-0279

,.!!!!l/!II UNITED STATES

•
Thank you for shipping with the United States Postal Service!
Check the status of your shipment on the Track & Confirm page at www.usps.com
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From: Al LaPeter <alfredlapeter@gmail.com>
Subject: Checking status of loan mod
Date: November 21, 2013 4:59:37 AM MST
To: "Marty R.Anderson"<marty@eastidaholaw.net>, Twinks
<twinks.idaho@gmail.com>

Below is taken from the BofA website. We need to request the ID so we
can verify where things are in the process.

Sign In to View Your Mortgage
Modification Status
Do you currently have an Online ID for the Home Loan Modification Status
site?
Yes
No, but I would like to create an online ID and passcode.

Al LaPeter

EXHIBIT

II Ii
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Robert El ee
From:
Sent
To:

Robert Elgee
Saturday, November 23, 2013 11:51 AM
'Marty R. Anderson'; scot@lsmj-law.com

Cc:
Subject:

Josh Stanek; Crystal Rigby; R. Ted Israel
RE: Kantor v. Kantor - Contempt Proceedings and case status

NOV 2 6 2013

·--='=.:.::~~~=

Mr. Ludwig and Mr. Anderson:
Ordinarily, I rarely if ever communicate this way, but this is brought on by the exigencies of the situation. I am
not inviting a response. I will trying to address some of the issues raised by Ms. Kantor in her affidavit flied November
21, in response to my email advising the parties what I intend to do if my order is ignored. I am trying to EXPLAIN before
a drastic step is taken in this litigation.
I will not address what I perceive to be "historical issues" raised by Ms. Kantor-her view of what got the parties
to this point. Frankly, that might give things perspective, but they are of no import right at this point. I have entered an
entirely new case downstream from all their prior dealings, and I have to take the case as it is now. I have recited some
of the facts in the earlier email. One of the ones I omitted was Sondra Kantor's acquiescence in the loan modification
process immediately before Mr. Anderson got involved. It does not matter to me that new counsel has a different view.
The history of dealings with Rokan Partners, etc, also does not matter right at this point. If Sondra wishes to preserve
her counterclaim and proceed with her claims that Bob Kantor has maneuvered away from his contractual promises all
she needs to do is comply with my existing order.
Issues raised by Sondra re the loan modification process:
I am probably going to tell you little you don't know, or that hasn't been discussed. The failure of the short sale
may or may not enter into things in the future, but it is not a major factor at the moment. A short sale has no monetary
benefit to either party, though it does relieve both from the dangers of a deficiency action. A loan modification, on the
other hand, brings a possibility of economic gain for both parties. Maybe, maybe not. Bob has 65 days to try, and he has
been successful already in negotiating a substantial forgiveness of secured debt with another bank. There is little
downside to allowing a loan modification effort. Sondra avers that Mr. La Peter took the property subject to the debt,
and because of the loan balance he overpaid. That's nonsense. Let me know when he starts making loan payments. I
doubt he has obligated himself to Bank of America in any fashion. To suggest he is prepared to assist Bob in securing a
loan modification (para 24) is also nonsense. If Bob Kantor can get it done, fine. There is no reason to complicate the
process with Mr. LaPeter. More on that later.
I have already addressed Sondra's "bank fraud" claims. She is making no representations whatsoever to any
bank. What Bob Kantor tells them is up to him. There are no "side agreements" as I made clear. This is being done
pursuant to court order. This argument is without merit as well. As to the tax consequences, that was discussed as well,
and I made clear we would deal with those later, if there are any. Whether Sondra is kept out of the loan process is also
of little significance. The evidence presented earlier was that she was not helping things. Perhaps there will be a
residency period required as a condition of a new loan agreement. If that occurs, the court can determine whether that
should be accepted or not, or what should flow to Sondra as a result. In addition, if the loan modification is successful,
the Court may require Mr. Kantor to deed half of the property back to Sondra. Nothing is hidden from the bank if the
Court's order is recorded. Sondra raises the possibility of interim judgments, whereby creditors could wipe out any
equity Sondra has, or the death of Mr. Kantor, whereby someone else would own the house or the heirs could occupy
the premises indefinitely and claim they are not bound by any obligation of Mr. Kantor to sell the house. Some of that
will be addressed below. The Court rejects these arguments in their entirety. In short, at the moment, Sondra's equity in
the house is zero, and she has little to lose by standing by to see if a loan modification is possible.
The first principle here, which Sondra Kantor seems to ignore, is that when you dance with a gorilla you dance as
long as the gorilla wants to. The gorilla here is the Bank of America. There is a second gorilla waiting in the wings, and
that is the court. Nothing happens here without bank approval. NOTHING. There is no equity of Sondra that is at risk.
The fact is the house is in significant default and is subject to being taken by the bank whenever it chooses to do so, and
both parties, within 120 days or so, are at risk of a deficiency. That is an inescapable fact. All else is argument. And if the
1

792

ba~fflak€'5 that choice there is nothing the court or the parties or Mr. LaPeter can do about it. The debt exceeds the
equity by a significant amount. So the only thing preventing that at the moment is whatever Bob Kantor has going with
the bank. The chances of Bob Kantor's heirs possessing the property and ignoring a court sale order are zero. Sondra's
credit is not being harmed any worse than Bob's by current proceedings.
The biggest concern, it appears, is at para 29 of Sondra's affidavit, and that is that Bob will continue to occupy
the house for an extended period at a reduced mortgage and payment, and she will be liable on the loan indefinitely.
First, this process won't go on indefinitely. Either the bank will agree to a loan modification or a short sale, or it will
foreclose. It is all up to the bank. The Court is in no better position to order a short sale than a loan modification. If it
doesn't work, and work soon, the Court has many other options, depending on what the parties choose. That brings up
the alternatives, which is the Court's power to run things. (The second gorilla in the wings.)
Court's power over the property and the parties:
So far, neither party has chosen to merge the PSA into the decree. It seems each has their reasons for not doing
so. So be it. And the Court's power over the property, without a merger, may be tenuous. Maybe not. However, it seems
to me that if the PSA is merged into the decree the Court becomes the second gorilla, and can exercise jurisdiction over
the property in any manner it sees fit. If that happens, it seems the Court can regulate possession and use of the
premises, and could order Bob Kantor to vacate the property, to pay rent to Sondra as a condition of remaining in the
property, give Sondra possession, (particularly if no one is making the payments}, appoint a receiver to rent it to a third
party, or to sell it, prohibit any transfers of interests to third parties, exercise its contempt powers for transgressions
involving the property, or simply sell it at sheriff's sale, with a right of redemption, to anyone who wants to buy it,
including the people who have expressed a willingness to purchase it, and let them deal with the bank. The list goes on.
So Bob does not have an unlimited amount of time to do anything, and he has no guarantee that if the loan modification
fails he gets continued use and possession of the property in any fashion. For these reasons, Sondra's parade of "what
ifs" do not resonate with the Court, at all. Both the Court, and Sondra, have remedies. The only risk to Sondra the Court
sees at present is that if she executes a valid quitclaim deed to Bob, he will attempt to sell or transfer the complete title
to the house to her detriment. She is protected against that to some degree if she records the Court's order, which is her
option. In any event, there is little to transfer. Title to a house in serious default with a mortgage well in excess of its
value might have value to someone hoping to occupy it while the bank forecloses, and that's about it.
Court's exercise of sanctions if the present order is ignored:
As noted before, the Court has tried to facilitate the contract between the parties, so that a sale pursuant to
contract may be possible. At present that is not possible, both because of the debt against the house and Sondra's
quitclaim deed to Mr. La Peter. The Court can do nothing about the first matter, but it can about the second. When the
issue first came up that Sondra had deeded the house away, the Court's first reaction was that she was attempting to
put the house beyond the Court's (and Bob Kantor's) ability to do anything with it, and more importantly, do anything
with the debt, (including, most likely, even seeking a short sale.) That suspicion appears to be confirmed. It is clear
Sondra wants a short sale, so apparently the plan is to try to push for that, whereby Mr. LaPeter would presumably
tender a quitclaim deed in order to accomplish that goal, when and if those two decided it was convenient or advisable
to do so. As I mentioned in the earlier email, I cannot force Sondra to force Mr. La Peter to do anything. But if Sondra
thinks she will be able to put the property beyond the Court's control, essentially ignoring her contract obligations, and
most certainly thumbing her nose at the court, and yet she will be entitled to maintain her counterclaim in the same
court, she is sadly mistaken. If those facts or suspicions were not enough, the Court's decision to threaten the sanction
of dismissal of the counterclaim was cemented when the Court learned of Mr. LaPeter's threats to exercise his rights as
a "co-tenant". That, in my view, was an attempt to pour gas on a burning fire, and that prompted my remark about
some viewing this legal process as a sporting proposition. Not me. If there is no deed to Bob Kantor carrying Sondra's
interest, along with Mr. LaPeters, back to Bob Kantor, and soon, her case goes out the window. Their choice. My court
orders will not be ignored to enable legal maneuvering.
I have sent you this email to make my position clear and to leave no doubt why I will take this step in the event
of an appeal. I have better things to do on a Saturday morning, I assure you. I will make this email likewise part of the
record. It contains my reasons for what i propose to do, and i see no other way to make my position clear before a
decision is made that will have significant consequences.

'RJ}6e1t J. <Efaee
Blaine County District Judge
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FIFUI JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

ROBERT ARON KANTOR,

)
)

Plaintiff.

)

CASE NO. CV-2012a734

)
vs.

SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR,

)
)
)
)

Defendant.

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF
ROBERT ARON KANTOR
IN SUPPORT O! MOTION FOR
CIVIL CONTEMPT SANCTIONS

)

.

--· '"··- -"-- STATE OF IDAHO )

-·~- -

) ss
County of !3laine

)

ROBERT ARON KANTOR, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

lam the Plaintiff in the above entitled action and I make t!+is affidavit base<! upon my

own personal knowledge and belief and in support of my Motion for Civil Contempt and Motion for
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT ARON KANTOR IN SUPPORT
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Sanctions.

2.

To date I have not received a copy of a Deed that has been executed by Alfred

LaPeter to Defend.ant Sondra Kantor transferring bis interest in 265 Golden Eagle Drive, Hailey,

Idaho. There has been no recording of a Deed from Alfred LaPeter to Defendant Sondra Kantor
i

•

••

transferring his interest to Defendant Sondra Kantor in the aforementioned property.

3.

Upon information and belief it is my understanding counsel for both Alfred LaPeter
•
..1
.•
..
.., . "':
Defendant Sondra Kantor has stated that Alfred LaPeter will not execute and record a Deed
Ir

-- - and

transferring his interest in 265 Golden Eagle Drive, Hailey, Idaho to Defendant Sondra Kantor.

4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a copy of the most recent Blaine County property tax

bill for 265 Golden Eagle Drive, Hailey, Idaho, showing Alfred LaPeter as an owner of the
aforementioned property.
DATED This 2_ day of December, 2013.

ROBERT ARON KANTOR
N!:)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this

L_ day of December, 2013.

c·CK)~ ~

CAMILLE WATSON
Notary Put>lic
St~e of ldatio

Not~Publip-Jorl?aho · · ~ .·•,·
~
Residing at:

lJL~-

Comm. Expires: ..,.ci,;.._~.--....,a?
__-......,_-+-'....__ __
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I hereby certify that on this
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Marty R. Anderson
Thompson Smith Woolf Anderson PLLC
P.O. Box 50160
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0160

~.S.Mail
_ Hand Delivery
_Overnight Courier
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(208)525-5266-
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, [N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

ROBERT ARON KANTOR,
Plaintiff,

vs.

SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV-2012-734

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR CIVIL
CONTEMPT SANCTIONS

COMES NOW the Plaintiff, ROBERT ARON KANTOR, by and through his attorneys of
record, Scot M. Ludwig and Daniel A. Miller of Ludwig Shoufler Miller Johnson, LLP, and hereby
submits this Memorandum In Support of Motion for Civil Contempt Sanctions.
Robert moved this Court pursuant to Idaho Code §7w601 et. seq. and the inherent authority
of this Court for a finding that Sondra is in contempt due to her deceitful conduct which has

frustrated the parties' September 12, 2013 stipulation and the Court's subsequent Orders of October
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16, 2013 and November 20, 2013.
This Court has the inherent authority to enforce its Orders by striking Sondra's Counterclaim
and award Robert his attorneys fees and costs.

INHERENT AUTHOR1TY OF THE COURT
"Every court has power:
1.

To preserve and enforce order in its immediate presence.

2.

To enforce order in the proceedings before it or before a person or persons
empowered to conduct a judicial investigation under its authority.

3.

To provide for the orderly conduct of proceedings before it or its officers.

4.

To compel obedience to its judgments, orders and process, and to the orders of
a judge out of court in an action or proceeding pending therein.

5.

To control, in furtherance of justice, the conduct ofits ministerial officers, and of all
other persons in any manner connected with a judicial proceeding before it, in every
matter appertaining thereto.

6.

To compel the attendance of persons to testify in an action or proceeding pending
therein, in the cases and marmer provided in this code.

7.

To administer oaths in an action or proceeding pending therein, and in all other cases
where it may be necessary in the exercise of its powers and duties.

8.

To amend and control its process and orders, so as to make them conformable to law
and justice."

Idaho Code §1•1603, emphasis added.
"When jurisdiction is, by this code, or by any other statute, conferred on a court or judicial
MEMORANDUM !N SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR CIVIL CONTEMPT SANCTIONS • 2
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officer an the means necessary to carry it into effect are also given; and in the exercise of the
jurisdiction if the course of proceedings be not specially pointed out by this code, or the statute, any
suitable process or mode of proceeding may be adopted which may appear most conformable to the
spirit of this code."
Idaho Code §1-1622, emphasis added.
Our Supreme Court has stated that dismissal of an action is an appropriate means of a court
enforcing its orders. Greenhow v. Whitehead ·s, 67 Idaho 262, 17 5 P.2d 1007 ( 1946). Our Supreme
Court has held that a trial court has the inherent authority to order the clerk to execute and deliver
a deed if the owner refused to do so as required by the parties' contract. Glancy v. Williams, 50
Idaho 109,293 P. 665 (1930).
ORDERS-OCTOBER 16t 2013 AND NOVEMBER 20, 2013
On October 16, 2013 this Court incorporated the parties' September 12, 2013 stipulation into
an Order giving Robert the right to pursue, without interference from Sondra, the principal loan
balance reduction from Bank of America and prohibiting Sondra from pursuing a short sale of the
265 Golden Eagle Drive real property. On November 20> 2013 this Court entered its Orderrequiring

Sondra to use her best efforts to obtain a Quit Claim Deed from Alfred LaPeter related to the 265
Golden Eagle Drive real property. As further described below Sondra had deeded her interest to
Alfred LaPeter during the pendency of this case. The Court after hearing found that Robert needed
a Deed from Sondra in order to continue to pursue the principal loan balance reduction from Bank
of America. Sondra's actions were in contradiction to the September 12 stipulation and subsequent
Order of October 16, 2013 and the Court through its November 20, 2013 Order was requiring her
to undo the damage that she had done when she deeded her interest in Golden Eagle Drive to AJfered
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LaPeter. As of this date Sondra has not obtained a Deed from Alfred LaPeter and it is apparent that
no Deed from Alfred LaPeter will be forthcoming.
As noted above this Court has the inherent authority to sanction Sondra for her behavior and
for her failure to abide by and follow the Court's Orders. It should do so by dismissing her Amended
Counterclaim.

SEPTEMBER STIPULATION
Both parties had filed Cross Motions for Injunctive Relief.

Robert asked the Court to

restrain Sondra from contacting Bank of America regarding the current financing on the Golden
Eagle real property and Sondra asked the Court to restrain Robert from taking any further actions
with regard to a loan modification relating to the Golden Eagle real property and she further
requested that the Court order Robert to cooperate fully in consummating a short sale by the end of
2013. Those Motions were set for an evidentiary hearing on September 12, 2013 and the Motions
were resolved by the parties via a stipulation that was placed on the record on September 12, 2013,
The parties' stipulation was eventually incorporated into a Court Order dated October 16, 20 l 3. In
summary, the parties agreed that Robert could pursue a principal balance loan reduction with Bank
of America and that Sondra would not contact Bank of America and she would not pursue a short
sale of their jointly owned real property located at 265 Golden Eagle Drive until the time of Trial.
The reason Sondra was prohibited from contacting the Bank of America was to prevent her from
obstructing Robert's efforts to obtain the principal balance loan reduction.
On October 9, 2013, Robert filed a Motion to Compel Recording of Quitclaim Deed. That
Motion was supported by his affidavit which 'Was also filed on October 9. 2013. Sondra's attorney
received this Motion on October 9111 • On October 10, 2013, Sondra caused to be recorded a Deed
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR CIVIL CONTEMPT SANCTIONS - 4
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from her to Al LaPeter1 transferring her interest in the Golden Eagle real property to Al LaPeter.
Sondra's transfer of her ownership interest in Golden Eagle Drive to Mr. LaPeter operates to
frustrate the parties' September 12, 2013 stipulation.
Stipulations for settlement oflitigation and adverse claims are regarded with favor and will
be enforced unless good cause to the contrary is shown. Young Elec. Sign Co. v. State ex rel.

Winder, 135 Idaho 804,808, 25 P.3d 117, 121 (2001). An agreement entered into in good faith in
order to settle adverse claims is binding upon the parties and is enforceable either at law or in equity.

Id. A compromise agreement to settle a dispute, when validly entered into, supersedes all prior
claims and defenses. Id.
The parties availed themselves of the Court's authority when they presented the issue of the
sale and financing of the home to the Court for it's decision. District Courts have original
jurisdiction in all cases, both at law and in equity, and such appellate jurisdiction as may be conferred

by law. Art. 5 §20 Idaho Constitution.
When the parties submitted their dispute to this Court to decide the issue of the sale and
fmancing of the 265 Golden Eagle Drive, the Court obtained jurisdiction over the parties and the
issues submitted to the Court which included the financing and sale of Golden Eagle Drive. The
parties placed a stipulation on the record and they are bound by that stipulation and this Court has
the authority to enforce the parties' agreement and its subsequent Orders that relate to that

stipulation.
MERGER
The parties' Property Settlement Agreement has not been merged into the Judgment and

Decree of Divorce. That issue is still pending and has not been ruled on by the Magistrate. In
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addition this Court has original jurisdiction over divorce proceedings. Art. 5 §20 Idaho Constitution;

Application o/Spaulding, 89 Idaho 101 402 P.2d 52 (1965).
DATED this

f1h

day of December> 2013.
R • MILLER • JOHNSON LLP

By_ _ _.,...::::U¥J'-----------Scot M u
Attorneys~

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this V"~y of December, 2013, I caused a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document to be served upon the following as indicated:
Marty R. Anderson
Thompson Smith Woolf Anderson PLLC
P.O. Box 50I60
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0160

_ U.S. Mail
_ Hand Delivery
_ Overnight Courier
µacsimile Transmission
(208)525-5266
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SCOT M. LUDWIG
DANIEL A. MILLER
LUDWIG• SHOUFLER +MILLER+ JOHNSON, LLP
Attorneys at Law
209 West Main Street
Boise, ID 83 702
Telephone: 208-387-0400
Facsimile: 208-387-1999
ISB 3506
ISB 3571

Jolynn Drage, Clerk District
Court Blaine Coun , Idaho

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

ROBERT ARON KANTOR,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)

CASE NO. CV-2012-734

)

vs.

)

)

SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR,
Defendant.
STA TE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

RESPONSIVE AFFIDAVIT OF
ROBERT ARON KANTOR

)

)
)

)
) ss
)

ROBERT ARON KANTOR, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am the Plaintiff in the above entitled action and I make this affidavit based upon my

own personal knowledge and belief.
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2.

It is a final requirement of Bank of America before an offer of a Loan Modification

is made that I obtain a valid recorded Quitclaim Deed granting me full Title to the property located
at 265 Golden Eagle, Hailey, Idaho.
3.

In approximately October of 2011, there were two loans outstanding on the home at

265 Golden Eagle Drive. Both were from Bank of America. Both were in default. The first mortgage
was $3.4 million, the second was$ I million. Both were personally guaranteed.
4.

As a result of my efforts to find an alternative to foreclosure, the Second mortgage

in the amount of $1,000,000 was included in the Department of Justice Settlement with the Bank of
America and was forgiven and the deed of trust released. Sondra's direct benefit was saving her
$500,000.00 in personal liability.
5.

While in the process of finding alternatives to foreclosure, I was informed by the

Bank of America that there were programs designed to help home-owners find alternatives to
foreclosure, such as loan principal reductions, "Cooperative Short Sales or Deed in lieu" where
deficiency judgments would be waived. I have spent over 500 hours trying to find a solution and got
qualified for the Cooperative program. Unfortunately, the cooperative short sale that had previously
been approved by the Bank of America in October, 2012 was cancelled by the Bank due to their own
failure to order an appraisal.
6.

In February of2013, I confirmed to my account representative, Som Sin-English, that

I would comply with Bank of America's requirement that only the resident of the home in Golden
Eagle would submit financial documents and apply to be included in the Department of Justice
Principal Reduction program. From that time on, the only documents, tax returns, hardship letters
and other required documents that I sent related only to me.
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7.

My efforts apparently paid off as I received at least four letters saying I was being

considered for a substantial reduction

Principal and Interest on the loan. Copies of those letters

have been previously provided to the Court as an exhibit to Sondra's affidavit.
8.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a copy of my letter addressed to Veronica Tovar

and Ashleigh Rell of Bank of America in which I clearly state my understanding of the Bank's
requirements; Only someone who lives in the home can be an applicant for the Department of Justice
Program and that I expected to be able to obtain a quitclaim deed from .Sondra as I knew it was a
requirement for me to get a loan principal reduction under the program.
9.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" are copies of pages l and 11 of the Deed of Trust

given to Bank of America, both initialed by Sondra Kantor. Paragraph 18 of the Deed of Trust says
that any transfer of the entire property or any interest in the property without the approval of the
Bank of America would constitute a default and allow Bank of America to demand immediate
payment of the entire loan. Sondra's actions in transferring her interest in the Golden Eagle real
property to Al Lapeter without the prior approval of Bank of America has triggered the Banks right
to call the loan. This act has could severely and negatively impact my efforts to get a Department of
Justice principal and interest reduction.
10.

In paragraph 26 of Sondra's affidavit Sondra refers to other programs at Bank of

America for loan relief. I applied for other programs but was rejected since our loan was in excess
of $729,750.00. The relevant Program we are currently in provides for a Loan Modification if
approved.
11.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "C" are two true and correct copies listing distributions

made to Sondra Kantor from Rokan Partners starting from May, 2012 and ending November 30,
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13. The total payments to Sondra are nearly $280,000.00.

addition, Rokan Partners paid other

debts of $51,000.00 during this same period, half of which were for her benefit. These
amounts are quite different than those she represented .to this Court in her Second Affidavit.
12.

Until the offer by Bank of America for a Loan Modification is forthcoming, I will not

know the exact terms. I have asserted based on my experience in dealing successfully with Bank of
America on the release of the $1 million second mortgage, that offer could be a $2 million reduction
on our existing Loan balance. It is unknown at this point if there would be a holding clause requiring
me to remain in the home post loan modification. There was no such clause in the paperwork with
respect to the relief from the second mortgage. If successful, the loan modification would be in my
name only as represented to me by Bank of America. If Sondra wants Bank of America to consider
releasing her from any liability on the Golden Eagle residence it is in her best interest to have me as
the sole resident. It is impossible to know the tax consequences to both Sondra and I until Bank of
America actually makes an offer with respect to the loan modification.
13.

To date, the Property Settlement Agreement has not been merged into a Supplemental

Judgment. Sondra's Motion to do so is attached hereto as Exhibit "D". My objection to her Motion
is attached hereto as Exhibit "E". Sondra's Motion has not been set for Hearing by Judge Thomas
Borresen.
remainder of this page intentionally lefl blank
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CERTIFICATE OF-SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this~ay of December, 2013, I caused a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document to be served upon the following as indicated:

Marty R. Anderson
Thompson Smith Woolf Anderson PLLC
.
P.O. Box 50160
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0160

U.S. Mail
_ Hand Delivery
_. Overnight Courier
~acsimile Transmission
(208)525-5266
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Veronica Tovar

September 10, 2013

Appeals

Regarding loan 871125354

Bank of America
Via fax: 1-800-658-9351
And Ashleigh E Rell via email ashleigh.e.rell@bankofamerica.com

The following letter is my attempt to answer certain questions posed today by Veronica Tovar relating to
my potential participation in the national settlement program which resulted from the Department of
Justice and state Attorney General's settlement. I was asked to verify the percentages of ownership in
various entities identified in K-ls previously provided to the Bank of America and to explain the nature
of the entities.
1.

KFI LLC with·five K-ls was an investment holding limited liability company owned entirely by
members of our family. My share of KFI LLC was 33%. KFI LLC was liquidated in 2011. The reason
for multiple K-ls was that these interests were acquired at different times but never
consolidated.

V2. Leamington Investors Ltd: my ownership is .9696%. Leamington owns property in Oakland.
1.,,-

3.

The Meadows LLC; I owned 2.5%, half of the interest held in the name of my ex-wife on the
2011 K-1. That interest has been transferred to Rokan Partners as part of our divorce. Rokan
Partners owns approximately 75% of The Meadows LLC.

I-A. Medical Building Investment Group LLC. In 2011 l owned 2.5%, half the interest held in the name
of my ex-wife on the 2011 K-1. All of our ownership in that entity has been sold as part of the
divorce.
\...-5.

NORTAC LLC; I own 50% interest. This is the operating accounting and management company
for several properties.

v 6. Rokan Oregon LLC. I do not now own any direct interest in Rokan Oregon LLC. However, that
company is owned by Rokan Partners of which I own 44%.

v 7. Rokan Partners is an Idaho Limited Partnership and! personally own 44% post divorce. My
ownership in 2011 (88%) included a 44% interest no~-~wned by my ex wife. Rokan Partners is
our family active real estate investment and management company .
._ 8.

311 First Ave LLC; I owned 1.56%, half of the interest held in the name of my ex-wife on the
2011 K-1. That interest has been transferred to Rokan Partners as part of our divorce. Rokan
Partners owns approximately 50%. 311 LLC owns an income producing building and lot in
Ketchum, Idaho.

v

9.

Eastman Investors LP; in 2011, 25.11%, half of the interest held in my name. The entire 50.22%
interest was transferred to Rokan Partners on January 1, 2012. Eastman owns retail property in
Boise Idaho.

EXHIBIT
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10. Anaconda Investment LLC; I owned 1.99 %, half of the interest held in my name on the 2011
K-1.

v11. Kantor Family LLC; I owned 13.2% in 2011. Than share has been increased to 18.1% Kantor
Family LLC is an investment partnership which is owned by my two sisters and myself and my
children.
L- 12. KF LLC; in 2011 I owned 10.8%. However, this investment company was restructured in 2012
with our divorce and currently I own approximately 45%.

Another question was asked regarding whether Sondra Kantor, my

ex wife,

had quitclaimed her interest

in the Golden Eagle property. The following is my explanation;

When I started the process with the Bank of America to get a modification of my first mortgage, I was
told that a major requirement was that I live in the home, which I do. However, because my ex-wife did
not live in the home, she was not to be considered in the loan modification process, especially her
financial statements were not to be considered. Thus, for the entire process I have been asked only for
my financial statements and ability to service a modified loan.
It was always assumed that my ex-wife, Sondra, would execute a quitclaim deed to me in exchange for
the Bank of America removing her as a borrower on any loan. If she can be removed as a co-borrower, I
have been assured she would execute a quit-claim deed assigning any interest she might have in 265
Golden Eagle Dr., Hailey, Idaho to me.
All applications for inclusion in the Department of Justice Settlement program, as well as other loan
modification programs, have been solely in my name as the res}dent of this property.

Hopefully, the above explanations will be adequate. However, should you require additional
information, please do not hesitate to let me know.

::/!J"' ~.
Robert~
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DEED OF TRUST
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LOAN# 6194861396

DEFINITIONS
Words used in multiple sections of this document are defined below and other words are defined
in Sections 3, 11, 13, 18, 20 and 21. Certain rules regarding the usage of words used in this
document are also provided in Section 16.

is

(A) "Security Instrument" means this document, which dated MARCH 26, 2008
together with all Riders to this document.
(B) "Borrower" is ROBERT A . KANTOR AND SONDRA F . KANTOR , HUSBAND AND WI FE

Borrower is the trustor under this Security Instrument.
( C) "Lender" is
BANK OF AMER I CA, N . A.
Lender is a NA Tl ONAL BANK I NG ASSOC I AT I ON
organized and existing under the Jaws of THE UN ITED ST ATES OF AMER I CA

IDAHO - Single Family - Fannie Mae/Freddie Mac UNIFORM INSTRUMENT
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Lender's address stated herein unless Lender has designated another address by notice to
Borrower. Any notice in connection with this Security Instrument ~all no~ be deem~d to ha.ve
been given to Lender until actually received by Lender. If any notice reqmred by ~h1s S.ecurity
Instrument is also required under Applicable Law, the Apphcable Law requirement will satisfy the
corresponding requirement under this Security Instrument.
16. Governing Law; Severability; Rules of Construction. This Security Instrument shall
be governed by federal law and the law of the jurisdiction in which the Property i~ located. All
rights and obligations contained in this Security Instrument are subject to any reqmrernent~ and
limitations of Applicable Law. Applicable Law might explicitly or implicitly allow the parties to
agree. by contract or it might be silent, but such silence shall not be construed as a prohibition
against agreement .by contract. In the event that any provision or clause of this Security
Instrument or the Note conflicts with Applicable Law, such conflict shall not affect other
provisions of this Security Instrument or the Note which can be given effect without the
conflicting provision.
As used in this Security Instrument: (a) words of the masculine $ender shall mean and
include corresponding neuter words or words of the feminine gender; (b) words in the singular
shall mean and include the plural and vice versa; and (c) the word "may" gives sole discretion
without any obligation to take any action.
17. Borrower's Copy. Borrower shall be given one copy of the Note and of this Security
Instrument.
18. Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest in Borrower. As used in this
Section 18, "Interest in the Property" means any legal or beneficial interest in the Property,
including, but not limited to;those beneficial interests transferred in a bond for deed, contract for
deed, installment sales contract or eacrow agreement, the intent of which is the transfer of title by
Borrower at a future date to a purchaser.
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or transferred ( or if
Borrower is not a natural person and a beneficial interest in Borrower is sold or transferred)
without Lender's prior written consent, Lender may require immediate payment in full of all
sums secured by this Security Instrument. However, this option shall not be exercised by Lender
if such exercise is prohibited by Applicable Law.
If Lender exercises this option, Lender shall give Borrower notice of acceleration. The notice
shall provide a period of not Jess than 30 days from the date the notice is given in accordance with
Section 15 within which Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Security Instrument. If
Borrower fails to pay these sums prior to the expiration of this period, Lender may invoke any
remedies permitted by this Security Instrument without further notice or demand on Borrower.
[9. Borrower's Right to Reinstate After Acceleration. If Borrower meets certain
conditions, Borrower shall have the right to have enforcement of this Security Instrument
discontinued at any time prior to the earliest of: (a) five days before sale of the Property pursuant
to any power of sale contained in this Security Instrument; (b) such other period as Applicable
Law might specify for the termination of Borrower's right to reinstate; or (c) entry of a judgment
enforcing this Security Instrument. Those conditions are that Borrower: (a) pays Lender all sums
which then would be due under this Security Instrument and the Note as if no acceleration had
occurred; (b) cures any default of any other covenants or agreements; (c) pays all expenses
incurred in enforcing this Security Instrument, including, but not limited to, reasonable attorneys'
fees, property inspection and valuation fees, and other fees incurred for the ourpose of protecting
Lender's interest in the Property and rights under this Security Instrument; and (d) takes such
action as Lender may reasonably require to assure that Lender's interest in the Property and rights
under this Security Instrument, and Borrower's obligation to pay the sums secured by this
Security Instrument, shall continue unchanged. Lender may require that Borrower pay such
reinstatement sums and expenses in one or more of the following forms, as selected by Lender:
{a) cash; (b} money order; (c) certified check, bank check, treasurer's check or cashier's check,
provided any such check is drawn upon an institution whose deposits are insured by a federal
agency, instrumentality or entity; or (d) Electronic Funds Transfer. Upon reinstatement by
Borrower, this Security Instrument and obligations secured hereby shall remain fully effective as
if no acceleration had occurred. However, this right to reinstate shall not apply in the case of
acceleration under Section 18.
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Rokan

ROKAN.PARTNERS' DISTRIBUTION TO SONDRA KANTOR 2013
TOTAL l/1/13-8/31/13
09/01/13
09/06/13

----- ... -- ... ----

Cl< 12373

TO SHALOM 965/2

sue TOTAL '09/2013
10/01/13
10/07/13
10/10/13

6,482.50
CK #23':Je

TO SHALOM "365/1?
CK #c.!395

6,000.01/)
iJ82.50

es,000.00

SUB TOTAl 10/2013
11/01/1.3
11/06/13

....

Jl, 48a. ::i0
Cl< #e413

TO SHALOM 96$/2

&,000.00
482.50

SUB TOTAL 11/2013
TOTAL 9/1/13-11/30/13

4't, 447, 50

TOTAL 1/1/Z013•11/l0/201J
lc/0&/13

ro

107,467,00

SHALOM 965/2

482.S0
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Rokan Partners checks to SK & RAK - April 2012 to date
Distributions

DATE
04/25/12

CHECK NO.
TR

SFI<

40,000.00
40,000.00

TR

05/01/12
05/31/12
06/25/12
08/01/12
09/04/12
10/22/12
11/02/12
11/28/12

2157
2158
2159
2160
2167
2168
2181
2182
2189
2190
2215
2216
2227
2228
1182

7,500.00
7,500.00
2,500.00
2,500.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
20,000.00
20,000.00

TR

12/05/12
01/03/13
01/25/13
02/01/13
03/01/13
04/01/13
05/01/13
06/01/13
07/01/13
08/01/13
09/01/13

2243
2244
2262
2263
2270
2271
2277
2278
2287
2288
2296
2297
2312
2313
2324
2325
2337
2338
2361
2362
2373
2374

RAK

6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
4,000.00
4,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
· 6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
6,000.00

172,000.00

172,000.00

814

n
Community Expenses

04/03/12
04/27/12
05/07/12
05/30/12

3,000.00
4,000.00
10,000.00
4,000.00
30,000.00

(Cosho Humphrey)
(US Bank loan}

51,000.00
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AARON J. WOOLF, ESQ.
Idaho State Bar #5791
DENNIS P. WILKINSON, ESQ.
Idaho State Bar #6023
THOMPSON SMITH WOOLF & ANDERSON, PLLC
3480 Merlin Drive
P.O. Box 50160
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
Telephone: (208) 525-8792
Facsimile: (208) 525-5266
Attorney for Defendant, Sondra Kantor.
IN THE MAGISTRATE COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
ROBERT ARON KANTOR,
Case No. CV-201\ -525

Plaintiff,

NOTICE OF SUBMISSION OF THE
PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AGREEME~'T
AND MOTION THAT IT BE
INCORPORATED AS A SUPPLEMENTAL
JUDGMENT OF THE COURT

vs.
SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR,
Defendant.

-----------------'I
COMES NOW, Aaron J. Woolf, Esq. and Dennis P. Wilkinson, Esq., of the law
:finn of Thompson Smith Woolf & Anderson, PLLC, and hereby submit the attached Property

Settlement Agreement dated April 24, 2012, pursuant to paragraph 24 of said agreement. The·
Defendant respectfully requests that the Property Settlement Agre-,ement be incorporated as a
supplemental order of the Court. This Motion is supported by the Affidavit ofSondra Kantor.
DATED this

/

7

EXHIBIT
NOTICE OF FILING AGREEMENT AND MOTION TO INCORPORATE -1
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n
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that I am a licensed attorney in Idaho, with my office in
Idaho Falls, and that on the

(

7 day of October, 2013, I served a true and correct copy of the

following-described document on the parties listed below, by mailing, with the correct postage
thereon, or by causing the same to be hand delivered.
DOCUMENT SERVED:

NOTICE OF FILING AND MOTION TO
INCORPORATE

PARTIES SERVED:
,/

Scot M. Ludwig, Esq.
LUDWIG SHOUFLER
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Facsimile: (208) 387-1999

D Mailed D Hand Delivered G(Faxed

~

DENNIS P. W I L ~ Q .

NOTICE OF FILrnG AGREEMENT AND MOTION TO rncoRPORATE -2

817

0
SCOT M. LUDWIG
DANIEL A. MILLER
LUDWIG+ SHOUFLER +MILLER+ JOHNSON, LLP
Attorneys at Law
209 West Main Street
Boise, ID 83 702
Telephone: 208-387-0400
Facsimile: 208-387-1999
ISB 3506
ISB 3571
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

ROBERT ARON KANTOR,
Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV-2011-0000525

OBJECTION TO MOTION
TO INCORPORATE

)

)
SONDRA. LOUISE KANTOR,
Defendant.

)
)

)

Comes Now Plaintiff, ROBERT ARON KANTOR, by and through his attorney of record
Scot M. Ludwig of Ludwig Shoufler Miller Johnson, LLP and hereby objects to Defendant's Motion
to Incorporate on the grounds and for the reasons that the intent of the Property Settlement
Agreement (PSA) was to maintain the privacy of the parties' agreement and further, no need for
OBJECTION TO MOTION TO IN CORPORA TE -1

EXHIBIT

I e;.'l18

parties as contemplated

paragraph 24

the PSA.

Oral argument is ~sted on this Objection.
DATED This~ day of December, 2013.

?-

I hereby certify that on this
day of December, 2013, I caused a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document to be served upon the following as indicated:

Marty R. Anderson
THOMPSON SMITH WOOLF &
ANDERSON, PLLC
3480 Merlin Drive
P.O. Box 50160
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404

U.S. Mail
_ Hand Delivery
_ Overnight Courier
~csimile Transmission
(208)525-5266

Scot M.

OBJECTION TO MOTION TO INCORPORATE
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W MARTY R. ANDERSON, ESQ

DEC -5 2013

'

l

ISBN 5962
THOMPSON SMITH WOOLF
& ANDERSON, PLLC
3480 Merlin Drive
P.O. Box 50160
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0160
Telephone: (208) 525-8792
Attorneys for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
ROBERT KANTOR,
Case. No. CV-2012-734
Plaintiff,
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN
RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF
PROPOSED DISMISSAL

vs.

SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR,
Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO·

)

County of Bonneville

)

: ss.

MARTYR. ANDERSON, having first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

That I am counsel for the Defendant in the above entitled action and a

licensed attorney in the State of Idaho. That I am competent to testify, and I make this
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF PROPOSED
DISMISSAL - I
820

1
affidavit of my own personal knowledge of the facts contained herein.
2.

Attached hereto and marked Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of an e-

mail that I sent to attorney Scot Ludwig on November 26, 2013. I have received no
written documents in response to this e-mail. Mr. Ludwig has given me a report of
second hand information passed through Mr. Kantor similar to that which was presented
in Court. To my knowledge, there has never been any written information provided

responsive to the inquiries set forth in my e-mail.

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

~
A,(;;"

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this ~~y of December,

~~
Commission Expires: V/

I I/ /~
I

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF PROPOSED
DISMISSAL - 2
821

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY MAIL, HAND DELIVERY
ORFACSIMILE TRANSMISSION
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was
on this date served upon the persons named below, at the addresses set out below their
name, either by rnai1ing, hand delivery or by facsimile to them a true and correct copy of
said document in a properly addressed envelope in the United States mail, postage
prepaid; by hand delivery to them; or by facsimile transmission.
I')~

DATED this _V_ day of December, 2013.

Scot M. Ludwig, Esq.
LUDWIG SHOUFLER MILLER
JOHNSON, LLP
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

0 Mailed O Hand Delivered JlFaxed

Facsimile: (208) 387-1999

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF PROPOSED
DISMISSAL - 3
822

Marty R. Anderson
Marty R. Anderson

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 4:44 PM
'Scot Ludwig'

'Al LaPeter'; 'Sondra Kantor'
RE: Americana West October 2013 financials

What would help us the most is an understanding of why Sondra can't be on the property? What is the rule, reg,
requirement that says it has to be in Bob's name only? Also, is there a holding clause that says post-loan mod Bob has to
stay in the house for X amount of months? If so, what is X? What are the tax consequences for each of the parties?
What is the likelihood of getting Sondra off the loan completely? We need real answers.

*******************************************************************************

Marty R. Anderson, Esq.
3480 Merlin Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
208-525-8792
Fax: 208·525-5266
marty@eastidaholaw.net
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed
and may contain infonnation that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader
of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination or distribution of this
communication to other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please notify us immediately by reply email to the sender or collect telephone call to (208) 525-8792. Thank you .
............ AA•••**" A**•••••** t ••••• •***'***'"*"* *********
- - -· _ _ ____

_

,_

... _ _ . ,,_,. _ _ ,-.,.v,.- ~.,-

,._ _ _ __,....._,._,.._ ·- - -

From: Scot Ludwig [mallto:Scot@lsmj-law.com)
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 3:08 PM
To: Marty R. Anderson
subject: FW: Americana West October 2013 financials
Marty: An update with B of A.

From: robert kantor [mallto:rakantor@gmaU.com1
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:39 PM

EXHIIIT

I A
I

To: Scot Ludwig
subject: Fwd: Americana West October 2013 financials

For sk,

Also, on Monday I spoke with Shawnee Lewis. I had previously sent the BofA a copy of the recorded deed. I
told her, and left another message, that the deed was in litigation and that Sondra had previously signed a
conflicting deed to her boyfriend, but also told her the Judge had ordered the deed be transferred to me.Shawnee
also confirmed that if the Department of Justice Program did not work, we would also be eligable for a
l

B23

1
cooperative short sale or deed in Lieu. She also said the home was in foreclosure but there was no date set for
any action.

Thanks,
Bob
- - - - Forwarded message----From: Gregg Hodgkin ·<Gregg.Hodgkin@colliers.com>
Date: Tue, Nov 26, 2013 at 12:54 PM
Subject: Americana West October 2013 financials
To: ayakoq@sbcglobal.net. rakantor@gmail.com
Cc: michael@rokanveniures.com
Attached are the Americana West October 2013 financials.
Thanks

Gregg Hodgkin
Property Accountant
Dir +1 208 472.2848
Main +1208345 9000 I Fax +1208343 3124
Gregg.Hodgkin@colfiers.com
Colliers International
755 W. Front Street. Suite 300 I Boise, ID 83702 I USA
www.colliers.com ·

-
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MARTYR. ANDERSON, ESQ
ISBN S962
THOMPSON SMITH WOOLF
& ANDERSON, PLLC
3480 Merlin Drive

~_B_lalrie Cmirm,

,rt«"lr' . . '

P.O. BoxS-0160
Idaho Fall$, Idaho 83405-0160
Telephone: (208}525-8792
Attorneys for :Defendant
IN 1HE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
ROBERT KANTOR,
Case. No. CV-2012-734
Plaintiff.

vs.

SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR,

_Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Blaine

AFFIDAVIT OF SANDRA
KASENTOR IN RESPONSE TO
MOTION FORSUMMARY
JUDGMENT AND COURT'S
NOTICE OF PROPOSED
DISMISSAL

)
: ss.
)

SONDRA KANTOR, .having first duly sworn. upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

Th~ I am the Defendant in the above entitled -action and competent to

testify. That I make this .affidavit <>f my -own personal knowledge of the facts contained
'

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF SANDRA KANTOR IN RESPONSE 'TO MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND·COURT'S NOTICE OF PROPOSED DISMISSAL - 1

825

.herein.
2.

Attached are .true and correct copies of excerpts from fmancial statements

ofRokan Partners. These show that Mr. Kantor has been paying Mr. Ludwig :from.Rokan
Partners bank accounts .rather than from his personal funds. The amount paid to Scot
Ludwig~s ,law finn from Rokan Partners for this lawsuit from October 2012 to August

2013 is $48,322.46.. See attached Exhibits.
3.

During that ,same time frame I have not been ·paid the full amount under the

PSA but only the minimum amount of $6000 monthly. The pertinent portion of the PSA
states in Section 2.12 ·that after Bob and I each receive $6000 in any mon~ and there are
additional funds available thereafter for distribution, I am to receive the next $4000. The
payments to Mr. Ludwig's firm represent money that should have been paid to me.
4.

Bob .has made no payments to the mortgage, to the best of my knowledge,

since September 2011. The most recent infonnation that I have is a credit report on Mr.
Kantor .fromJuly 2013 indicating arrearages on the mortgage of.approximately. $340t000

and have increase since then by over $14,000 per month,

FURTHERYOURAFFIANT SAYETIINAUGHT.

•

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this ~ a y of November,
201'.3.

SECOND A:FFIDAVJT OF SANDRA ;J<.;ANTOR IN RESPONSE TO ·MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND COURT'S NOTICE OF PROPOSED DISMISSAL- 2

826

;

Notary~ic for Idaho
Commission Expires: / / · 30 · .20f1

SECOND AFFIDAVIT DF SANDRA KANTOR IN'RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR
S ~ Y JUDGMENT AND COURT'S NOTICE OF PROPOSED DISMISSAL - 3
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Acct

3954
39$

3957
3958

ieginni!lg
ila1m.."e

Ile1>cripti1.m

~

Rt*rt Kantor

~

Sandra Rantot'
Rokal! Corporation
~ll Y..am1.1r

-

~

lt~

~"'9.26
-~.25

-4081.~

Secffrry Kant«r

~

Jllsi'!ua M!ltl'.!r

i*Total Liabilities
4731

~

48-34

~

4835
483£.
ff637

~

4838
483S
48390i:
4340
4847
4848

4849
4~2

48S3
4B54

4B5S

000000

R'l'IB, !.LC
Allacoru:la Investments~ W::
Broatmay Bo.h! LLC
ISl HoE1es1 LLC

0~

ISI Ho11es, LLC-6.M.

~

Bullion Square, L!l:
K-W-H Partnership
K-W-H Partnership P.!:!dition

000000
0~~
~

~
~

953.75
953, 75

U10

95"'.s. 75

-~Ei'
-405,67

~.£1

S9&17.75

54S'2S.50

2920751.06

445,89

0.n

!.ii
0.@e
0.~
0..10

,.~
0.00

Highland Station, LLC

0,fi
(',00

.

~~

445.89
0.00

-~.67

Tb.~

1~72.79

0.00

433.55
6.19

ll:!72.79
43l.55

0.~
0.0?!

ESS.23.
-H'm,40

24B.24

0,a0

-2.48.24

~~

2£5.59
1175.20
i.00

2~59

0.0.0
1562.05
410,£'5
1934.~

.

~ ~

~ ~

0.0@

0.~

e.oo

~g

4858

~

0. Gf)

660. 77

0.00

264S.B5

0.00
0.30

0.00
5£,17
37.82

4863
4864
~

~

4868

-~
~~-~ :

4862

486-9

4871
487£
4B74
4B77

4878
4800

4BB1
4BB2
4883
4889
4891
4892

48~
5130
6150.
6190
6210
~Z:0

~«.0
~

~

~

~~<0

~

0$~

~

Fried1an Park1 ill
~t:11 Centl!r, W:
Easten Investors, L. P.
!SI Idahor ill
IS! Idaho, LU-S.M.

~

~
~

~

a033.~

1050.05

116£;.00
0€00
0.0e.
17.50

-264S, 85
17.50

0.00

-5£,17

~

-37 .. 82
5'£1. 78

$1.78
0.0a
GSS.iB
41.52
f..23

0.~
Ultl

752.84
11£0.00

-66i,77

-~3,4'£!

€'39.18
41.52
6. .23

t.00

MW

MW

~.10
714. 77

32. jt
50i.10

0.•

0.00
©.00

7
'

1t50.0£

32.10

Te ~ime

g,9/l.-

18672.Bi

~-~

0.00

.-

16672..!7
752.a.4

0.00

Otl_tsi~
~ .. ounhng

-411il.25

-1334,42

f,.~

0.00

l:!d,gillfl

~00
f,,00

... oo

0.~

875.~

-1562,05

Ml

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.~

311 First Avenue Ketrhum, ill
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MARTY R. ANDERSON, ESQ
ISBN 5962
THOMPSON SMITH WOOLF
& AND~RSON, PLL~
3480 Merlin Drive
P.O. Box 50160
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0160
Telephone: (208) 525-8792
Attorneys for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
ROBERT KANTOR,
Case. No. CV-2012-734
Plaintiff,
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN
RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF
PROPOSED DISMISSAL

vs.
SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR,
Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Bonneville

)
: ss.
)

MARTYR. ANDERSON, having first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

That I am counsel for the Defendant in the above entitled action and a

licensed attorney in the State of Idaho. That I am competent to testify, and I make this
AFFIDAVIT OF
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COUNSEL IN RESPONSE TO

NOTICE

OF PROPOSED
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n
affidavit of my own personal knowledge of the facts contained herein.
2.

Attached hereto and marked Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of an e-

mail that I sent to attorney Scot Ludwig on November 26, 2013. I have received no
written documents in response to this e-mail. Mr. Ludwig has given me a report of
second hand information passed through Mr. Kantor similar to that which was presented
in Court. To.: my knowledge,- there has .never been any written information provided
responsive to the inquiries set forth in my e-mail.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY MAIL, HAND DELIVERY
OR FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was
on this date served upon the persons named below, at the addresses set out below their
name, either by mailing, hand delivery or by facsimile to them a true and correct copy of
said document in a properly addressed envelope in the United States mail, postage
prepaid; by hand delivery to them; or by facsimile transmission.
IJ~

DATED this t/

day of December, 2013.

Scot M. Ludwig, Esq.
LUDWIG SHOUFLER MILLER
JOHNSON, LLP
209 West Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Facsimile: (208) 387-1999
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COUNSEL IN RESPONSE
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n
Marty R. Anderson
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Marty R. Anderson
Tuesday, November 26, 2013 4:44 PM
'Scot Ludwig'
'Al LaPeter'; 'Sondra Kantor'
RE: Americana West October 2013 financials

What would help us the most is an understanding of why Sondra can't be on the property? What is the rule, reg,
requirement that says it has to be in Bob's name only? Also, is there a holding clause that says post-loan mod Bob has to
stay in the house for X amount of months? If so, what is X? What are the tax consequences for each of the parties?
What is the likelihood of getting Sondra off the loan completely? We need real answers.

.

- ***************************'*********'******'*************************************
,i .r.mlThompson Smhli ·,
tJ ~ Woolf & Anderson

&,~AT

Marty R. Anderson, Esq.
3480 Merlin Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
208·525·8792
Fax: 208·525·5266
marty@eastidaholaw.net
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed
and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader
of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination or distribution of this
communication to other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please notify us immediately by reply email to the sender or collect telephone call to (208) 525-8792. Thank you.
*******************************************************

From: ScotLudwig[mailto:Scot@lsmj-law;com]
Sent: Tuesday,,'Nove·mber.26, 2013 3:08 PM

-f"""l--.. - -

...,,.,

- ,._ -totMarty R~ Anderson

Subject: FW: Americana West October 2013 financials
Marty: An update with B of A.

From: robert kantor [mailto:rakantor@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:39 PM
To: Scot Ludwig
Subject: F,wd: Americana West October 2013 financials

EXHIBIT

,4

For sk,
Also, on Monday I spoke with Shawnee Lewis. I had previously sent the BofA a copy of the recorded deed. I
told her, and left another message, that the deed was in litigation and that Sondra had previously signed a
conflicting deed to her boyfriend, but also told her the Judge had ordered the deed be transferred to me.Shawnee
also confirmed that if the Department of Justice Program did not work, we would also be eligable for a
839
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n

n

cooperative short sale or deed in Lit:u. She also said the home was in foreclosure but there was no date set for
any action.
Thanks,
Bob
---------- Forwarded message---------From: Gregg Hodgkin <Gregg.Hodgkin@colliers.com>
Date: Tue, Nov 26, 2013 at 12:54 PM
Subject: Americana West October 2013 financials
To: ayakoq@sbcglobal.net, rakantor@gmail.com
·
Cc: michael@rokanveritures.com

- --

Attached are·the.Arriericana West October'2013.financials.
~

·-·

--

_,. . . . - ....... - - i -

, _,.

.

.

'

Thanks

Gregg Hodgkin
Property Accountant
Dir +1 208 472 2848
Main +1 208 345 9000 I Fax +1 208 343 3124
Gregg.Hodgkin@colliers.com

Colliers International
755 W. Front Street, Suite 300 I Boise, ID 837021 USA
www.colliers.com
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
ROBERT KANTOR,
Case. No. CV-2012-734
Plaintiff,
vs.
•

i

RESPONSE MEMORANDUM .
. REGARDING SANCTIONS

!

..

•

SONDRA LOUISE 'KANTOR,
• ,.

.

~

;,..

A

. Defendant
(

.,. ~

'

.

.COMES> NOW, Defendant/Counterclaimant, ("Sondra") by

and .through

her

attorn~ys of record, the law firm of Thompson, Smith, Woolf & Anderson, and hereby

submits~~e· followin~:memorandum of points and authorities _in response to th~ Court's

pr~s~ s~ctions set.forth in,its e-mail dated November 23, 2013.
;~ ' : 4. . : , .;· .

.
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POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

The Court has already prm,erly acknowledged that Sondra cannot be held

l.

in contempt.
Sondra acknowledges and does not question the Courts' power to enforce its own
valid orders. I.C. §· 1-1603.

The Idaho Supreme Court and the Court system is

empowered to adopt any suitable process or mode of proceeding that is "most
conformable to. the spirit of this [Idaho] code". I.C. § 1-1622. However, this general
' p t ri(authority to ~e Courts is not boundless. See, e.g., Matter ofAdoption of Chaney,
'
.
. 126 Idaho 554,558, ~87 P.2d 1061, 1065 (1995).
~.,

~

the present context, the Court's power to enforce its orders is embodied in the

co~t~t statute$ promulgated·by the legislature,·l.C. §§·7-601, et seq. Using the grant
of~uthority under I.C. § 6-l6i2, the Idaho Supreme Court used its rulemaking authority
..

~o .f~h!.op. IRC! 75 regarding contempt proc~gs; The penalties for contempt are set
.fol;th_in'.;J.C. § 1-610.and.do not include dismissal as an available remedy. Additionally,
.
.
.
.
-*••.
~

even ·if it were an available remedy, Sondra is entitled to due process of law and a
determination that she j..s in contempt in· a proper proceeding. Embree

v. Embree, 85

.. I¥~ 4'43, 45.1, 380'-P.2d 216, 221 (1963); see also, Camp v. East Fork Ditch Co., Ltd,
r

.

137. Ida40 850/865, 55 P.3d 304, 319 {2002). ·
. ~.the.present context, Sondra does not have the ability to further comply with the
.

.

·Court's,directive.
She. has done what the Court has. ordered her to do. ·Thus, as the Court
. .-; . .
} .
, ,. . .
. .
has acknowledged, an action for contempt may not be brought against her..
~

. · 2.

~

'

~e Court has already properly· acknowledged that .-it

d6es

not have

RE_SPONSE MEMO:µNDUM REGARDING SANCTIONS -· 2
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jurisdiction over Alfred LaPeter.

Mr. LaPeter is not a party to this instant suit IRCP 3, 10, 13, 14, 19, 20. Mr.
LaPeter has not been served with any pleading asserting a valid cause of action against
him in this suit or a basis for jurisdiction. IRCP 4, 5, 12(b)(2); I.C. § 5-514. The Court

does no~have the present authority to order Mr. LaPeter to comply with its directives.

See, e.g., Smalley v. Kaiser, 130 Idaho 909,950 P.2d 1248 (1997).

3.
.

The Court does not have the power to re-write the parties' contract. The
.

~

'

PSA is~presently being regarded as an independent contract. -Absent merger into the

~

I

•

'

•

Decree ·of Divorce, the obligations imposed under the parties' agreement are not those

· imposC9
by the Decree bµt .by contract. Keeler v. Keeler, 958 P.2d 599~ 601-02, 131
·. .
·

·~.
'

·,

'

.

'

"'

. I~o.942, 444-45 (Ct.App.1998). Paragraph 5 of the PSA says that the property is to be .
"sold
.

as soon as reasonably
possible".
.

The language is patently unambiguous. The

. parties in this case have a willing buyer right now. ·Affidavit of Mitchel August, dated
Decem.b~ 6, 2013: There is no·basis to· suspect that the short sale will not conclude if the
~

loan modification·is not pursued.
S~ndra respec~y submits that the Court is wrongfjilly engaged in modifying the
request for a loan modification. The Court has no "roving
.PSA toJndulge Mr: Kantor's
.
.

";

pow~'t<:*

.

'

rewrite contracts~. City ofMeridian v. Petra Inc., 154 Idaho 425,437,299 P.3d
.

.

, 232, 244; (2013); Hill v. American Family Mut. Ins. Co., 150 Idaho 619, 631, 249 P.3d

,s12~ 8f4·(2011)
.

.....

(Justice Eismann, dissent); Weinst~in :v. Pn.ui~tial Property and Cos.

Ins....' Co.,
Idaho
299,346,233
P.3d 1221, 1268 (2010);
Losee v. Idaho Co., ·148 Idaho
... 149
:·
,,,
.
.
'
.
219~ 223, 220 P.3d· 575, 579 (2009); Chandler v. Hayden, 147 Idaho 765,772,215 P.3d
'-

.·,··

.
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485, 492 (2009); Jesse v. Lindsley, 149 Idaho 70, 77, 233 P.3d l, 8 (2008); Bakker v.

Thunder Spring-Wareham, LLC, 141 Idaho 185, 191, 108 P.3d 332,338 (2005); Shawver
v. Huckleberry Estates, LLC, 140 Idaho 354, 362, 93 P.3d 685, 693 (2004); Smith v.
Idaho State Univ. Fed. Credit Union, I 14 Idaho 680,684, 760 P .2d 19, 23 (1988).

Equitable principles may cause a court to intervene if the terms of the contract are
unconscionable as a result of a party's necessity or weakness. Losee, 148 Idaho at 223,
220 P.3d 579; Bakker, 141 Idaho at 191, 108 P.3d at 338. It is not enough if the Court
merely views the terms as unwise or harsh in their enforcement. Id. For a· contractual
term to. be. unconscionable and,· thus, voidable, the term in question must be ·both
'

pr~~y _and substantively unconscionable. Lovey v. Regence BlueShield of Idaho,
139 Idaho •~7,· 41-42, 72 P.3d 877, 881-82 (2003). Mr. Kantor is living in a luxury 12,000

•• f

I

•

'

·s~e'foot home without having.made a mortgage payment in over two years. His loss
of: such gracious accommodations through a short sale of the property is not
''m,l~ns~ionable"; .
•' ,1...

:\

!- ._

r-' '

'

,,

.

. , :The·. in~t of the parties is clearly expressed in the PSA· and was to. sell the

property "as soon as,, possible.

There has been and is now ~ willing buyer in play that

wiij bµy the ..p::operty. Affidavit of Mitchel August, dated August 15, 2013; Affidavit of
Mitchel August, dated December 6, 2013; Affidavit of Deborah Seiven dated Dec~er

8, .2013 :. It is not -Sondra that should be facing the sanctions but ra$er Mr. Kantor for not
completing the. opportunity for the short sale that has now been proposed for the past
·,~.

.

'

'

six!teen-m~hths
..Jd.
.

,;

Th~ is cause .for

concern.

Much has been made about the opportunity to

RE~PONSE MEMORANDUM REGARDING SANCTIONS - 4
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maximize the sell price on the home, which is ostensibly why Mr. Kantor wants to pursue
the loan modification. Sondra only recently learned that there was a higher offer to
purchase the property for $2,700,000 initially made by the Augusts that was never even
communicated to her. Incredibly, Mr. Kantor actually contacted Ms. Seivers to get the
Augusts to reduce their offer. This offer has never been revealed to the Court or brought
forward by Mr. Kantor. In point of fact, Mr. Kantor told Ms. Seivers he would
emphatically deny that he ever spoke with her about reducing the offer. One can only
speculate this bizarre tum of events was done in an effort to cause delay and thwart the
short ·saje p~s more than a year ago. See, Third Affidavit of Sondra Kantor dated
·December 9, 2013. There is no other plausible explanation.. This new evidence should
demo~trate

to the Court that Mr.

Kantor has a competing agenda. See, Affidavit of

,.

Deborf.!h Seivers dated December 8, 2013. ·
· The ·PSA should not be disregarded based solely on the September 12, 2013
hearing.. and the stipulation. Young Electric Sign Co. v. Winder, 1J5 Idaho 804, 808, 25
.P.3d 1'17, .12i ·(2001). The stipulation and resulting order does not indicate in any form
~t· So~<lra would be required to relinquish her interest in the property or go to any
length to pursu,e the Joan modification. "An attempted stipulation is ineffective when it is
cl~~ from .the· reco~ that the parties never assented to it" Lawrence v. Hutchinson, 146 ·
'Idaho 892~204.P.3d 532 (CtApp. 2009) (citing Kohring v. Robertson, 137 Idaho 94, 99,

.

. 4{P.34i 1149, 1154 (2002)). · To require her to give up her interest in. the. property is
...'
.

,

.

.nei~er.r~onable
nor
warranted. Additionally, Sondra believes she has and can continue
. ·.
.

'

.,

'

to demonstrate that Mr. Kantor did not enter into that agr~ent in good faith. Mr.

RESPONSE MEMORANDUM REGARDING SANCTIONS - s
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Kantor is pursuing the loan modification for his personal pecuniary benefit to the
detriment of Sondra. Mr. Kantor is an attorney with a background in accounting and
sophisticated tax planning. It is disingenuous for him to assert that he was not aware of
the tax consequences for either himself or Sondra.

4.

The Court's proposed dismissal of Sondra's Counterclaim violates her

constitutional right to access to the Courts. The Greenhow v. Whitehead's, Inc., 67 Idaho
262, 175 P.2d 1007 (1946), case cited by Mr. Kantor for the proposition that dismissal is

an available remedy is not controlling on this issue and was based on antiquated holdings
regarding the necessity of a personal injury plaintiff to submit to physical examination.
Those cases have been supplanted by changes in the rules of civil procedure including
IRCP 34. In point of fa~ the Court in Greenhow reversed and remanded the trial court's

decision
to dismiss the
.
. case.
~

~

....

More recently,. the Idaho Supreme Court revisited the issue of dismissal in the
contextof~tempt: State Dept. ofHealth and Welfare.v. Slane,.155 Idaho 274,311 P.3d
.

'

· . 286 (20l3). In so doing, the .Court held that "both the refusal to hear a motion and the

dismissal of a motion on the· ground that a contemnor has not purged contempt violates
<

.

•••

'

•

•

•;

'

.

Article I,§ 18_ofthe Idaho Constitution." Id.,· 155 Idaho at 279, 311 P.3d at 291. In so

ruling, the .. Court not¢ that H'Every individual in our society has a right to access the

~uri:s."' Id.• (citing Eisman v. Miller, 101 Idaho.692,.697, 6.I9·P.2d 1145~ 1150 (1980) .
. Dismissing Sondra's counterclaim with .prejudice is not only misguided in this context, it
violates her constitutional rights.
· ,5.. . . The C~urt's prgposal will result in catastrophic tax consequences for

RESPONSE MEMORANDUM REQARDING SANCTIONS - 6
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1
Sondra.
Sondra has asked for additional information in good faith in an effort to cooperate
with the loan modification. Affidavit of Counsel dated December 2, 2013, SI 2. Sondra
w~ out of town over the Thanksgiving Holiday but notes that -now two weeks later- no
.
additional"information has been provided. Again, there is no evidence other than Mr.
Kantor' s second hand reporting of these substantial questions, to wit: why is it necessary
for her name not to be on the property; what is the holding period; what are the tax
consequences for each party; can Sondra be released from the loan?

The·Mortgage.Forgiveness Debt Relief Act of 2007 may permit some income
.

.

from the discharge of debt to be excluded from taxable income. However, the benefit is
.

.

typically only available on~ individual's primary residence. 26 U.S.c. § 121. It is
· unclear whether. or not Sondra would qualify because the residency requirement states
.~t to qualify it must be one's primary residence for two out of the past five years. Id.
.

,'

·,

'

Sondra ~ould·qualifypotentially as the parties were not divorced until April, 2012.
Additionally, there are special rules that apply to spouses or former spouses. 26 U.S.C. §
r2i(d)(3); 26U$.C. § 1041. Sondra is concerned that by taking her off of the property

for_purposes
of.applying for
the.·debt forgiveness. that she will .lose the associated tax
·: . .
.
.
'

. benefits.

:

-Sondra·has estimated her potential tax liability in excess of $300,000. Of course~

·twit n~ber is. admittedly. speculative as there is no way of contacting Bank of America
.

-,

:.or understan~g the ~ifi~ of the deal under the present court orders. However, the

RE.$PQNSE MEMORANDUM REGARDING SANCTIONS - 7
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Court should want to know this information as much as Sondra before embarking on this
course of action.

6.

Sondra has asked that the PSA be merged into the Decree of Divorce. On

October 18, 2013, Sondra filed a Notice of Submission of the Property Settlement
Agreement and Motion thqt it be Incorporated as a Supplemental. Judgment of the Court
I

'

together. with. a supporting affidavit. 1 Paragraph 24 of the PSA provides, in pertinent
part, that:

However., if either party_ believes there is a need· to seek court involvement with
·regard t<> any provision, that party may submit this agreement to the court and
. upon request the court shall incorporate this agreement as a supplemental
judgment ofthe court.

._Arguably, "upon request" of Sondra, the PSA was merged into a supplemental judgment

.

.

.

of the divorce court.in Blaine County.Case No. CV-525-2011 on October 18, 2013.
After the e-mail contact initiated by this Court, clarification was .sought from

Judge Israel on that procedural aspect. Judge Israel subsequently disqualified himself.

Sondra submitted a proposed Supplemental Judgment~ the Honorable Thomas Borreson
27,
2013; which.was.objected to by Mr. Kantor. That matter came on for
· on.N9vem~
.
'
.
h~g .on·.an -e~ted basis on December 6, 2013, at which time Judge ~orreson

I ·

d~layed:the matter for.an evidentiary hearing ·until December 20, 2013 at the request of

1

Son~'aw this

I.R.E.. 201.

Court. to take judicial notice of the docket in Blaine County Case No.. CV-2011-525
pursuant to·
.

RESPONSE MEMORANDUM-REGARDING SANCTIONS~ 8
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Mr. Kantor. The requested "evidentiary hearing" is essentially a ruse to delay the merger
of the PSA until this Court has the opportunity to act on this present matter. In point of
fact, Mr. Kantor's counsel indicated on the record at the December 6, 2013 hearing that if
this Court dismissed this case, Mr. Kantor would stipulate to the merger. Thus, the need
for an "evidentiary hearing" is suspect The plain language of Paragraph 24 says the
court shall.incorporate the PSA upon request if either party believes it necessary. It's
hard to fathom what evidence could change that
The merger will result in the loss of jurisdiction by this Court over the PSA and
. th~ end to the present ·suit. "Merger is the substitution of rights and duties under the
judgment or the decree for those under the agreement or cause of action sued upon"
'

.

Davidson v. Soelberg, 1~ Idaho 227, 230, 296 P.3d 433, 436 (Ct.App.2013) (quoting
Kimball v.. Kimball, 83 Idaho 12, 15, 356 P.2d 919, 921 (1960)). The right to enforce the
. co~tract' through a breach of contract action is supplanted by the divorce trial court's
authority to· enforce .its order. Id. I.C. § 1"'.2201. In this case, that power falls to the trial
court in, ·Blaine County Case No. CV-2011-525 -now with the Honorable Thomas
Borres(.)~ pr~ding. I.C. §§. 1-2201, 1-2210(l)(d), 1-2214; IRCP 82(c)(2)(C); Fifth

Judicial District Administrative Ord~r dated March 23, 2009 (Hon. Barry Wood).
In considering this question of merger, it is important to note two things: l)
. ( ..
.
So~dra requ~ the merger on October 18, 2013 - a full month ~fore the Court ordered
'

'

,•

her to tender a ~eed or announced its intent to impose the sanctions contemplated herein;
··2) . :this
Court· itself has raised the
question of the. status of the
and,
.
.
.
. merger in prior
. proceedings and in·. the ·e-mail.
'

Respectfully, the Court should delay any. further

I

RESPONSE
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determination on this case pending the trial court's decision on the merger. The loss of
jurisdiction could invalidate any determination by this Court. See, e.g., State v. Wolfe,_
P.3d _, 2013 WL 6014054, pp. 11-12 (CtApp.2013); Bagley v. Thomason, 155 Idaho
193, 197, 307 P.3d 1219, 1223 (2013). A question regarding the lack of subject matter
jurisdiction can be raised at any time. Fisher v. Crest, 140 Idaho 96, 90 P.3d 321 (2004).
'f.he question of jurisdiction is fundamental and must not be ignored. Diamond v.
Sa!'tiPoint Title Ins., 132 Idaho 145, 148, 968 P.2d 240, 243 (1998). Subject matter

jurisdiction is ~- key requirement in determining the justiciability of a claim and cannot be

waived by consent of the parties. Troupis v. Summer, 148 Idaho 77, 79-80, 218 P.3d 1138
1140-41., (2009). Jurisdiction depends upon the right of the court to exercise judicial
· power over that class of cases to which the particular case before it belongs and not upon

whether the particular case states a cause. of action upon its. . specific facts. Id., (citing
.

~

·Ri<;hqrdson v: Ruddy, ,15 Idaho 488; 98 P. 842, 84445 (1908)). This is ~ action upon
· the PSA -not an action upon the property. I.C. §§ ·5-514(a)(c)(e); IRCP ·9G). Once
merged, ~l of the 'breach of contract actions on the· PS.A. in this matter become moot.
Again, -~guably the merger happened "upon r ~ ' of Sondra on October 18, 2013.
· 7.

The request by

~proposi~on".
:'1

..

Mr.

LaPeter to occupy the property is not _a "sporting

or a game but rather a legal reguirement under Idaho's laws regarding
"i

I

tenants fu common.
.

}

'

•. ,?$'. LaPeter became a tena,t in common with Mr.
LC. § 55-104..
.

'

Kmtor on October 10, 2013.

As a jo~t owner of the property, Mr. LaPeter has various legal rights. See,

'

· ·e.i,, IJ.rewer v. Washin~n RSA No. 8 Ltd. Partnership, 145 Idaho 735, 738-39, 184 P.3d
~

: ... '

• ,1

•

~

,

RESPONSE MEMORANDUM REGARDING SANCTIONS - 10
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860, 863-64 (2008); Cox v. Cox, 138 Idaho 881,886, 7l P.3d 1028, 1033 (2003); George

v. Tanner, 108 Idaho 40, 696 P.2d 891 (1985). A legal prerequisite to a determination of
c ~ . rights as a co-tenant hinge upon whether or not Mr. LaPeter is an "ousted" tenant

Cox, 138 Idaho at 886-87, 71 P.3d 1033-34. Respectfully, the request and effort to
occupy the property was not done in jest but as a legal requirement of our jurisprudence.

CONCLUSION
Sondra respectfully requests that the Court step back from its threatened -if not
promised - . course of actiQn. This suit started because Mr. Kantor filed the action

a ~ g to force Sondra to cooperate with a short sale. The suit was filed at 9:20 a.m.
· on October 11, 2012. Sondra had complied and signed the necessary documents within
hours - at 11 :40 a.m on the same day. Sondra now is asking the Court to allow her to

p ~ the .vecy thing that Mr. Kantor sought to do from the outset. Ironically, Mr.
Kantox: has now. flipped his position and the .Court is making extraordinary efforts to

· enforce·bis wishes. This case has evolved into a situation that is spiraling out of control.
While: Sondra does not question this Court's resolve, she has grave and serious
reservations about the Court's intended path.. Sondra did not and does not ·agree to
blindly ~ over her interest in the property to facilitate a possible loan modification that
will. . only benefit Mr. Kantor and

will likely result in catastrophic
tax consequences for
.
.
.

·._he;: The Cc;,urt ·should not be enticed into cavalierly .g~ing down that path. on this
evidentiary record . Sondra has asked for additional information· regarding the necessity
,,

of.this
which has not been forthcoming. The Court's intended
.
. intended
. . course: of action,
.

·cQurse .~f actio~ ~if it results in the suspected outcomes, is not capable of remedy by the
RESPONSE MEMORANDUM REGARDING SANCTIONS - 11
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I.
Court despite its assurances to the contrary.
If Sondra is stuck with a tax consequence of $330,000 effective at the time the

loan modification is completed, there is no guaranty or even a likelihood that there will
be offsetting funds to cover that liability. In fact, most likely Mr. Kantor will be forced to
hold the property (for an unspecified period of time) before any sale can take place. As,
if

and wp.en the property sells in that context at some future date (which could be a year

or more_ later); Sondra will have been singularly subjected to the taxes, penalties, liens
and the other ~ of horribles visited upon her by the Internal Revenue Service. This
Court has no power or authority to insulate her from those consequences.

.

·In response to this, the Court's comment was that it might consider (possibly at a
future. 'hearing) making Mr. Kantor only pay up to fifty percent! ·Ignoring the gross
injusti~ 0£ that, with what resources will Mr. Kantor pay? H~ himself does not have the
finan~ial ·wherewithal .to pay even the existing mortgage. The parties' joint liability and
· exposure grows by the day. Mr. Kantor is subject ·to several other suits from outside
~tors pending -before
.

_this Court.

Mr. Kantor has been paying his attorneys by

'·

wr,ongfully diverting funds from the partnership that is partial1:y owned by Ms. Kantor
and thus depriving her. of additional funds throughout the course of this litigation. Any
potenti_al windfall in tlns propert_Y will most likely go to cover those other liabilities and
· no( ]?enefit the.former co~unity or Sondra at all. What are we doing? The most recent
short
~e ~t. was approved
by Bank of America and only thwarted by Mr; Kantor's
t
.
'

. Pursuit pf the loan modification would qave resulted in zero tax: consequences to the·

.

.

~

.:parties'accord,ing to the appro~al documents. S9ndra's· position with the Court's intended

RESPONSE MEMORANDUM REGARDING SANCTIONS - 12
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course of action is starkly worsened. Where is the equity in that?
The PSA does not contemplate the loan modification. The parties' September 12,
2013 agreement to explore the loan modification in lieu of the short sale was premised

upon a mutual benefit. There appears to be no mutual benefit In fact, there appears to
be a significant likelihood of catastrophic financial consequences to Sondra. The Court
should not condone let alone participate in this travesty. There are available and better
alternatives.

first,

the Court should not dismiss Sondra's counterclaim as a sanction or

otherwise. She should be entitled to due process and access to the courts. She deserves
her day in court. ·Mr.

Kantor. continues to refuse to answer the discovery that was the

subject of his prior Motion for Protective Order and deny her the means to move the case
·forward: Without this information, even deposing Mr. Kantor is not realistically possible
let alone defending the next Partial Motion for Summary Judgment.
Second, the Court should permit the trial court to rule on the issue of merger of the
decree... That ·will have bearing on the subject matter jurisdiction of this Court over the
!::

•

•

PSA and this suit. It will also vest the trial court with the contempt power to enforce the
pmties' agreement
.Thµ-d, _the Court should rescind its Order requiring her to deed the property to Mr.
.

l· ,· t.

:. ;

<

•

Kantor on· this evidentiary record.

Given the stakes involved of a $3,500,000.00

mortgage on a -property worth at least $2,400,000.00, someone should be able to come
.

.

forward. with :an answer as to the need for the deed, the tax consequences, the holding
·period

and the potential to absolve Sondra from further liability on the debt

Sondra is

.RESPONSE MEMORANDUM REGARDING SANCTIONS - 13
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entitled to know these things, She has asked the court to permit contact with Bank of
America through counsel on at least two prior occasions, which have both been

summarily denied.

"'6day of December, 2013.
DATED this-ITHOMPSON, SMITH, WOOLF &

B y ~

~

Attorney for Defendant/Counterclaim.ant
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT C>F THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
' :.' :. · OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR:THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
ROBERT KANTOR, .
Case. No. CV-2012-734
·Plaintiff:

vs.

AFFIDAVIT OF DEBORAH
SIEVERS

·,

.. t:

,~ .•. .

;.

f

·- . . .,··

SONDRA LOUISE
KANTOR,
.,
. '.
)~~

'

.

'

Defendant-

•

~t

••

•. f·

,,

•

•

'\f· •

STATE.OF IDAHO

)
: ss.

County of Blaine

)

' DEBORAH SIEVERSt having first duly, sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
... ;·.

.,.

'·

"-,

·\. " ·-That I am a Iicensed-realtor and was involved with the Kantors during the
·1 ~
s~?rt. sale process. That I am co~tent to testify; and I ~e this affidavit of my own
· ·,

J

AFFIDAVIT
.. . ·~.
~

•
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: That I am a. licensed realtor and was involved with the Kantors

l.

during the
. short sale process. That I am competent to testify. and I make this affidavit of
~

"-

my. own personal knowledge pf the mets contained herein.
Attached hereto and marked Exhibit "A"' is a true and correct copy

2.

of my notes that I kept during my dealings with the Kantor. I keep notes on deals as I do
them as a regular part of my business practice. All of my original notes are in my file and

. I r ~ them on my iPad.
• 3.

My clients, the Augusts, are still interested in buying the property

;

: and-~ willing to participate in the short sale process.
. FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYBm NAUGHT.

I

~~

·,

Debotah Sievers

.·

.

.

..

~

i_ day of December,

2013;~3

·, SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this

'

'

fu
·rldaho

~"'f'_,ilemlr,r_•nnr
C

,

Commis

. 4.

..

THERESA PEMBERTON

NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO
,f

.

.....
•. t
I

.·•

. ..
l

,i

!::·
~,-

•

.,

• ·.1

'r
,1'•-#

• ..-1

~

• .;

,•.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY MAIL, HAND DELIVERY
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I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was
on·this date served upon the persons named below, at the addresses set out below their
~e, either by mailing, hand delivery or by facsimile to them a true and correct copy of
said document in a properly addressed envelope in the United States mail, postage
prepaid; by hand delivery to them; or by facsimile transmission.

c~

DATED this _J_ day of December, 2013.

S~t M. Ludwig, Esq.
LUDWIG SHOUFLER MILLER
JOHNSON,~LP
.
. 209 West Main Street
Boise, ldaho 83702 ·
Facsimile: (208) 387-1999

D Mailed D Hand Delivered

ft Faxed
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EXHIBIT ''A''
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•

I

9/19/12.
Wrote offer with August's as Buyers at $2,700,000. Price of 265 Golden Eagle had j ust been reduced In
MLS to $2,750,000 as a short sale.

9/20/12'
Submitted offer to John Sofro's office
'

'
j

M

9/21/12 ap~roxlmately 7:00 am
Bob Kantor called me on my cell. He told me he wanted to speak with me personally.about the buyers
and the offer. H~ told me If I ever disclosed that we had this conversation he would deny it.

He stated he was looking for a rental for about two years. We discussed the possibility of him renting
my buyers home locatedI In Starweather. He asked for the address so he and
Laura could drive by. He
•
wanted to know If it was dark on the Interior due to trees and foliage. I told him very light, large yard
for.entertaining, etc. I asked him if any benefit to him regarding these buyers since they might be
inter!!sted in renting their home to him once they purchased 265 Golden Eagle •. He stated no benefit.
He eluded to he wanted to get a "sweet deal" on his rental.
He 'toid ·me t~ey ~ere not going to submit all received offers to the bank. Bob stated he could designate
which buyer he wanted to accept-not Just the highest offer. He stated If my buyers came in with a cash
. offer, he·r'Jlight be able to get a price reduction of approximately $400,000 from the MLS listed price.
.

.

He then·aske.d if my buyers would be interested In furniture, art work, etc. He brought up the "red
sculptu~e'l )n the back yard, asking If the buyers would want to buy It. He stated maybe he could leave It
th~~e. a(ter they bought the .!,ome and he could buy the sculpture at some t ime.

.

'

9/21/12, 3:35 pm
Spoke ~Ith Sofro:Multiple·offers. I asked him who was representing buyer of other offer;.he stated he
..
was.·
,. · • .. .
,

" .t ••

'.Joh.n staf;_!:Uie thou~~t .~ would.be ~ "go9.d thing" If we submitted.a new offE;r. He also stated he did
not.have ability to access.his email so wait until Monday to submit new·offer. He stated that Bob has
·bee!'! ~~ricing with the bank regarding a short sale for over a year. . He stated Bob has the abillty to "pick
.
..
whpth~_,.bank works. with~. He also stated there would be a significant price reduction. John stated that
·a company b.Y the name ·of Dignified Solutions was monitoring the dealings with offers and the bank.
~

•.

.. ~. r'·

'

,. ,._,. ...

..
9/22/i2

:~

l •

Submitted
from- Augusts.
.... new .offer of $2;400,000
.
.

9/24/12
~,.
..11:io Spoke
. .with.· John-stated
. . we were getting a counter offer-no other offers were being
responded to or considered.
·Jolin stat;ittaey ~ould accept Kantor's stated price of $2,400,000 which he had from the Augusts.
~

....

. ..... '.

I

-. le

I

~

,

~-

'

8
- -- - - --

·- -····-··]'!

9/24/12 ~1:30 spoke with camllle. She was typing up a counter-should have It to me in two hours at the
most.

9/24/12
Bob Kantor called. Stated he was maneuvering to get it done. Stated If he could save the buyers
$400,000 grand, maybe they could help Bob later. Glad that August's made new offer. He stated they
did not l9wer the price In the MLS In order to create a frenzy.
9/24/12
Spoke
Camille after receipt of counter. I asked what the process was with the bank. She stated
- ~ith
'
once offer Is sub.mltted Online, then two days for offer acceptance. I asked what commission was, she
stated on last deal It.was 5%. She said the acceptance from the bank would state the amount cf
commission •
.~,

' !
·9/24/12. 5:17 p.m·. I spoke with Camille concerning allowance for any moving damage and cleaning
allowance from bank. She said they would work it out and make sure It was left clean and In good
coi:adltion. She stated she and John would never let that happen.

9/27/12;
. Bob called and left a message for me. Returned his call on 9/2812- ·Bob stated It was time for h to meet
· 'wlttl·Buyers. 'H~ wanted to discuss some personal things that would not be part of property or closing:
· H~·said he hid a relation;hip with Dignified Solutions. He stated he was trying to technically accurate
for:perS':)~al ~BS9l'lS: H; ~en c!dded that an appraisal was to be scheduled for the next week. He
stated he•was moving.forwan;i with the bank-processing claim.
·~

t

•

•.

;~

~:

·,He ;fhen. sta.t~~ "~ds ~f :not approvi~g-very small". He stated "he has huge Influence in what happens.

.

.

a

At the
time
of getting
offer
accepted by Bob and Sondra, Bob would only agree to a week at time for
.
.
.·
.
bar;tk' appro~I. We had to'contlnually get extensions due to this time frame. ·Contract was terminated
on .il/9/12. 'Neve'r was It ever discussed nor stated In MLS that a loan modification was ever part of the
~
.
.
transaction.
.

-

:c:·. ..

.

,ui.

.On'•or aboµt
Feb. 1,
2013~
John 'Sofro called to say property was again available for a. short sale.
.
t
.'
:
...•
..
'
·:

••

.

...

•

...

,,,

•.,

•

t

*·

•

_,!

....

....

•

2/Q3720l~Wrote.~n!w off~rfor Buy~rs-Augusts at same price and terms as previous offer written in

20~2;.

. ·~

..
'
2/06/13-offer
·.:
. accepted. by botli sellers
~

'

·,.·,t .: ·...

"'~

2/07/13-Escrow opened
,

.
861

3/29/13
$hort Sale approval received from lender with a closing date of no later than 5/17/13.
·,
4/3/13-received call from John Sofro that Short Sale approval has been rescinded due to the fact that
loan Modification w~s going on at same time.
4/4/13 Phorae ~II to John Sofro with' Deborah Sievers and Todd Conklin, Broker of Coldwell Banker. John
stated-"loan .m~dlflca~ion not going ~o work"
"Contractually Short Sale-Addendum allows to cancel'
"No time,fr;me 'for loan modification"
"Loan Modification initiated by Bob Kantor"
4/5/13 Phone conversation with Deborah Sievers, Todd Conklin and Mitch August. Mitch stated he had
a phone vole~ mall from Bob Kantor stating Kantor was contacted by the bank and the short sale could
not·go t~rough ~ntil loan,modlflcatlon was cancelled.
4/5/13 2:45.Phone call to John Sofro from Deborah Sievers and Todd Conklin-John stated "he did not
want to provide us with letter rescinding short sale because he feared It would appear that Kantor Just
flied fo~ loan·modlfication:· He stated he would get us documentation that shows loan modification has
been_jolng on for'months. He told us to look in paper and read that Kantor Is toast and that there is no
"w~y a bank is g~in.g- to give him a loan modification ".

a

1

.....

copf

• 4/5/13-Received ·a
of letter rescl~dl~g short sale approval from John Sofro. Called John and asked
'wh;Ythe a_pp~~val. ietter'for the short sale was so short with not much information. John stated "balance
of Information .In letter from lender was private only to Bob".
.
.... ... ' .· :.. ...
4/6/1}-f:27
p.m,.Deborah
Sievers called 866 880 1232-Short Sale Department at Bank of America.
•t
.
·.
•...
Nu!Jlbe~ r:eferenced on.St)!)rt Sale Decline Letter.
Spoke with Mlchael. I aiked If there.was third -party approval for short sale. He stated yes but they can
not a·l~~n· modifi~tlo~ at the sa~~ time as a short sale. They had to opt out due t.o the fact
."Bor;owe~. wa~ted to opt out of.short sale".
,
I questioned what the chances were of a loan modification. I was told "no principal reductions-only
·,payment terms atjd interest rates would be considered". I also called Wells Fargo Private Banking
•·
Department
.
: .... :
. :· locally as well
:.. as Private Banking Department of Bank of America. Both .parties stated "no
principal
reduction"
just modification
of terms In a loan modification.
.
.·
,} . :,
.

' \- . ·>

"

......

.

......

4

do

..

,

~

•

-

J

•

••

•

·,::

~

t

'

•.

..

• :·..

'

4/17
/13 Phone.,
~II to John
Sofro from Deborah Sievers-John stated that Bob is going to go one
way or
:1
..
•
.
th~ pther In one or two wee~, either loan modification or short sale. John stated Bob should know
.:about loan modification by then.
~

Contractually, Buyer and Seller had.agreed to Short Sale Extensions until April 30, June 5, July 5, August
31, 7013 with~ closing date of 60 days from Short Sale approval. Last ext~nslon requested by Buyer

862

was until 10/31/2913-never signed by Sellers.

9/5/13 Phone conversation with John Sofro and Oebc;,rah Sievers. John stated "Bob claims he has been
working on loan ~edification for 2 1/2 vears". Deborah asked John how long he has been aware of this.
John ~ted "he ~as not.aware of loan modification until after the Purchase and Sale agreement was
agr:eed to In ?J13: Deborah asked why this was never disclosed to her or in the MLS •. John stated Bob
told him he had told Deborah that he was doing a loan modification. Bob never had that conversation
with Deborah.
l1/14/13'Contacted by Al .LaPeter via e-mail asking about status of buyer. Confirmed with Augusts that
· are still Interested. Communicated that back to LaPeter. Buyers are cash buyers and can close in less
than a month.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
ROBERT
~.
. . KANTOR,
. . .
~

.·

~

Plaintiff.' ·

.

vs ..

Case. No. CV-2012-734
AFFIDAVIT OF MITCHEL
AUGUST

SONDRA LOUISE IµNTOR,
. Defendant ·
....

,·.

ST,ATE OF CALIFORNIA)
.
: ss.
.County ofSan Francisco )
MITCHEL AUGUST, having first duly sworn upon oath,_ deposes and says:
L

That .I am over the age of eighteen years and competent to testify, and I

make this affidavit of my own personal knowledge of the facts contained herein.
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My wife and I were the prospective buyers of the property owned by the

2.

Kantors at 265 Golden Eagle Drive, Hailey, Idaho for both the August 2012 and February
2013 short sale.
3.

As the court knows, the first short sale was terminated over an appraisal

4:

As the court knows, the second short sale was approved by Bank of

issue.

America but subsequently terminated only because Mr. Kantor was pursuing a loan
modification.
. Even after the second termination, my wife and I remained interested in the

. 5.

pi:operty arid sought Mr. Kantor's assurances in July 2013 that he would discontinue his
pursuit of the loan modification so that we could pursue the short sale. He did not give
:.

~

my. broker any

such assurances.

~: . My'wife and I remain ~terested and are willing to buy the property in a

.....
,.
shbrt sitl.e ~ject to .the bank's. approval if we can agree upon all other terms.. As we
have struck a deal on the property on two prior occasions, lam optimistic that we would
·be.willing to do so. I have the financial ability to immediately perform on any agreed
Upfjll
and
approved contract
1,
•••. ; . .

•

j

•

•

_FUR~ YOURAFFIANTSAYETHNAUGHT.
, ..>; .•

'.

::-·

Mitchel August
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•
i
I•

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this _
2013.

day of December,

Notary Public for California.
Commission Expires:-------
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I hereby certify that a true and coITect copy of the foregoing document was
on this date served upon the persons named below, at the addresses set out below their
name, either by mamng, hand delivery or by facsimile to them a true and correct copy of
said document in a properly addressed envelope in the United States mail, postage
prepaid;
. . ·by hand delivery to them; or by facsimile transmission.
c;·~
DATED this _L_ day of December, 2013.

Scot M. ·Ludwig, Esq.
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. LLP
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· IN, THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
RQBERT KANTOR,
Case. No. CV-2012-734
Plaintiff
. '
vs..•

.

THIRD AFFIDAVIT OF SONDRA
KANTOR IN RESPONSE TO
NOTICE OF PROPOSED
DISMISSAL

...

SONDRA LOUISE.KANTOR,
· Defendant.

.

''

STATE..OF IDAHO·

)

·+

:

County of Blaine .

ss.

· )

SONDRA KANTOR, having first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
.;;

,•

., i;. ~.I am the Defendant in the above entitled action, ·over the age of eighteen

I'

."
.
y~ and competent to ~tjfy. ,.That I make this affidavit of my, own personal knowledge

of;the facts'. contained her:ein.
··

2.

.

On DCC?Ctnber 7, 2013 at 2PM I received a phone call from Deborah
~. .:

l

·;

· 'Si~~r,;the tealestate'agent with Coldwell Banker that represents Mitch August, the
•

··-

·,

•

•

•

f

•

buyer of the Go.lden:Eagie'bome under the short-sale that was authorized by the Bank of
•

,

......

i

•

:~

-.

f
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I ,
America on March 29, 2013. In this conversation, Ms. Sievers presented to me new and
startling:information relative to the Golden Eagle.home short sale that I was never aware
of: She told me that she had presented to John Sofro, the listing agent for the home and a

busines~ partner of Mr. Kanto:r, an original offer from the Augusts for $2,700,000 on
September 20, 2012. A true and correct copy of that offer is attached as "Exhibit 1. I was
'

never given a copy of this offer or in any way informed of this offer. December 7, 2013,
is the first time I learned of this event Mr. Kantor never disclosed this information in his

depositions, communications, pleadings to the Court or in any other manner. This offer
was received .by John Sofro's agent Camille Watson by email dated September 20, 2012

. ,._ ... ·.

~

....... ;

,from Coldwell
Banker,
a true and correct copy of which is marked "Exhibit 2", attached
.
'
hereto.Jt had been seen by Mr.Kantor and Mr. Sofro by September 21, when Camille
Watson respopded to Ms. Sievers "In regards to the offer on 265 Golden Eagle .... the
'

.

- seller ~ requesting that we respond to your clients on Monday." A true and correct copy

of that
...
.e~mairis marked ~'Exhibit 3", attached hereto.
:

·Ms. Sievers today informed me that, after this offer was presented, she

3.

receiy~.iq,hone call fr~m Mr. Kantor at her home, at 7AM. It is highly unusual for the
,J

,,_,

!

•

•

.

· self~,
tcf
. q(a property
.,..
. directly contact the agent for the buyer in a real. estate transaction,
,when h~ ~ ~ own agen'.t.~enting him. In that ~versation, Mr. Kantor told her
·....~

•

i-,.

tharhe·felt. he· could "bring in'~ the short sale for only $2,400,000 and asked her to present
another.o~er at:$2,400,000. In that conversation, Mr. Kantor also told Ms. Sievers that if
~

,..

,;.

•.

1

she ever. .mentioned this conversation to anyone he would deny that it ever occurred. I
.j

.find itvery'~ge

and have never before heard of a seller receiving an offer for one
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price ($2.7 Million) and then telling the agent representing the buyer "why don't you
lower your offer to me (to $2.4 Million) and let me see what I can do". To me this smells
of "funny business,, and something was clearly going on behind the scenes for Mr.
Kantor to have undertaken this course of action.

It is generally known that banks will typically agree to write off 20% of

4:

their loan in a short sale. For our loan of $3,400,000, 20% would have been
approximately $68Q,OOO. This would bring the acceptable short sale to around
.
'

$2,790,000. Mr.~~~ the buyer, and his agent, Ms. Sievers would have known this.
..

•

<

...

and:made the $2,700,000 offer based on that knowledge.
Mr. Kantor is a very sophisticated real -estate investor. When Mr. Kantor

:· 5.

· "secretly'' -contacted Ms. Sievers at 7AM, he also undoubtedly was aware of this typical
•

!

'

bank practice. I submit .that he suggested the lower offer of $2,400,000 to ensure that the
·short sale would not be. accepted by the Bank of America, thus freeing him to pursue the
loan,modification. When.the lower offer was eventually, in March 2013, accepted by the
...:·-,,.

·•

I

Banl~,Mr.
Kantor
(undoubtedly surprised) had to choose between (1) the short sale which
·{.
...
~

.

.,.

.

.

wquld baye ~lieved both himself and me of any liability for a deficiency judgment and
would, at that time, not .have presented serious t.ax consequences for me, and (2) the loan
~

•

"'

•

•

<

. ~odifi~tio~ which ~ould have enabled Mr. Kantor and his new wife to remain in the
'

,

.

.

.
r

,

"

house Jn4efun~ly at . a much-lo.wered.mortgage payment. This latter situation will, as

.sho~ P~\.?-~usly,·cause me substantial t.ax liability and keep ~e liable on the loan, while
they: continue to live indefinitely i,n a "showplace" 12,000 sq.. !J:. home in Golden Eagle.
~.,,
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After Mr. Kantor's "secret" conversation with Deb Sievers in September

6.

20;12, Mr. and Mrs. August then submitted another offer, for $2,400,000, a true and
correct copy of which is attached as Exhibit 4. Note that this was an all-cash offer, no
contingency other than a standard inspection clause. This is the only offer that was
presented ~ -me~ and this is the offer that is the basis for this entire lawsuit, because I did
not immediately sign one document pertaining to that contract It now seems that I was
correct in suspecting that I was not being given all facts pertinent to that offer. That is
wliy~l:took tim~to sign:thedocuments, because I was trying to obtain more information.
i.

-Mr. Kantor w told the Court that his efforts resulted in the release of the

1~

$1,000,000.second or HELOC mortgage on the Golden Eagle home. When I received the
~ of.the forgiven~s letter a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as

..
E~bit S,: I' ~ediately phoned John Sofro as my listing agent I reached his
:

·agent/em.ploy~ Camille Watson, and asked what had prompted this incredible event. She
· .said that she, John and~-· Kantor all were .quite smprised, and that according to the
forgiveness _letter the release was pron;ipted by a major settlement between Bank of
.

.,

.

~

~erica ~d
.

the.. J~ce D~ent. I then spoke with Mr. Sofro, who confirmed that

...
· . -· they wereiall atj:iaze~ ~ had no prior inkling in advance of this possibility. The Court
.
'

)

may consider this "hearsay', but it is supported by the actual language of the forgiveness
..

I~,. Exhibit 5, especially the first paragraph which reads:

.:~ .-.," We ar~ pl~ed to inform you.that we have approved your Home Equity Account
fot~participatjop;
in a .principal. forgiveness program offered as a result of the Department
',
..

f'
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,., ,-.,..

'w

.... ,.

of J~ce and.State Attorneys General national settlement with.major mortgage.servicers,
including-Bank of America, N.A."

"Your acceptance of this·offer is automatic unless we hear from you. If you
choose not to accept this forgiveness offer, please call within 30 days of the date of the
letter to the number listed below."
8.

c>;n: Nov~ 13, 2012 I confirmed in writing with Camille Watson my

note's from our~nversation of that morning, as related above, in an email of which a true
.and Cf?.1TeCt copy is mark,ed, Exhibit 6, attached hereto, which stated in.part:
. "My,notes from our conversation this morning are restated below. Please confirm
.~
.
to me ~t this adequately and accurately recounts what you have told me regarding the
si~tio~ vtjth the G~lden Eagle sale ..... .

"It 'is s~at¢ ,that the reason for the forgiveness of the znd was due to pressure
· from~ lawsuits;~ have~ filed against B of A relating to the production of
these loans."
· · 9..

At no titne prior to his statement in court on September 12,2013, did Mr.

"

K.antor .ciaim to have had any responsibility for the release of that loan. There has been
no _eyi~ce ~ted to establish that Mr. Kantor had been in any discussions with the

~~ of·America during or prior to November 12, 2012, the date of the release,
.

.

'pertroning to a_possible release.'.ofthe 2nd. The only conversations I was made aware of
related,-t<> the first short sale of the home to the Augusts, which sale failed due to Bank
apprais~lpr~blems at the san;i.e time as the release of the 2nd. He has claimed that the

...
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records.ofhis·.conversations with the.J3ankofAmerica, are "toovoluminousr' to provide
it.-~

• '

'

;

tQ me2 and~ bas: not provided .me

with anything more than limit~ direct cqrrespondence

and two recorded conv~~ with the Bank.since the Court ordered him qn September

/

12, 20I 3 to-present me with all infollll8:tion from or conversatiom with the Bank If there
is correspondence ot other evidence regarding ¢,fforts of Mr.
j

Kantor to get the '2!"1

~~ 1l()Jte'have been provided to me.

I ·Used best efforts to.convince Al Weter t9..tw;n the property back over to

JO.

.

•

'·t

:FQR.'l]{ER 'YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

"'ti •

,:t"'"

t."'

'

•·•

,,...
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY MAIL, HAND DELIVERY
OR FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION
I hereby certify that a true and correct.copy of the foregoing document was,
on this date served upon the persons named below, at the ~esses set out below their
name, either by mailing, hand delivery or by facsimile to them a true and correct copy of
said document in a properly addressed envelope in the United States mail, postage
prepaid;.by hand delivery to them; or by facsimile transmission.

a.
°-ATED-1:his !}::_ day of December, 2013.

• .t

I

,""

Marty R Anderson

·'

Scot M: Ludwig, ~.
LUDWIG·SHOUFLER MILLER
JOHNSON, LLP
209 West M~ Street·
. Boise: Idaho, 83702
Facsimile: (208) 387-1999

...

{
'

'

~Mailed O Hand Delivered~ Faxed

.;:

..... r

··,t

t··

'
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EXHIBIT 1
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lll8

Rq Estate Purchase And Sale Agreement
1. flurcllale Prll:&$ 2,TDD,000.00

2. Bll)W:
Seller:

r

MltDllel Ja/ and ew,mi E.

Two MillJoJI 8awr1 HUl1drod thVU8lll1d Do8ara

AuoUst

l<aatm'

PRlfl8'lY Addreas;

-

Lepl Demlpllari:

Qaldcn Ea;le R.mu:h AM Lot 34A

City:

Halley

Golden &tgta Ddwe
Counly:Blelne

SIBta: .Idaho

ZIP: 83.133

a.. , benlbJ61J to pwdine Che C1CM1 delGllbecl Property on 111a 1o11ow1ng tenni and oondfflonl:
T.,.. The pwGhaae prtDa Is payable 8ll fubvs:
$2,700,000.00 cam, Ollltiler'e oheck, ban plGGll8da. or mrlified fundaat dolln;, lndudlng Emnat Money
$
8e1cir Fl,mndng-Sa Financing Canllngency ~ Financing Tanna"
$
Olhar ~ Bae Rnam:lng Contingency "Other Flnandng Terms"

$2,700,000.00

Tola! Pl.ad\lll9 Price-Nat Including clolllng COl!ls
other RmRalkl:
EM ID 1111 ~ to CB Trust AcctWIUlln l IIIU9IJle9
aftW mulual acupllllGL

O 1&1

L.NtW ColudrUdton or Recellt lmprovemellll:
Yes
No
. ' ff "YES", Sfl8 ~ Tenns, parag,apb 8, ~ 1111B AgJeemant

'.

..,

···-

- - ~ .. - ~ 1R1u,u. ut1£Jt

m ur 1111t m Cld;n1

VA

0

AdJ. Rate O .
•PriVatB I.ender 0

'

,,

•t .

DoalndtDS918t2
,
;

DllltlldDOIIIIIIIIII: C1MG/21112.
I.

.

i.

1-'

......
eu,aft
;

8ellll'lllllllll!I_ Da1D _ _
8ellefa tnlhls _
l>ate _ _
Pap2of7

'

..

879

.,

;

I

..

u.sate.or...,,, Property~
Tiu Gffer Is continQenl on the olollng

Ustad-

Yes0Nol8l

or•• of Buyer"s propmty localBd at

Listing Agent
If Buyar.ft8& not tlleased t h i s ~ In wrftlng on or before
thla ~ 811d terminate and the Eameat Maneyshall be nsfi.lnl18d to Buyel' (less any unpaid expemm
incun'ed Gt'J behalf oteuyerpu1111.18flt fo lie •Coats To Be Pair.I !( ll8Gllon of 1111a Mreemt11!9:

Yes~ No

: .1S. Afldllil;,naf T ~

•-

O See .Addaminn(a) 0

·

!.¥

:J '--.,-.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - flrlllen . _ _

o. _ _

~tnm.i.- bala _ _
,.3of7

~. . . . .......,. _ _ ~-Alall02llt'l8111)Vdq ......cll......

·,.
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.,..i. . . . . . . .

i0111a:11

~

-

-

... -

.,

•

IIJJIISc 111 I.GR

u,J.Jf u.

at I ur

n, '"

HIit

vu wan

- Jtama
18- Included"- tin llllfllllnn tD SIBl'ldanf T.41
Cooldop; DlalMaslmr; D1spo&al; Fniaz.er, HaCd Fan; 1cemaker. Scllu,s Peaaanal Property
~ O v e n · Gas; Range· Gqa; ReMgerator; AB K1clln
~pllanoea

.......
...._

11; Cose. To le

--~
.....

.... .....
,. ....

Ii

.

aa..
lial ..
~

-

NIA

111.Adil,T._

,...
....
~

WIii
IIB

.

llplG
"

~

ii

•'

~

~

-

-

ii

• -

•
.
~

-

Oller.

-

-

19. REPRE8BITATION CONARMA11CN AND ACICNO'M.l!DGl!a OF DtSCLOSURI!!
~ a (1) llal In Secfloll 1 bGl6VI end OYl8 (1J box In Sacllon 2 balewta OOllllnn that In t h i s ~ lie bJOklinge(s)
llMllvat had Iha tblCllllna r ~ • ) lo\1III Ole BU'l'ER(S) and SEU.ER($),
Secton1:·
,
·
B . T I i t ~ lllllllclnJ111lhfha 8IJYER(8) b·atlno au AGENT ror Illa 11UYER(S).
·~~vmlrlll~ Iha BUYER(8) le &tillJa I IJMltED DUAi. AGENT far the BUVER(S~ wllhcwt .a AntGNED

: a·

[J Thelmlbnlgoweddrli wl1h II& BUYER(S) la eallrv u a.UMrlJlD DUAL.AGSNI' far the BUY!R(S) and baa 8ft
AS81GNED NJEKf
on lleid of Ille BUYER(S).
Q Tlleinbrqo wmfrlna wllh Iha BUYER(S)laecllng u a NONAGENTforhl IU't'ER(S).

· seottonz

.

aot111g,.,.,

-

· lia Tm lxafmll9I waldng wllb Ille SEU.EA(S) la aCllflO a 811 AG8IIT farltlll SSJ.ERlS).
0 Th, . . . . WOlldlla 'Mlhh SEllER(8) laacllng a& a I.IMl1!D DUAL AGENT f« Ille SELl.eR(S), WIUlollt III ASSfGNED
AGENT'~

D Ttabraktnile Wlllllfta wllb lhe a&U.ER(S) la 8l6io as aUMIT!D DUAL ASENl'forthe SB.LER(S) and ha an
ASSIONEDAG£NT' ~ solely

•

on behBIJGfthe ~ 8 ) .

Q .•lhe llroka;p woddpg wittl ltia 98.LSR(S) Is llltino 81 a NONAG&NT fDl'tl& seu&R(S).

Eadl~ &IIP*tg lbis ·cfoalmelltcxmlirma lhat he hea flG8lved, rm and lllld8l8loOd th8I ~ OlsdosUnl Broctue
.. adopl!ld Cllapprgvad by Iha ldabo Rllil atata CIIIIIIUUffl and has aonsented tD 1ht runlonthlJ>·COllftnmrd allove. In addlllon,
eaal(partycianflrms M Iha ~ epmsy allkle poliaywaa made avall/ilbfe fat hlpatian and """-·
· .EACH PARTY UNDERSTANDS TAAT HE (SA •CUSTOMER" AND IS NOT REPR&S&NTED 8Y A BROJQ:RASE UNLESS

lHEREISASIGNEDWRITT&NAGREEMENTFORAGENCYREPRESEM'A110N.

ldm'alnlllals_ Dm _ __
8Clll(s ln!ltall_ Olle _ __

Pqo4Clf7 ·
-ILll'IQQDl1

...'
.

,.

881

:•'

. ~ .· .~ . '\

·t' .
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Bdlll'llnlllal:I_ Date _ __
8alllll's

1n11a_ oa _ __
Pap811f7

v-u ·111R01t

_.,
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atandlod 1'enu. Conttnued

21) PIRPTA -Tu Wllldloldlq at CloBlng- The padles agaae that lhay shall illly mmplyw!DJ 81e FOfQJgn
lnwstment In ~ Praper\lTu Ad. ("FIRPTA,. If Sellerls not a "f'mefgn pe,aon- umtw FIRPTA, at do9lng.
Seller shall etgn an alffdavlta1affng the aame. lf'Seller 18 a 'Totelgn person" under FIRPTA, at closing the CIO&fng
Ageat allall Wltldlold ftum 1h8 aale pmceedS lhHPPlq>Jla tc amount and 8Ubmll: such 8fflDl.l1ri and my
Nq'*8d t'mms ID the·1Jltemal Revenue Setw:e. Seller barebylndemldfies and hOlda ~ and CIG&lng Agent
harmfem,r .from ay and II lfablllly. fnoludfng attomeye raea, Nlated ID Sellefa taxes under FIRPTA. or otherwise,
~ l ~ a n d lloJd harmless Shal survive clcslng of the tranaactlon..
22} AUTHORITY OF SIGNATORY: If BUYER er SSJ.ER Is e curporatlon. partnerehlp, bu&t, esllde, or o1her entl\Y,
the P8ISOR executing this agreement on 118 behalfwarrants hJa or her GUthort/ lo do ao and ID bfl1d BUYER or

8EU.ER.

TNIS 18 INT&NDED TO BSA LBGAI.LY BINDM CONT'RACT, IF NOT UNDIRSTOOIJ1 THI! l'Allffll8 ARE
ADVISED TO a&K THE ADW. OF AN AffORNEY.

Slgnan

~

Prl'ntad Name:

Plfnmd·Name:
Phyalcal Address:
Malfng Addrest:
City, state, 2Jp:
HomePhone:

P~Addreas:
Mal.iJ.ig AdCh88:

en,, State, lip:

Home Phone:

blrless'Plmne: .

E-Malt

Bus1n8s8 Phane:

Fax
Fax

E-MaU:

884

Short.sale Addendum

Date of Addendum: 0$1912012

1B.

Thia 18111 ADDENDUM tD the ~ ·Real &iqfa PIRhaae and Sale AgJument, 0 Cowlter Offer,

[JOlher

Date of Docu1'llfflt 09/tM012

DOCl&llllftW; °'81912
~ Addl8a8:

285 Golden Eage Drive

Buyel(a}:

MllDhel Jaye,ui Gwynne. August

8elleJ'(•~

IClntor

=

A. SHORT 8ALEAPPIIOVAL th!sAa,e,tmentlt contlngimt upan Seller'a racatpt dwr!Uen conaJtfmm all ltlddn;
.
l8Cllhd lelldm5 and 111ft haldels
l.elllla'), no later lhan 0:110
on atz1m (dN) ("St\olt,Sa
Cmdlagen.;y Date"), fD ftlMil9 flU' '1111 1dva loaa balanalllJ t»y .,, IIIIIIUftt
ID pennll ltte p!OGlil8da tom 1118 Bale af
lie P ~ ID payfl'le ullltlna balanGel an IDanaaeourad by 1h$ Pnlperty. lNI psopeftY taxes, brobrag&Cllfflffl!sllans,
alOalng oosb, lllld D1her mpnataryobipdOll& lha ~ a n t NqUha sellOI' IO pay al Clale Of EeCftM (lllaludfng, 1M not
limltad ID, - - ~ tllle chargea, PIGJ'8llonS, relrdit Clllllaand ,epalra) without requiting SellertD placB·llll'JM!ds lnlD
escmr. If Sehr falla tu pa Buyar 'Mlbn noirce of ill 9lletlng Short-&a IAntleis' collleftt by11w Shat-SAie CCntlll:ganC)I
Date, elhet'Seller er Buprmay ..S IIHIAGraament In Wrillna, and Bv)l81 allall be enfflhlll 1D, M1llm Of any depasll Seller
&lilall reasonably aaopal8tlt with ala1lna 8hmt.8a1a Lenders "'the lflvrt.sale praaesa.

ra--sare

B.

pm1Ddl 1n lhe~farw,1~pldea, mdlar ai6ldaNil 1llrms shallimpn: (1) a s ~ In
·•if~checlclld.
0 t,o day atter.Sellerllallvtn to Bl.Iyer a wri11lln ~ of 6hart-Sala Lendals' GOl1IQJJI; or

'l'll!;PERiaDs.

t h e ~ 'Q)

(3)-lf~OQ!hlr

.

·

C. NOASSSURANCEDFLENDl!RAPPROVAL. eu,.,8111!1Sellerundanllandthat5hort,$slalandar8{1)anullll
~ .ID acaapta IMlt4l!llc; (2) ._, mqulN Sellertll fDfMu'd fllfl alher alrlltracelved; and (3) tnaY acceptalhet offanl.
· Addllanidy, ~ l.endel$may-raqulre fllt, fn·Cll'dlr teGblalMl'llllr oppraval fora.ahalt- 1111118 terms af!M
~ 8UCh ae t. a.. of Esmaw, be lll8nded or ta Seller IIF a peraoMI IIGle « same olherobllpllan far all a, a
padD'I of Ibo amuurit iatlieiaaunlld clcbt l9dudclna. Buvar and &elJm' a nDtha>,lo to esra ID an~ or SIIOl1,,8lle l.er'lllm9'
PftlPD8ld tarn. Buyer, 8"'8r end Blolcerado nothavuonl!QI ovw YiMtllar BllorMiale LOIIClere ,"'111 ccmserc ID a llhflrt.ule,
or a,,v am, OMS$1Gn. cir dealslon by any lhDrMWe Landarlll lhe ahult-tQlo pl'lal8.

D. IIUY&RMD ll!lLa 00818. 11.,- and Seller adlrtoYAlldp hit eadl 1118¥ lnaur camsln COMeC1loll with rlgl\ls at
obllgallans umJa,tha Apement. 11lesa cam mayndude. but n aotltmltad CD. paymer,1a tilJloan epplicatllma, ~ .
appralsa!a. amt otne,n:palla. SUcb coatawlll betlla sale ra&parllli,llltyofttio pmty lnourrfng than, lfsholt.a.Je l.A,ndms do not
c:ona8nttofhe lnll .sa alim or allhcr party aancala pursuant tu l h e ~

l~ :dNu'...............
-.,..- - · -...
... -"""
nu ·----·
allDmef,
acc:ow,tant
fllllillll
hllY IUljlt In flllallla incame lD &eller. Sellar Is adWlsed ID
a,IM

IIIIVlce front IJ\
tlUlft ,._., Cdrid•PlUC:81 Of I llllart4ate.

eertUlat pullC

ot

ci TERlltNA1ION BY BUYER. Buyer ii may er Du-.y 110t,-, tf llox 1a 1a1tunctmclllld)tlva nodce tD tarm1nata 1ttta
.......... al any llnle PIIDr ID DI& claliWIIY of Lemfer'Cansent. If BIJ)IIN'termlnalu !his AgJeemam. "!ht Earnest Mcnay, If
ctapa,ail8d. &hall be fdlnded to 1hA eu,ar.
ll!f llgning IRilotv...... Sellar eachaalmcMladgl Iha! lheyhaYe Ned, URdarl1alld. lCGSJlt and have IIIOIMld I. oopyof
; lblSShalf.sere Mlendum.

x,__________
SIIP\1lf.Ule

·,
885
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Marty R. Anderson
From:

Sondra Kantor [twlnks.idaho@gmail.com]
saturday, December 07, 2013 6:06 PM
Marty R. Anderson
Al LaPeter
Exhibit 1
RESPAKantorGwynne.pdf

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Attachments:

Begin forwarded message:

From: Al LaPeter <alfredlapeter@gmail.com>
Subject: Fwd: Offer on Kantor Property
Date: December 7, 2013 4:32:33 PM MST
Twinks <twinks.idaho@gmail.com>
To: "Marty
' R. AnQerson". <marty@eastidaholaw.net>,
.
.
.

- - - - Forwarded mess~e -~--From: Deborah Slevers <deborah.sievers@coldwellbanker.com>
Date.: Sat, Dec 7, ~013 at 4:30 PM
Subject:·Fwd: Offer on Kantor Property
·To: Al LaPeter <alfredlapeter@gmail.com>

'

~--- Forwarded message - - - .
From: .Theresa ·PemJ,erton <theresa.pemberton@coldwellbanker.com>
Date: Th~ Sep 20, 2012 ~ 1.1 :~9 AM
.
Subject: Offer on Kantor J:>roperty
To: camille:johnalanp~ers@gmail.com
Cc: Deb Sieyers ~ebont1:t.sievers@coldwellbanker.com>

Camille: Please find attached·an offer from Deb Sievers on 265 Golden Eagle. Deb can ·be reached
phone to discuss at 208. 720.0782. Thanks
·

on her cell

Theresa Rember.ton
Direcio'r ofOperatior,s/Finance
. ColdweU.B.aJiker Dis~ctive Properties
· Offices.in Idali,tand Colorado .
191.Main Sn;eet/RO Box 7248 .
Ketchum, ID 83340
,
Ph: 208.·622.3400._:. Fx: 208.622t3800 :•«•.
350 ~:Lin~inA,o-enue #103
· :~
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EXHIBIT 3

888

.-

Marty R. Anderson
Sondra Kantor [twlnks.idahO@gmail.com]
Saturday, December.07, 2013 6:17 PM
Marty R. Anderson
Exhibit 3, email from Camille Watson to Deb Sievers

From:
Sant:

To:
Subject:

Marty-thisshows.that Bob(" the seller") received the first offer.
From: Camille_'~atson <camiUe.johnalanpartners@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Sep 21, 2012 at 10:38 AM
Subject: 265 Golden Eagle
To: Deborah Sievers <deborah.sievers@coldwellbanker.com>
Hi Deb.J hope aU is going well with you in SL aJ1d wish you the best

In regards to ~e offer ~n 265 Golden Eagle....the seller is requesting that we respond to your clients on
Monday. John Sofrowill contact you and/or call him when you can to discuss. Thanks so much. Camille

Camille Watson

Assistant to·John Sofro
Licensed Sales Associate
John Alan Partners
208.726.3411
208.360:6737

camille.johnalanpartners@gmail.com
. . ..
.
.
'

I

•

Deborah Sievers,

..

Associate Broked

Coldwell Banker. Distinctive Properties
Office 208 622-3400
1

889

S1eamboat Springs, CO 80477
286 Bridge Street
Vail, CO 81657
www.coldwell~~di~tinctive,m:operties.com

Deborah Sievers,

Associate Broker
Coldwell Banker Distinctive Properties
Office 208 622-3400
Fax 208 622-3800
Cell 208 720-0782

AILaPeter
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EXHIBIT 4

891

Marty. R. Anderson . _, . ... . ..
.., Sondra Kantor [sksanfran@gmall.com J
Saturday, December 07, 2013 6:19 PM
MartyR. Anderson
Exhibit 4, 2d offer

From: ·
Sent:

To:
Subject

Begin forwarded ~essage:

Marty,
This is the only offer that Sandy was ever made aware of.

Al
- - - - fory.,a~ded message -----:.:
From: Debonth Sieven <.deborah.sievers@coldwellbanker.com>
.
Date: Sat, Dec .7, 2013 at4:47 PM
Subject: Fwd: New;Offer
··
To: Al LaPeter <alfredlapeter@gmai1.com>

second offer two da~~ later
------- Forward~ message-~ ·
'
From: D,ebArah;Sieven <.deborah.sievers@coldwellbanker.com>
Date: Sat, Sep.2Z, 2012at 5:24 PM
Subject: New Offer
To: John Sofro <john@iohnalanpartners.com>

.. '
John,

;,.. ,.. ..... , .. : ·- ·.. . .
.
.
\ .. ,I .. ·I '
.
I realize ,that yoU:·are oui'c,ftown.'and you mentioned that Bob is out of town as well. My buyers have asked me
to present a new. offer ~th no financing contingency, just an inspection contingency.
If you could forward this onto Bob as soon as you receive it, I would be most appreciative. I do realize that
.
time is of tlie essence. '

These are v~ry ~incere,"extremely . qualified buyers who will be end users, ~ot investors or speculators.
.
.
I loo~ .forward to µearing:back·from you.

Deborah Sievers, .
Associate ~r~kerOffice ,208·622-3400.
Fax 208 622-3800·
Cell

208 720-0782
\,

1

.,I

892

Deborah Sievers,
Associate Broker
Coldwell Banker:Distinctive Properties
Office 208 622-3400 ·
·
Fax 208 622-3800
Cell 208 720-0782

..

AILa~eter
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Fax
CeU

208 622-3800
208 720-0782

AILaPeter
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ID.fl

Real Estate Purchase Anet saie.Agreemant

l ..

1. Punmase·Prlce 8 2A00.000,00
Two MIiian Four Hundred '11louaend Dollars
2. 81,yar.
Mbhel Jay and Gwynn E. August, husband and wife
iellar:
Kantar
Pn1perty Addreac 28S Goldan Eagle Drive
Legal DuCllptlou: Golden Eagle Ranch /W Lot 34A
Clly:
Hallsy
County: Blaine
State: ldahG ZIP: 83333 .
a Buyer hereby offcl to P'l'ahue the above dascrlbed Pn,peny on the following terms and conditions:

Tanna Ttie._prmlspayabieas~

. .

$

Qmh;. caahler'a check. loan proceeds. or Cll1lfled fUnds at cloelng. .lncludlng Earnest Maner.
Saller Flnanclng- Saa Flnanolng'Contlltgancv"Other Financing Tama"
Olhlr-See Flnanalng Contlngar.cy"Other Financing Terma'"

$ 2.4GO.OOO.OO

Telal PalGhase Prte-Nat lndudlngcl*1Q COB1a

$ 2,400,000.00

$

a. NawCanstrucl1oft•Recant ~

.

vesO No l&1

lf"VES"~'iee StandardTerma. paragnsph e, offhrl Asraemem.
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11. lnduded Items On.addlllcn to Standard Tenna, paragraph 4) Enfudad Items

ff. Coa18 To Ba Appralaal 8tandald
PafdBv
1'1118 ms.
Bt.wms -

Sallar8

Share 9mRlh,

-

N/A
"See Addi. Terms
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21} FIRPTA-Tax Wfthholdlnt at Closing- The parttea agree that they aha!! fully C9mp\ywUh 111a Foreign
lrwaatndd In Real Property Tax Am (8FIRPT!t). If Seifer ra·•a 8fore!grl paraon" unc1e1 FIRPTA, at dosing,
Seller ahalt afgn an affldavlt lfdnO Iba same. If Sellar 18 a "forefgn pa,aan- \lrldar FIRPTA. at CllaslnS the Closlng
.Agentehall Wllhhofd tiom the aale.pnx:eeda.tha..appteptlale.tax amount and atJbmlt such amount and any
reqund farme fD the lntemal Revenue Servtce. Seller hereby lndamnfflas and halda Buyer and Closing Agent
harmleat fram any end al llabllly, Including allornaf8 fee8, nilated to Sailer's taxss under FIRPTA, or otherwin.
wtl!ch tadeu11dllm6iu and hold harmla8a shall aurvlt/8 dosing of the tnmsactlcm.
22) AUTKORITYOP ~ : fBUYERor~.Ja a co.pcaatlaa,. partnallhlp. U\llt, e81ate,.orotber·enflty,

1he pellCll't eaculfng Illa agreement on 1B bal!alf wmr.anla tda ar her 8l.lthotllytD do so and tD bind BUYER or
. SB.LER.

8gnaflnv

PriRted Name:
Phyalcel Addreaa:
Malllng,Addren:
City, 81&1&, Z1p:

Fax:
Fax:

.. ...
.

HomePhone:
Buslnas9 Phan«
6-Mall:

~

i

I
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·Short-8ale Addendum
Thia II an ADDENDUM

CJOlher

ao·u. ml Real E8tale Purdl88e ahd Sale Agreement, 0 Counter Offer,

Documenll: D8MGMD1Z

Date of Document: 08l22#2012

Pnlperty Address: 285 Galden Eqle DIM, Halley, Idaho
~~

Mllahel.tayendGwynn E. August

8alfar(a):

KanlDr

A. .IHGR1' 8ALI ,,,.,,,,AL TlilsAgra'J•nt1Nanll11gldllupan 8elln l'llll8tpt afwdltln cmanlfnlm 1111 lllddng
l8IIUlld lallfma and n. lllldil8 ("8hml,lala Landant), .no lalar lhan 8:00 pm 1181' • 1/2:f/2012 (dale) ("Shorl,8aJe
Conlmpnc, DaW). fD ab:a lllB N&p86e lalin balanllaall'f an amaunt aullalm ID pannltflla praaeeda tam tha aala of
118 ~tosa,a.1111at1ng1tatarmaa kmllllaBlldlr/111& ~ ft!ll~tmma,biokelageCICllllllllaalG
clllllng Clllta, m d o l l a ~ ~ tll9A;18a118nt.....--BlllerlD.paylllClaleOf&llmw (ltlcludlrv. but not
llmllml ID. .,awcbalgaa, tllla
pi&allaq&,ftlllalllc:mlla andapan)wllhoUtMIUbln& 8aller111 plaa fllff ft!DlntD
98GRllf, If 8elJBrlillatD gha'Buyer lll'llllBn naUmof 11D adallnJ 8harMlae l.endn' coniafttbyfhe 8halt4ale ConBnpncy
fqa'may~ lllaAQnmmanllrl-. end Bupr.81'1a!J beenlllledtD aNlllm ofmi, dllpOlll. SeBar
..... ~oaopeaiawllhmsllng BhorMialal.endlnln . . . . . . . p,-,.

Data;...,...-..

L 111!!! PEiliUDIL llmpalada rn ht Agrwa4 fDr cantt119a11111aa. lldar addlllmlld tamalllall JlaDID: (1) aa apaclBaCt In
lhe Aalwl8ftl. G) • arlahaclrad • II Iha day all8r 8ellardalhanl to Buyeril .wan Nlllmd.St!mWSala Landarl" Cllli8nt or
(3)- ll atleall8d-'C Cllllr

C. "IIC),A818UJUNCB'OP LINDER APPROVAL &u,a'and Sellarundamland ltl8t ShmMlllla Lendn (1) • nat
Clllllplad1Dampta alawl 81118; (2) mar181P18 8ellarlD flllwaRt any albar
. ollll' l8lllllwll; ~ (3) may--,t Cllharoffala.
~ ~111BW1lllUlraChat fnonfllrtD.olaln11181rapp,awaltJr11111unt.,.,aomatanna-afOUt
Aaiwiiidi euah • 111o a.. ofEa:nsw, be lllll8mfed arlliat 8eBar algn a P8ftlDIIIII nota ot eame olher obllgalli:ln tff al ar a
pclJ1lin afllla IIIIOliltGfa. llCIRd dlbt191hdonl. 8llf9 amt Sallardo flDt laNatD 8111811 ID 8llf ot8tmrt-8ala l.ellrlas

PR!Poaatlmma. ewar,8111erand-Bralaado noHaecanlml ~Stlal1o81lla Landarallllll Cllft98nt4D aallarNala,

or any act. Clillllll!ln..•Cflldlllan bJ any BharMlala L8lldlr kl Iha ll'IDIHl!IB PfflC8l8.

'o. IUTIR.MD88I.LIR c:osra. Bla,arand 8ellar aclma'4llldglt lhal each ma,lnc:urcoaln coiul8Cotillnwllh ,tgtdl or
abDgilllDna andarll&~ '1belu.caata may lnaWa, llutarenotlkllbd to. payman1a for.loan appllcallanl. lNrpeallone.
IPPlalaalti.11111 ........ Buch CiD8II wll be the lGla l'8!PClllllblll offhe party lncamlnU him. If SJ1mt.8ale LWldln do not
~
.to118 nn&iidb, crallllm' party cancalepumuant.lDtha Aslll8llatf.
~

tDIIIIIJtmjlt1il'nl-

F. CRIDl1'1 LBMLAND TAX ADVICE. 8ela-ll llllbrmacrtl1atalltlarMala may have Cider legal aanaequeaaea and
ma,...alltlalatlla lnl:amatD 9ellm'. Seller la acMud ID tall mMca t'nlnl a altarlief, CIIIIIHled pulllk: 8GC!CIUldent or
·atarapat.......... WbJNdmltlllco11 11•1GDohlhorkale.

o. 1'1!11111NA11Dfirt EIUY8t. 91&yer181 ma, «O may not <mar, I •1a 1e1tum:hadald) atva nob to tann1na11t 111a
...-atsi,tlmeprfor1D Iha cfallvaryafl.endarCanaenL lfBuyar llli1all:alaalbl8~ Iha EamatManay•.l
dapoeBed, ahal . . . . . . . . . . au,ar.

..........
._.£~]1........ ,..

a, lfgrdng ba11M,,•au,w1111118*reach aillanMladp lhatlhay have nmd, umlaiatancl. ucept.and 118a nalvad a GIIPf of
11D81ia""8i119Mdallun.

~
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EXHIBIT 5

903

l;: :J:. \?f:r~itr~:i? ~!'.':' :. : :~it-/:
1

Robert A Kantor
Sondra·F KaniDr
266 8 GOLDEN EAGLE DRIVE
HAILEY,.ID 83333-0000

. Ptlnclpal forglveneas of your
Home Equity Account.

Account Number: 68220136813699

Dear Robert A Kantor.and Sondra F Kantor:
We 818 pleased to Inform you 1hat we have applUV8d your Home Equity account for pal'llclpatlon In a principal
forgiveness program offered u a result of the Department of Juallce and State Attorneys General millonal aeWement
with major mortgage 88MC818, lncludtJlg Bank of .Ainerlca, N.A.

You wlU nteeM a fuD forglV111888 of the remaining prlnclpal balance of $998.145.33 on your Harne Equtt;y Una
of Credit accaunt. Thia means that you
no longer owe this amount, end we
also waive arw outstanding fee8
and accrued lntarest. Plaae note lhat If we receive any paymenlB from you before we farglva younemalnlng principal
balance, wa wlll apply them to your Homa Equity account. which wlU reduce the actual prlnclpaJ balanc:e amount we wUI
fo~.

wm

wm

What To Do If Your .Account Is In Forealosure

Although )'OUr home equ!w loan balance Is being foq;Jlvan, this does not extinguish your 1st mortgage. If your 1st
mortgage la In foredosura, 1h18 wlll not amp the foreclosure proc888 and foracl08W'8 adMUes will continua. PlellH

c:ontlnue to anawar and reply to all forecloaura cmmnunlcatlons from ua. If you do nol undaratand the legal
consequences otlhe
you are also encouraged to contact
an attorney or11oualng counselorfor aaslstance.
. foracloaure,
. . .
.

.

What y~ Need to·Know
t "'

;

.

Your acceptance of this offer la automallc unlaas we hear from you. If you chaose not lo accept this forgiveness offer,
please call ~ ao days or the data af the lattar lo the number Hated below.· ·
·
Please be aware that we are raqulred .fD report fha amount of yuur cancelled principal debt to fha .fntenud Revenue
Servloe ORS). CUff8nlly fideral law pn,vtdaa for ...in axceptlona 1D tax llablllty when dabt Is forgiven In cannecllon
with a foraclosura prewntlon tnmaactlon. In order to know Whether you qualify for one of 'these exceptions and what
other tax lmpacla this tninsacUon may have for you, we recommend that you contact a tax profesalonal. Addfllonal
Information aim also b11 found at wwwJra.gov.
Also, once we forgive the remaining balance on your Home Equity account. we wlll report to the major credit bwaaua
that your account was ·paid and closed. Your·crecllt ac:cn may be·afl'ect8d by this folglvaness. Ci'edlt ~es are
datmmfnad by your ci'edlt hlatDry and.not controlled dlracfly by Bank of America. NA beyond our commitment to
accurately report the stalu8· of all our customers. For more Information about credit SCDl'88, please go to
http://www.flc.gOl(/bcp/edu/pubs/conaumar/credlt/cre24.shtrn.
· ·. p

If-you have

quesHona about 1h18 forglvenaas, or WGUld Ilka to discuss any other options that may be avallable. to you,

pleae
contact U811t 1.8GOA98.7831..
.... --
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EXHIBIT 6

905

Marty R. Anderson
From:

Sondra 'Kantor [sksanfran@gmail.com]

Sent:
To:

.Saturday, Dec:ember 07;2013 6:23 PM
Marty·R. Anderson

Subject

Exhibit 6, Sk Recap of Conversation

Begin forwarded-message:

.

..

•

'

h.

From: Sori~ra Kant9r ~s~n~rakantor@hotmail.com>
Subject: Recap of convel'Satlon
Date: November 13, 2012 2:09,:14PM MST
To: Camille Watson <camille@iohnalanpartners.com>
Cc: edsimon@sunvalleylegal.com
. •

'

Dear Camille,
>

.

·I

.

.

My notes from•om conversation this morning are restated below.Please confinn to me that this adequately and
accurately recounts what you have told me reg4U'ding the situation with the Golden Eagle sale.
As you explained this morning, Bank of America (or Dignified Solutions?) wasted 3 weeks completing the
appraisal that they insisted on doqig. _Once completed, their computer system self-declined the short sale on the
basis that the time deadl~e for getting this appraisal or other items completed bad passed. THere was no other
substantive reason for this self-decline.
Then we were suppo.sed ~ -have once again extended the time period with the-Augusts (Buyers) for the time for
lender approval. Tilis WB$ nQt qone. At :Or abo~ that time, notice was received frQm B of A/Dignified Solutions
that the indebtedness on the second (line of equity) bad been forgiven. B of A then II recqmmended" that the
home be relisted ~ the higher price of $35 Million.
,.

.

It is specul~ tbat'.the-~ n for the forgiveness of the 2nd was due to pressure from certain lawsuits that have
been filed against;B.of A/ Di~ed relating to the production of these loans.
•

... ......a

• . •••

•

•

'

.. 11.

••

\

for

I

t

· · ~

•. .

'

,

Thanks, .Cainill~," your ~e _and· explanations. If I do not hear back from you, I will assume that my
description .o f 01.ll' conversation from this morning is. accurate.
.
~

Respectfully, · .
'
Sondra
.- ..,.
•

!I

. \. • • .t .- .,,

. ..

.r. . .')•:
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FILED~:~
DEC 1 0 2013
JoLynn Drage, Clerk District

Court Blalne. County,. laa'1o- ~
..-,....--

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

ROBERT ARON KANTOR,

Plaintiff,
vs.
SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV-2012- 734

ORDER REGARDING PROPOSED
IMPOSITION OF SANCTIONS

The Court held a telephonic hearing on the 10th day of December, 2013, Dan Miller,
Boise, appearing on behalf of Bob Kantor, and Marty Anderson, Idaho Falls, appearing for and
on behalf of Sondra Kantor. The purpose of the hearing was for the Court to announce to the
parties what course of action the Court would take regarding sanctions the Court has threatened
to impose upon Sondra Kantor for failing to comply with a prior order of the Court directing her
to deliver a quitclaim deed to Bob Kantor.
For the reasons recited by the Court on the record at hearing, the Court does hereby
ORDER, and THIS DOES ORDER:
l.)

Judge Borreson has been assigned to preside over Blaine County case CV-525-2011,

which is the divorce proceeding between Robert and Sondra Kantor. Currently pending is

Order Regarding Proposed Imposition of Sanctions

Pag~l

Sondra's application to have the Property Settlement Agreement ("PSA") in that case merged
into the Judgment and Decree. In order to give Sondra time to properly weigh and consider her
options, this Court will not impose any sanction until 3 (three) days after Judge Borreson enters a
decision as to whether the PSA in that case will merge into Judgment and Decree.
2.)

The Court will not stay discovery in this case pending a determination of other matters.

3.)

Within 3 days of Judge Borreson's decision, Sondra, at a minimum, must have obtained a

quitclaim deed to the Golden Eagle property at issue back from Al LaPeter to her, which re-vests
title in Sondra Kantor, so the Court can determine what step should be taken next with regards to
the Bank of America. Once accomplished, Sondra may not deed the property away to any other
person or entity without permission from the Court. In the event there is no deed forthcoming
from Al LaPeter to Sondra Kantor as directed above, within 3 (three) days of any ruling by Judge
Borreson, the Court will, for the reasons set forth by the Court on the record at various hearings,
and in 2 (two) lengthy emails to counsel, dismiss Sondra Kantor's present action in this case
(CV-2012-734) now pending in district court, and Robert Kantor may apply for the award of fees
and costs which remains pending.
4.)

The Court, in its discretion, has the ability to make any such dismissal with or without

prejudice. Any such dismissal will be with prejudice as to Sondra's right to maintain a breach of
contract action against Robert as a jury trial in district court. Matters may still proceed before
Judge Borreson, (or not, depending on what Judge Borreson decides to do with the existing
divorce case). If the PSA is merged into the decree, Judge Borreson will have the discretion and
authority to deal with Sondra's claims against Robert for alleged breach of contract regarding
matters addressed by Sondra's counterclaim now pending in district court. In other words, in the
event the Court dismisses Sondra's pending counterclaim at the district court level, the merits of
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the claims now pending by virtue of Sondra's counterclaim may be addressed by Judge Borreson
in any manner he sees fit, including equitable or monetary relief, except Sondra will have no
further independent right to jury trial for money damages before Judge Borreson or at the district
court level for the matters alleged against Robert in her current counterclaim.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED this~ day of December, 2013.

Robert J. Elgee
District Judge
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

ROBERT ARON KANTOR,
Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)

SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR,
Defendant.

CASE NO. cv-2012.734

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT
ARON KANTOR

)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss

County of Blaine

)

ROBERT ARON KANTOR, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am the Plaintiff in this matter and I make this affidavit based upon my own personal

knowledge and in support ofmy Motion for Sanctions.
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On November 20, 2013, the Court sent an e-mail admonishing counsel from

communicating with the Court. Since then, counsel for Defendant Sondra Kantor has sent two (2)
e-mails to the Court. The first argued the merger issue. The second e-mail came after our telephone
conference and resulted in the e-mail communication to Judge Elgee from Marty Anderson on
Friday, December 13th. It has been frustrating to watch counsel for Defendant violate the Court's
requirement, but my own counsel appropriately restricting communication to Judge Elgee to follow
the Court's directive. Counsel for Defendant just ignores the Court's directive similar to his client's
conduct with the Court. I believe it is important now that I respond to all of the communications
Defendant has had with the Court and urge the Court to follow through on its Order dated December
10, 2013.

3.

Regarding the telephone conference of Friday, December 13th, two important matters

need to be addressed:
a.

The representative of,Bank of America stated that she had not handled a

Principal Balance Reduction which exceeded $250,000.00 She did say that other representatives

may have handled large Principal Balance Reductions. I have had conversations with Bank of
America where it was intimated that our offer may be substantial. By this, I mean several million
dollars in reduced principal balance. Further, we will know soon because the Representative stated
that we should know by the end of January, 2014, and probably sooner.
b.

Since I reside in the 265 Golden Eagle residence, I am the Applicant. It is

problematic with Bank of America thatan Applicant for a Principal Balance Reduction is not a
resident of the house. Only my income infonnation has been included in the Application because
I was told only a resident may apply to be included in the Department of Justice Principal Reduction
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Program, which is intended to help individuals retain the home in which they reside.
4.

On numerous occasions I was told by Veronica Tovar and by Shawnee Lewis that the

only missing document required by Bank of America was the recorded Quitclaim Deed from Sondra
Kantor to me.
5.

Sondra- Kantor did cause to be recorded a quitclaim deed transferring her interest in

the property at 265 Golden Eagle Dr. Hailey; Idaho to Robert A Kantor, after having defied the
Court's order by transferring the same interest to Mr. Al Lapeter. Prior to recording the Quitclaim
deed to Mr. LaPeter, Sondra had executed and had notarized a quitclaim deed to me, in front of Mr.
Lapeter. But that deed, by agreement of the parties, was to have been held by the title company until
there was an instruction by both parties and their attorneys authorizing the deed to be recorded.
6.

However, in a recorded conversation on Friday, December 13 1\ in which I was a

participant, Sondra told the Bank of America employee, Shawnee Lewis, that she had never signed
or had recorded any quitclaim deed transferring her interest in the property to Robert A Kantor. This
statement is not true. Bank of America has had a copy of the recorded quitclaim deed which had
previously been delivered personally to my office by Sondra Kantor's boyfriend, Al LaPeter.
7.

On the3 prof October, 2013 and again on the22ndofNovember, 2013 Sondra Kantor

filed with this Court two affidavits. The first in response to a motion for Partial Summary Judgment
and the second in response to this Court's Notice Of Proposed Dismissal. Both affidavits contain
false representations. and material misrepresentations, which are set forth below. In the next
paragraphs, I will identify the misrepresentations in Sondra Kantor's Affidavit previously filed on
October 31, 2013.
8.

On November 20, 2013, Judge Elgee issued an email to the parties made a part of the
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record in which he stated there would be sanctions imposed if Sondra Kantor did not obtain a deed
from Mr. LaPeter and quitclaim the deed to Robert A. Kantor
9.

On November 23, 2013, Judge Elgee issued a second Email in which he elaborated

on the first Email and described the consequences to Sondra Kantor if she continued to defy his
earlier Order. To, and including, the date of this Affidavit there has not, to the best of my knowledge,
been compliance with Judge Elgee's emails or Orders. Nor has Judge Elgee imposed any sanctions
against Sondra Kantor.
10.

Regarding paragraph 16 of Sondra's Affidavit I never agreed, as represented by

Sondra Kantor, to do all future real estate deals through Rokan Ventures. The language of paragraph

16.02 speaks for itself and is the subject ofthe Motion for Summary Judgment. When presented with
the language of that paragraph implying that all deals be done in Rokan Ventures by Sondra's
attorney, Stan Welsh, I insisted on adding the language "provided that any activity that Rokan
Ventures declines, shall not be done in Rokan Ventures.'' Rokan Ventures is a company
independently owned by third parties and elected to do no further syndication business with Rokan
Partners.

11.

Sondra's statement in paragraph 13 is false. The transaction was completely arm's

length, was initiated by the majority ofRokan Ventures' owners, and was very favorable to Rokan
Partners. The sale of Rokan Partners interest in Rokan Ventures was the onJy alternative to having
Rokan Ventures be liquidated by the majority of its owners if the deal had not occurred.
12.

Sondra's statement in paragraph 17 is misleading; there have been no 'refinance

documents" presented to me from the Bank of America. Therefore, none could have been provided.
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In the Affidavit dated the 22"d of November, there are numerous false statements and

deliberately misleading statements as set forth below. Numerical references will be to numbered
paragraphs in that Affidavit.
14.

In paragraph 2, Sondra misrepresented her emotional and psychiatric condition

placing significant blame on me. She had left me and our home on two separate dates prior to her
leaving for Los Angeles. Sondra was diagnosed, by the UCLA Medical team, as a Borderline
Personality Disorder person. She has been institutionalized three times and has undergone electroshock therapy. I do not dispute her statement that she does not think clearly.
15.

In paragraph 4, Sondra misrepresented the facts. Prior to even going out with another

woman, I informed Sondra of the possibility that I would start going out, not wanting her to find out
by rumor. Regarding her statement that I said there was "very little money'\ Sondra had taken
approximately $50,000 in cash from our community credit cards without notifying me; she also took
approximately $35,000 from our joint bill~paying account at the Bank of America. Prior to our
divorce, Sondra received significant sums from our community assets on a regular basis.
16.

Also regrading paragraph 4, I was instructed by Sondra's therapist at Gunderson, a

hospital specializing in Borderline Personality Disorders, that if I was going to seek a divorce I
should do so while she was an in-patient so they could professionally deal with any depressive
reaction to being served with divorce pleadings.
17.

Regarding paragraph 5, with my agreement, Sondra Kantor spent approximately

$20,000 furnishing her apartment in San Francisco. Previously, she had moved a large U-Haul truck
from Los Angeles to San Francisco allegedly full of house hold furnishings, many of which had been
previously sent from the Golden Eagle home in Hailey to her apartment in Los Angeles.
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Additionally, when she was allowed six days unsupervised access to the Golden Eagle home to pick
up her personal belongings, she took all the silver ware, most of the kitchen equipment and many
valuable rugs and objects that were never accounted for and became the subject of the Omitted Asset
case brought before Judge lsrael. I am infonned and believe that a Sun Valley Moving Truck was
filled with the furnishings she took. Her statement in her Affidavit is a misrepresentation and in
many partsi totally untrue.
18.

In paragraph 9, Sondra refused to sign the short sale contract unless I paid her $4,000.

(see her email attached as Exhibit 2 to her Affidavit). I filed a lawsuit against her seeking the Courts
assistance in getting her to sign. When faced with certain defeat in that case, Sondra filed a counter
suit against me alleging l l counts of Fraud in an apparent attempt to invent some defense. That
Fraud case was dismissed with prejudice by Judge Elgee of this Court when her deposition revealed
there was not one potential fraudulent act she could describe. The breach of contract was also
decided by Summary Judgment, and our only damages were the costs of the law suit and the costs
of defending the spurious Fraud claims. Judge El gee has not yet awarded our attorney's fees but has
indicated a willingness to do so. Since many of the baseless Fraud allegations involved my actions
as President of Rokan Corporation, General Partner of Rokan Partners, Rokan Partners paid the
appropriate share of my personal legal fees to the Ludwig firm on my behalf as Rokan was obligated
to defend and indemnify me from claims such as those brought by Sondra. I have paid all of the fees
relating to my personal matters directly from my own funds.
19.

The PSA (2.15) requires me to provide certain financial reports when received by

me. I have provided all reports when received by me except for the many reports that are sent directly
to Sondra as soon as they are completed by the management entities. Sondra's statement in her
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Affidavit to the contrary is untrue.
20.

In paragraph 16, Sondra implies some agreement was in lieu of spousal maintenance.

That term does not appear in any document governing the relationship of myself and Sondra Kantor.
Sondra owns a 44% economic interest in Rokan Partners. Rokan Partners owned, at the time of
divorce, only 25% of Rokan Ventures. If Sondra were concerned with tying me into operating my
future real estate deals in any entity for her benefit, it should have been Rokan Partners where her
economic interest (44%) is much larger. Sondra is given the right to receive a "priority distribution"
from Rokan Partners set forth in paragraph 2.12 of the PSA.
21.

Regarding paragraph 23, I am offended at the suggestion of any inappropriate

relationship between myself and this Court.
22.

Sondra's statement in paragraph 24 is misleading. Al Lapeter did not assume half of

the debt in his purchase of her half interest in Golden Eagle. Had he done so, Sondra would have
sold her halfof the property for approximately $1,800, 100. Her basis in the home was approximately
$1,800,000. In that case she would have little or no tax liability. However, ifI am successful in
getting the debt principal reduced significantly. and the transfer to Al LaPeter is upheld, Al La Peter
would be entitled to approximately on half of any equity, net of expenses. generated by a subsequent
house sale. Sondra, on the other hand, would be liable for any income tax created by her being
relieved from her portion of the debt reduction. It is my understanding that Marty Anderson, who
has been asking me for tax advice and has alleged that I am wrong in not providing tax advice,
represents both Mr. LaPeter and Sondra Kantor.
23.

Regarding paragraph 25, contrary to what she represented under oath, Sondra has no

evidence regarding what I would tell the Bank of America regarding her continued interest in the
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home. I have infonned the Bank of all facts, including the fact that Sondra held title to half of the
house and, later, that even after executing a quitclaim deed to me ( held by the title company) she
had attempted to transfer the same halfinterest to her boy friend. In the conversation with the Bank
of America on Friday, December 13, 2013, Marty Anderson again informed the Bank of America
of Sondra's signing a quitclaim deed to Al La Peter. This was after l had warned Marty Anderson
that his emphasizing this point to the Bank of America, might do serious damage to my efforts to get
a loan principal reduction through the Department of Justice Program. I had already advised Bank
of America of that event.
24.

In Paragraph 26, Sondra is misleading this Court. While The HAMP program for a

loan modification does not require residence, it a1so does not apply to mortgages in excess of
$729,750. Not knowing of this limitation, we were attempting to get a loan modification under that
program in late 2012 after the short sale was cancelled by the Bank of America. But we were
rejected. (See exhibit 3 of Sondra Kantor's Affidavit- Letter from Bank of America dated January
171n, 2013). In the recorded conversation.with Shawnee Lewis of the office of the President at the
Bank of America, Shawnee confinned that the current first mortgage loan would be considered for
all available programs even if the Department of Justice program did not work. Because the
Department of Justice Program had already p_rovided us with a $1 million benefit by forgiving the
second mortgage, I have been trying to get our current loan approved for consideration under that
program. That program requires residency of its applicants as it is intended to help people stay in
their homes.
25.

In the recorded conversation with Shawnee Lewis ofthe Bank of America, (Recorded

by Marty Anderson with myself, Scot Ludwig, Marty Anderson and Sondra Kantor _and perhaps Al
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LaPeter listening) Shawnee confinned the fact that the Loan Modification application was completed
at one time with the single exception that there was no "Recorded Quitclaim Deed" from Sondra to
me She confirmed that the Bank of America had an internal policy that it would not proceed with
a loan modification application without a recorded quitclaim where, as in this case, one party to the
mortgage was not a resident or that only one party was included or that she was included in the

financial analysis used by the Bank to decide whether and in what amount an offer would be made.
26.

The Court will be able to hear the entire conversation and, as I understand, to read

a full transcript. This part ofmy affidavit, therefore, is an attempt to paraphrase what happened. On
several occasions Mr. Anderson questioned Shawnee regarding possible results of a loan reduction.
Even though she repeatedly said she did not have any estimate of a potential reduction (she even
went to examine their internal file and found no information) Mr Anderson persisted to get her to
say there were some results on other applications in her group that resulted in a few hundred
thousand dollars reductions from large mortgage loans. But she insisted, she did not know what
might come from my application.
27.

Mr. Anderson also, with the participation of Sondra Kantor, made an inquiry

regarding whether Sondra's income should be considered and were there procedures or .programs
available for situations where one of the owners/obligors was not a resident ofthe property. Shawnee
Lewis said that was possible with other programs but did not think it appropriate for the current

Department of Justice Program. She said if they insisted on having Sondra as a part of the
application, at a minimum the entire process would have to start again which she encouraged the
parties not to do. She also said that she thought the Bank of America would have an answer
regarding my application before the end ~f January, 2014.
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Shawnee Lewis also, in answer to Mr. Anderson, indicated that an average time for

holding and living in the home after a loan modification and principal reduction was 90 days after

which the home could be sold. Thus, the fastest way to sell this home is to get the loan modification
soon, finish the documentation, live in the home for 90 days and then sell it. I agree to sell this home
as soon after the minimum holding period established by the Bank of America has expired and will

sign any contractual agreement required by this Court to accomplish that goal.
29.

Shawnee Lewis also confirmed my earlier representation that if the loan modification

program fails, she can enter the home in a cooperative short sale and/or deed in lieu program in
which the current obligors on the loan have no deficiency liability. r hereby agree that if the loan

modification program fails, I will sign a contract, enforceable by this Court, to immediately start the
process to short sell or enter into a deed in lieu agreement to sell the home. With Court supervision,
the main consideration should be to minimize the tax consequences and liability limitation to all
parties on final disposition. After the Court dismisses this matter, I assume Judge Borresen will
enforce the sale.
30.

The parties to this litigation had entered to a stipulation, confirmed in open Court

before Judge Elgee, that Sondra would not contact the Bank of America regarding the Loan

Reduction for 265 Golden Eagle. Additionally, that stipulation authorized me to continue with my
efforts to obtain a loan principal and interest reduction on the loan continuing up to the time ofTriaL

To the best of my knowledge, that stipulation should still be in effect until a hearing on the matter
can be heard.
31.

Paragraph 28 of Sondra's Affidavit a false statement. This Court has specifically

stated in its ruling that it retained jurisdiction over the approval of any loan modification and I am
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not empowered to take independent action regarding the loan modification or the sale of the home
without Court approval. In addition, the parties drafted an agreement, Exhibit F, in which I
specifically agreed to sign and place in escrow a warranty deed to Sondra Kantor and Robert Kantor
that Sondra was authorized to record anytime after the Bank of America made a decision regarding

the Loan Modification.
32.

Paragraph 29 of Sondra's Affidavit is a false statement. This Court has specifically

stated it -retains jurisdiction.
33.

Paragraph 30 of Sondra's Affidavit is a false statement This court, or the Magistrate,

would have jurisdiction as the PSA is binding on heirs and assigns.
34.

Paragraph 31 of Sondra's Affidavit is false. Sondra Kantor has put herself in the

position ofhaving potential liability for the taxes if she is relieved of her liability on the loan without
having any expectation of sharing in any net equity created by a loan principal reduction because of
having transferred her equity to Al LaPeter. If she has a secret deal with Al LaPeter that he is really
just holding the title. for her, then her transfer to Mr. LaPeter was not just a direct refusal to comply
with this Court's Order, it was a fraudulent transaction intended to frustrate this Court's intended
result as well as to keep me from pursuing an loan reduction or modification and subsequent sale.
Mr. Anderson's representation to the Bank of America on Friday that Sondra had previously
conveyed her interest to Mr. LaPeter appeared to be a direct attempt to assist his client in leveraging
some other result from me.
35.

Paragraph 34 appears to be a repeat of the Fraud allegations that have already been

dealt with by Summary Judgment in this Court. There is no basis in fact or law to support these
allegations.
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The entire process of filing opinions and unchallenged facts in the form of Affidavits

from Sondra Kantor in this case seems unique. Prior to the filing of this Affidavit, I was operating
under the impression that this Court did not want to engage in hearing additional testimony or other
forms of conununication from the parties. On advice of counsel, I did ,not previously attempt to
answer the falsehoods contained in Sondra Kantor's Affidavits. This filing by me is an attempt to
let the Court know of the facts.
37.

However, in her Affidavit of November 25, 2013, Sondra Kantor also made sworn

statements that are false. In paragraph 3 of that Affidavit she states "During that time frame I have
not been paid the full amount under the PSA but only the minimum amount of $6,000 monthly.''
October of 2012 to August of2013), In November of 2012, distributions were paid to Sondra
Kantor in the amount of $26,000. Starting her time frame in October was a bit misleading since in
both August and September of 2012 her distributions were $ l 0,000 each month. The same is true
for January of 2013 although there were two checks, one for $4,000 and the other for $6,000. Also,
her distributions in October of 2013 totaled $31,000 and her distributions in November totaled
$46,000. The total amount of money distributed to Sondra since the divorce exceeds $240,000. (a
similar amount has been distributed to me).
38.

The requirement of the PSA regarding distributions is paragraph 2.12 and that

document is already part of the record in this case .. That paragraph requires a priority distribution
to Sondra over Robert if funds are not available to have equal distributions. That provision includes
the requirement that I use my best efforts to ensure that Sondra receive $6,000 on the first of each
month, subject to the reasonable cash requirements to run the business. Running Rokan Partners is
my responsibility for which I receive no pay. Since the date of divorce, I have fulfilled that
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obligation. The distribution for December has not been made to Sondra or to me as Rokan Partners,
until this week, did not have sufficient operating cash to make distributions. I will be able to send

Sondra her minimum distribution this week.
DATED This~ day of December, 2013.

CAMiLLE WATSON
Notary Public
State of Idaho

otary Pubyr ldruio j
Res1d.mg at:
~
omm. Expires:
b

~

\

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this.:1.l._.f&ay of December, 2013, I caused a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document to be served upon the following as indicated:
Marty R. Anderson
Thompson Smith Woolf Anderson PLLC
P.O. Box 50160
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405w0160

U.S. Mail
_ Hand Delivery
_Overnight Courier
~simile Transmission
(208)525-
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DEC 1 8 2013
JoLynn Drage. Clerk District
Court Blaine Coun Idaho

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

ROBERT ARON KANTOR,
Plaintiff,
vs.

SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
}

CASE NO. CV-2012-734

MOTION FOR ENTRY
OF ADDITIONAL SANCTION

)

Comes Now, PlaintiffROBERT ARON KANTOR, by and through his attorneys of record,
and hereby moves this Court to Order the additional sanction of dismissing Defendant's Amended

CoW1terclaim with prejudice and also reinstating in its entirety the no contact with Bank of America
provision in the October 16, 2013 Order.

MOTION FOR ENTRY OF
ADDmONAL SANCTION -1-
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This Motion is based upon the Affidavit of the Plaintiff filed contemporaneously herewith.
Oral argument is requested.
Dated this ~ y of December. 2013.

ScotM.
Attome

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this'JS1ja.y of December. 2013, I caused a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document to be served upon the following as indicated:

Marty R. Anderson
Thompson Smith Woolf Anderson PLLC
P.O. Box 50160
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0160

_U.S.Mail
_ Hand Delivery
_ Overnight Courier
~simile Transmission
(208)525-5266
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SCOT M. LUDWIG
DANIEL A. MILLER
LUDWIG• SHOUFLER • MILLER• JOHNSON, LLP
Attorneys at Law
209 West Main Street
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: 208-387-0400
Facsimile: 208-387-1999
ISB 3506
ISB 3571
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTII JUDICIAL DISTR1CT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

ROBERT ARON KANTOR,
Plaintiff,
vs.

SONDRA LOUISE KANTOR,
Defendant.

)
)
)

CASE NO. cv.2012-734

)
)
)
)
)

AFF1DAVIT OF ROBERT
ARON KANTOR IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR ENTRY OF
ADDITIONAL SANCTION

STATE OF IDAHO )
) 8S

County of Blaine

)

ROBERT ARON KANTOR, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am the Plaintiff in this matter and I make this affidavit based upon my own personal

knowledge and in support of my Motion for Entry of Additional Sanctions.
AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT ARON KANTOR IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
FOR ENTRY OF ADDITIONAL SANCTION - 1
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On October 16, 2013 this Court entered an Order that stated in part:

..Defendant, or her representatives, shall not contact Bank of America regarding the Golden
Eagle debt until the time of Trial. Further, Defendant shall not pursue a Short Sale of the Golden

Eagle real property until the time of Trial.''
3.

On December 10, 2013 this Court entered another Order that slightly modified the

October 16, 2013 Order by allowing "Sondra Kantor' s counsel shall have a right to contact Bank of
America.'' The December 10th Order was drafted by Ms. Kantor's counsel. No, where in the
December 101h Order does the Court state that Sondra Kantor or Alfred LaPeter have a right to
contact Bank of America. Therefore, the October 16, 2013 Order remains in effect to the extent that

Ms. Kantor and her representatives (other than her attorney) cannot contact Bank of America.
4.

During the telephone conference with Bank of America on December 13, 2013 not

only did Mr. Anderson participate in the call but Ms. Kantor and her boyfriend Alfred LaPeter were
on the line as well. I have since learned via email from Mr. Anderson that Ms. Kantor and Mr.

LaPeter are trying to contact Bank of America directly which is in violation of this Court's October
16, 2013 Order. I attach hereto as Exhibit A an email from Mr. Anderson to Mr. Ludwig dated
December 16, 2013. Said email included an email from Mr. LaPeter to Mr. Anderson dated
December 15, 2013. The Court can see from the content of Mr. LaPeter's email that he is trying to
access Bank of America in this case.
5.

Ms. Kantor intends on asking Bank of America to include and consider her financial

infonnation during the principal balance loan reduction process. In other words, she wants the bank
to start the process over from the beginning. As the Application stands, the Bank of America has

AFFlDA VIT OF ROBERT ARON KANTOR IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
FOR ENTRY OF ADDffiONAL SANCTION - 2
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stated an offer for principal loan reduction will be forthcoming by the end of January, 2014. Also,
because she is not an owner/occupant we would not qualify for the Department of Justice program.
Ms. Kantor is no longer an O'Wner because she deeded her interest to Alfred LaPeter. Ms. Kantor is

not an occupant of the home either. In short, Ms. Kantor stipulated in Court that she would not
contact Bank of America. The Court ordered her and her representatives not to contact Bank of
America. She is yet again defying this Court's Order with the obvious attempt

to

destroy any

potential deal that may be reached with Bank of America.

6.

Yesterday I spoke to Bank of America representative, Shawnee Lewis. I have

attached hereto as Exhibit B a recording of that telephone conversation which is 11 minutes and 40
seconds long. Shawnee confirmed that Bank of America needed a quit claim deed because Ms.
Kantor' s information was not being considered by Bank of America. Ms. Lewis also confirmed that
to qualify for the Department of Justice Program the home needed to be owner occupied and the
owner/occupant would be the individual that qualified to participate in the Program. She noted that
if Ms. Kantor was not occupying the property Bank of America would not want to use her
information for the review. She further stated that because ofthe delay in getting the quit claim deed

Bank of America will need updated infonnation from me. Ms. Lewis told me that if Ms. Kantor
.

wanted to participate then Bank of America would have to start the entire process over and there
is a chance we would not qualify for the Department of Justice Program because a requirement of
the Department ofJustice Program is that the person applying for relief must be an owner-occupant.
Ms. Lewis stated that with the quit claim deed Bank of America would not need Ms. Kantor's
participation and there was no need for her to participate in the process. Ms. Lewis told me that the

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT ARON KANTOR IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
FOR ENTRY OF ADDITIONAL SANCTION - 3
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range of relief being given, in her experience, was anywhere from a few thousand dollars up to one
million dollars.
7.

I refer the Court to paragraph 6 of my last Affidavit wherein I testified:

"However, in a recorded conversation on Friday, December 13 1\ in which I was a participant,
Sondra told the Bank of America employee, Shawnee Lewis, that she had never signed or had
recorded any quitclaim deed transferring her interest in the property to Robert A Kantor. This
statement is not true. Bank of America has had a copy of the recorded quitclaim deed which had
previously been delivered personally to my office by Sondra Kantor's boyfriend, Al LaPeter."
Again, Sondra is trying to disrupt the process of reducing the principal loan balance.
8.

I am requesting the Court rescind its December 10, 2013 Order as Ms. Kantor is using

that Order to violate the Court's October 16, 2013 Order. In addition, based upon Ms. Kantor's
outrageous conduct I am asking the Court to make its dismissal of Ms. Kantor's Amended
Counterclaim with prejudice and I am asking the Court to reinstate in its entirety the no contact
provision of the October 16th Order.
DAIBD11lis ~day of December, 2 0 1 3 ~

ROBE

~

ARON KANTOR

~

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this~ day of December, 2013.
CAMILLEWATS~N
Notary Public
State of Idaho

~~ ~

No~ Publ~fi~r
l~o ~
Res1dmg at:~:B~--~--~~-""'"""11--_ __
Comm. Expires:
- 0 I \
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

J_~

I hereby certify that on this
of December, 2013, I caused a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document to be served upon the following as indicated:
Marty R. Anderson
Thompson Smith Woolf .-<\nderson PLLC
P.O. Box 50160

Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0160

U.S. Mail

_ Hand Delivery
_ Overnight Courier
~imile Transmission
/ (208)525-5266
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To: Scot Ludwig

Subject: FW: bofa onllne
We tried "Al", "Alfred" and "LaPeter" -none of them worked.

Can you get me the security answers?
**************************************************************************w****
~ , - Tlmmpsrm Smith
Woolf' & Andc)~on

• I~

il'1 ·

Marty R. Anderson, Esq.

3480 Merlin Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83404

208·525·8792
Fax: 208·525·5266
marty@eastidaholaw.net
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed
and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader
of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination or distribution of this
communication to other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please notify us immediately by reply email to the sender or collect telephone call to (208) 52S.8792 . Thank you .
.........................~.................................................*..***

From: Al LaPeter [mallto:alfredlapeter@gmail.com]

Sent: Sunday, December 15, 2013 9:53 AM
To: Marty R. Anderson
Subject: Re: bofa online

Marty,
This will not work. We need to know the answer to the security questions.
The one I was asked was
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Please answer your challenge question so we can confirm your identity.

Online ID: kantorbofa
Sign in using a different Online ID
What is the first name of the best man/maid of honor at your wedding?
[X] Remember this computer Help Information Panel
Continue
Quick help

• Activate to expand. Forgot the answer to your challenge question?

On Sun, Dec 15, 2013 at 9:37 AM, Marty R.Anderson<martv@eastidaholaw.net> wrote:
Marty Anderson
Thompson Smith Woolf & Anderson, PLLC
Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:
From: robert kantor <rakantor@gmail.com>
Date: December 15, 2013 at 9;20:35 AM MST
To: Scot Ludwig <scot@lsmi-law.cgm>, ''Marty R.Anderson"<marty@eastidabolaw.net>

Subject; bofa online
The current sign in information for the Bank of America is:
sign~in name - kantorbofa
passcodeis; I234abcd
Now I have given all parties equal access.
Bob Kantor

Al LaPeter

2
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